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ABSTRACT 

Curriculum adaptation is defined as the creation of curriculum/resource 

materials to meet 'new1 educational needs by changing, In some way, 

materials that have already been developed for other purposes. As a 

strategy for curriculum development, it oHers many advantages and 

merits serious consideration . particularly in relation to the curriculum 

devek>pment requirements and Institutional conditions prevailing In the 

Further Educat ion sector. The study reported in this thesis was 

therefore designed to determine the Incidence of curriculum adaptation 

In Further Education and. importantly, to develop an understanding of 

the decision-making Issues. activit ies and procedures to be associated 

wllh thl~ type of wot"k. 

Literature searches revealed that llttli had been written about 

cu rriculum adaptation and thus Indicated the need to ldentlry, analyse 

and evaluate actual instances or adaptation work. However . in the 

absence of an appropriate model to define and guide an empirical 

investigation . a theoretical 1rramework' suitable for this task , was 

developed . This was predicated on the assumption that curriculum 

adaptation Is a rational activity involving a systematic approach to 

decision-making and action, 

Informat ion relat ing to the practice of curriculum adaptation In Further 

Education colleges was collected by questionnaire and structured 

In terview techniques. The Inquiry revealed a low Incidence of the use 

of curriculum adaptation. despite the considerable amount of curriculum 

development work that was being staged . The Investigation Into the 

derlning characteristics of adaptation was organized through t he 

devek>pment or detailed case-study material. The analysis of this 



material demonstrated that curriculum adaptation was being conducted in 

a largely pragmatic and intuitive manner . and that much of Its potential 

was being overlooked , The study therefore offers recommendations and 

guidelines which aim to facilitate a more systemat ic and purposive 

app roach to curriculum adaptation as a strategy for curriculum 

devek>pment. 
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CHAPTER 1 : ADAPTIVE CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

Sec tion 1.0 : Introduction 

The ter m 'adaptive curriculum development' emb races the Idea that 

curricu lum innovation can be brought about by adapting or modifying In 

some way an 'existing' curr icu lum. More specifically , It envisages 

changes of various kinds being made to the teaching and/or learning 

materials associated with a course or programme that already eKlsts , In 

order to meet 'new' educational needs. In this sense. adaptive 

cu rriculum development may be seen as a strategy for curriculum 

innovation which ls clearly disllngulshable from what may be called !!:!, 

lnitio curriculum development in which teaching and learn ing materi als 

are generated 'from scratch1
• Thus adaptive curriculum development 

and .!?_ lnl tio curriculum developn1ent r ep resent two separate yet related 

strategies for bringing about 'new' curriculum mate r ials . (This point 

will be further elabora ted In Chapter 2 .) 

The concep t or~ lnitlo developmen t Is a familiar one, e ven though the 

term '.!!! lnl llo devek)pment' is not normally used . The curriculum 

movement or the 1960s and 1970s, whic h featured a large number of 

curriculum projec ts aimed at the school sector. chiefly employed ,!2. 

~ development as the means whereby 'packages' or curriculum 

mate r ials were generated , In this way , 'curriculum development' became 

almost s ynonymous with 1,!? lnltlo deve lopment'. Howe ver , It has to be 

ack nowledged that , once developed, curriculum mate r ials may be used 

for alte rnative purposes I.e . , to achieve educational In tentions other 

than those which Inspi red th deve lopment or the 'or ig inal' mate rial s , 

and that thi s may necessita te modifications to the exis ting form or 

content or mater ials . For thi s reason , It Is clearly lmportar,t to 



recognize that adaptive curriculum development provides the curriculum 

Innovator with another possible route for bringing about curriculum 

change , 

Section l, 1: The legacy of the cu rriculum movement* 

In order to trace the origins of adaptive curriculum development and to 

consider its potential as a curriculum development s trategy, It is 

necessary to make some general points about the process of curricu lum 

Innovation and to relate these to the curr iculu m movement In the school 

sec tor In the 1960s and 1970s, In addition, a brief overview of the 

pressures e)(erted on the further education sector In the 1970s and 

1980s Is required In order to demonstrate the natu re and extent of 

demands for curricu lum change In that sec tor. This and the following 

sec tion will therefore address these issues . 

Curriculum Innovat ion may be seen as a response to pressures . overt 

and covert . emanating from both Inside and ou tside the educational 

sys tem , Whils t It is often not poss ible to link a particular Innovation to 

a slngle cause or pressure. attempts have been made to suggest major 

causes unde rly ing curriculum innovation (Schools Council, 1973). 

These attempts demonstrate that the chie f pressures responsib le for 

Innovation are not always educational In nature but are , quite 

frequently , political. economic. social or ldeologlcal. For Instance, In 

the early 1960s there was a demand for more and better trained 

scientis ts and technologis ts. which resulled In the call for more 

e ffec tive and more up - to-date science educat ion In schools. 

* In this sec.lion, re ference Is made to a number of curriculum 
development projec ts , aimed at the school sec tor, Details of these 
projec ts are provided In Appendix A of this s tudy. 



This situation must be seen as the key factor In the establishment of 

the early science and mathematics projects, notably by the Nuffleld 

Foundation. Shortly after, In 1964 , the Schools Council was set up 

with the brief to develop new curricula and it too responded not only to 

the pressures ar ising from scientific and technological advance but also 

to a range of other pressures . These have been Identified as resulting 

from wider social changes , from educational research, from changes 

assoc.lated with the organization of education or from the perception of 

new educational needs (Schools Council. 1973). As a consequence, the 

Council funded a very extensive range of curriculum projects both In 

'traditional' school subjects and in 'new' study areas. 

The early Nuffleld projects which were designed for the more able pupil 

in science and which led to the award of 'O' level qualifications, 

produced highly structured 'packages' of materials which were linked to 

partlcular examinations . These materials were produced by central 

teams of 'experts' who Identified certain educational objec tives and 

11ranslated' these into approp r iate teaching and learning programmes. 

using what they considered to be the most suitable and effec tive 

methods . The 'packages' of material that were developed were then 

tried out. revised in the light of trials and made generally available to 

teachers in schools , with prescriptions or recommendations for their 

Implementation. 

This approach to curriculum development , termed by Havelock ( 1970 ; 

1971) as the Research , Development and Diffusion model ( RD and D) 

and also oflen referred to as a 'centre-periphery approach' , was 

adopted by the Schools Council In some Instances . It proved mos t 

successful and acceptable for work that aimed illt national coverage In 

si tuations where formal agreement had been reached about c~rrlculum 



Intentions and content , and about the educational standards to be 

achieved . This did not mean, however . that the centre-periphery 

approach was always concerned with national devek>pment - a number or 

regional projects. e .g., the North West Regional Curriculum 

Development Project and the Shrapshlre Mathematics Experiment also 

used this model (FEU, 1982), 

During the late 1960s and Into the 1970s , a wide range of new 

cu rriculum needs manifested themselves. Prominent among them was the 

requirement to provide meaningful educational experiences for those 

pupils affected by the raising of the school leaving age In 1972 - 1973 

(referred to as ROSLA pupils) and for the 'new' (I.e., non -ac::ademic) 

sixth-former . These gave rise to projects that produced more flexible 

teaching and \earning curriculu m •packages' which were not necessarily 

tied to a public examination and which afforded implementing teachers 

more freedom over how the materials might be used e .g . , Humanities 

Currlculum Project , Geography for the Young School Leaver , and 

Oesign and Crart Education Project (FEU, 1982). 

The 1970s witnessed an increasing tendency away from the 

centre-periphery approach towards more localized curriculum 

development. Concomitant with a changing pattern or pressu res on the 

school cu rr iculum came the realization that, despite the proven worth of 

the centre-periphery approach, b r inging together as It did groups of 

experts of high professional standing In a given subject area and the 

generation of curriculum 'packages' Informed by research and 

observation or good practice, there were also disadvantages . For 

Instance, the Inten tions or the Innovation were sometimes misunderstood , 

modified or distorted by Implementing teac::hers and this resulted In the 

curr iculum development not being put into practice In a waY which 



reflected Its original conception . This state of affairs was variously 

attributed to curriculum developers' Inability to exp ress cu rr iculum 

Intentions unambiguously , or to the fact that teachers were not always 

prepared to accept the values Inherent in the curriculum materials, 

More persuasive reasons , however. point to the inability of 

natlonally-developed curricula to provide curricular content which 

treated educational Issues of local relevance , or to account satisfactorily 

for actual conditions In schools which affect curriculum Implementation. 

As a result of some expressed dissatisfaction with the centre-periphery 

approach , efforts were made to overcome the problem of the 'gap' 

between curriculum Intentions and practice. A number of projects was 

established, e .g. , Modular Courses in TechnOIO{it- and the Ford 

Teachlno Project . In which the same group or teachers occupied a dual 

role : first, It had extensive responsibility for developing a course and 

Its associated materials and, second, for implementing it , The case for 

this style of development was that teachers , given appropriate support 

from an 'expert' or consultant from 'outside', were In a more favourable 

position to identify and solve their own curriculum problems than a 

group of people that was external to the Insti tution. Of particular 

relevance was the fact that Insti tution -based curriculum development 

was able to appreciate more fully the condi tions relating to manpower 

and facilities as they prevalled In a particular school or group of 

schools. This 'problem-solving' approach to curr iculum Innovation Is 

ootllned by Havelock ( 1971), 

A variant of the collaboratlve approach to curriculum development 

described above· s tarted to feature during the late '60s and 11rly '70s. 

This attempted to combine the perceived benefits of the 

cen tre•perlphery model with those Involving teachers more closely In the 



devek>pment of curricula. Whilst the nature of the collaboration 

revealed itself In a number of different ways, the ex ten t of teachers' 

Involvement was not quite as pronounced as In the problem· solving 

approach. Nevertheless . this model always denoted co~erative work 

between lnstitution~ased teachers and 1outside1 experts in both the 

development and the Implementation of a curriculum innovation, 

Examples of this particular approach were the Geography 14·18 Projec t 

and the Nuffield Working with Science Project, 

The legacy of the currlculu n movement of the 1960s and 1970s In the 

school sector may thus be summarized under two main headings : 

(I) the development of teaching and learning materials on a very 

large scale: 

(ii) the growth and diHuslon of curriculum experience and 

expertise. 

In relation to (1), a wealth of materials exis ts today as a result of 

almost two decades of funded curriculum development work , aimed at 

the school sector , These materials relate to subjects trad itionally 

taught In school as well as to 1newer 1 study areas and reflect what were 

often , at the time, new approaches to the nature and organization of 

content , new teaching and learning methods , new examination 

procedures and, sometimes, new role relationships between teacher and 

taught, Taken as a whole, they vary considerably In the nature and 

extent of the ir structuring: some are highly structured whilst others 

were designed to aHord the Implementing teacher considerable choice In 

how the materials were to be used, Finally, It Is Impor tant t"'I note that 

most , If not all, the materials were generated through !2, lnltlo 

devek>pment which , at that time, effectively established this type of 

development es a dominant s trategy . 



In relation to ( 11) , the curriculum movement lni ti ally concentrated the 

responsibility for the development and dissemination of the 'new' 

curriculum 'packages' In the hands of a few . thus containing curriculum 

exper ti se at the 'centre', and leaving teachers in the role of cur riculum 

Implementers . Later , however , more practising teachers became 

Involved as curriculum developers themse lves , which , to some exten t . 

sp read this concentration of experti se to those situated at certain points 

on the 'periphery' . Whilst this process did not touch a large majority 

of teachers. It did mean that rather more practitioners than before were 

acquiring curriculum development expertise. Moreover , all who became 

Involved In the implementation of Nuffleld and Schools Councll projec ts 

necessarily gained an Increased awareness of the nature and processes 

of curriculum Innovation. 

Section 1.2 : Cu rr iculum change In Further Education In the 1970s 

In a tex t first published in 1979, Can tor and Robert (1979, p.176) 

report that 

•. •• Ten years ago, relatively little research into further 
education was being conduc ted and curriculum development was 
virtually non -existent. However . although the position Is 

~:~~~~~~Pa1f;e~~r;d t~~e r~;~~~ see~~~~tli~ bso~~ti~s;~~s
1
~s 

Prior to the establishment of the Technician Education Council (TEC) In 

March 1973 and the Business Education Council (BEC) in May 1974 (and 

the corresponding Scottish counci ls, SCOTEC and SCOBEC), the main 

form of curriculum ac tivity undertaken in the further education (FE) 

sec tor was that of course development. Course development may be 

thought of as the ' translation' of pre-determined (often by an 'outsi de' 

body) se ts of ln,tentlons Into educational ac tions which , It Is hoped , will 

meet the s tipulated requ iremen ts. Such Intentions are usually 

presented ei ther as guldellnes or In some form of syllabus, ind are 



accompanied by defined assessment procedures. Because of these 

characteristics, course development Is normally under taken within 

Institutions, rather than at a national level (although such activity may 

be supplemented in some instances by aspects of regional co-operation) , 

However. following the recommendations of the Haslegrave Committee 

( 1969). TEC and BEC were established, These two independent bodies 

•10 plan , administer . and keep under review the development of a 
unified national pattern of courses of technical education for 
technicians in Industry and in the fleld of business and office 
studies , and in pursuance of this. to devise or approve suitable 
courses , establish and assess standards of performance as 
appropriate • ( Haslegrave Report. 1969 , quoted in Cantor and 
Roberts , 1979, p . 51 - 58) 

The Implementation of these proposals under the aegis of TEC and BEC 

marked the beginning of a significant change In the nature of 

curriculum activity In the FE sector. Reminiscent of the external 

pressures which impinged on the school curriculum in the 1970s, the FE 

sector found Itself at the receiving end of potitlca1 pressures which, 

through the new ly-establlshed national machinery of the two Councils, 

were seeking a rationalization and, Indirectly at least. some unification 

of course provision. However, TEC and BEC effectively shifted the 

onus of responsibility to respond to such rationalization demands by 

Indicating thal the expectation was that the FE sector would bring 

about this change 'Internally' I.e . , through activity within Its own 

Institutions. In practical terms , this meant that FE staff were required 

10 engage In curriculum development tasks which Involved the 

(I) articulation and operatlonallzation of educational In tentions ; 

(11) 'translation' of these Intentions Into appropriate !earning and 

leach4ng programmes ; 

(Ill) Implementation or these programmes In work with students . 



Other ini tiatives were to follow which resulted In Increased curriculum 

development activity on the part or FE staff. As a result of a major 

conference in March 1976 on the theme : 116-19 : Getting Ready for 

Work' , the first Uni fled V'ocatlonat Preparation ( UVP) schemes were 

proposed (Cantor and Roberts , 1979). By providing broad curriculum 

frameworks for the development of college-based programmes , the 

Department of Education and Science ( working through the Local 

Educat ion Authorities) and the Department of Employment (working 

through the Training Services Division of the Manpower Services 

Commission) . effectively . but doubtless inadvertently. ensured that the 

curriculum development skills which were being acquired by the FE 

sector would be further deployed in the development and Implementation 

of Vocational Preparation programmes. 

Therefore , whilst In many areas of general and vocational non-advanced 

FE. course develoement continued to feature as a sig nificant mode of 

activity In the 1970s, there was increasing pressure on FE staff during 

this period to become Involved in curriculum development In relat ion to 

TEC, to BEC and to the rapidly expanding area of Vocational 

Preparation. In some ways , the nature of the change required or FE 

s taff bore simllari ties with that which confronted school staff during the 

period of the curricu lum movement : the need to accept and explore new 

role - relatlonshlps between teacher and taught , to try out new 

pedagogical strategies and procedures. and to adopt new assessment 

techniques. In other ways , however , there were obvious differences 

between the school experience of curriculum Innova tion and the task 

facing the FE sector. Unlike school-based staff who had b en largely 

In receip t of project-type curriculum development based on the 

centre-periphery model. there was llllle ( with the possible exception or 

lower - level BEC schemes) available for FE In the way of te8Chlng and 



learning materials devised by 'exper ts' : the generation or such materials 

had to come from FE staH working in their own ins titutions. Moreover , 

the nature or curriculum development tasks In FE potentially covered a 

much broader spec trum of needs In terms or subjec t areas and In terms 

of the age range , as compared with the school si tuation. 

In assessing the 'readiness' or FE starf for a major curriculum 

innovation such as TEC, Cantor and Roberts (1979, p,68) s tate : 

'Another, even more importan t development that has been required 
from the start Is a co-ordinated programme in staff development to 
acquaint further education teachers with the mechanics and 
principles or curriculum design . While It may be the case that this 
responsibility should be more with the colleges themselves and the 
teacher training Ins titutions than with TEC , it Is never theless 
patent that the Council overestimated the deg ree of professional 
exper tise In the colleges. Moreover . although the Further 
Education Education Staff College and the technical teacher 
training es tablishmen ts have made attempts at offering sui table 
courses, the national provision has been quite Inadequate to meet 
the needs 11

, 

This statement has valldi ty In relation to the demands of BEC and 

Vocational Preparation . Whilst BEC , for ex amp le, adopted a mor e 

centralized approach In comparison with TEC by providing more courses 

and thus lnl tially not requiring s taff to become Involved In curriculum 

development tasks to the extent demanded by TEC , It Is nevertheless 

the case that assumptions were made by BEC about s taffs' ability to 

become Involved In curriculum development issues - In particular . the 

In tegration of curricular con tent. the Impact of new teaching and 

learning strategies and the use or new assessment me thods . Arguably , 

too . the same situation p ertained with respec t to the response by FE to 

Manpower Services Commission {MSC} Initiatives. 

Against a con tex t of concern about the curriculum demands being placed, 

on FE s taff, the Further Education Curriculum Review and Deve lopment 

Unit (FEU) was es tablished by the DES In January 1977 . ,._l,though It 

had only a small staff and limited funds , Its brief was to 
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One of the earliest projects commi ssioned by the Unit ( from the 

University of Keele In 1979) concerned a review and analysis of 

curriculum enterprises outside FE (mainly at secondary level) In terms 

of their curriculum styles and strategies , and an exploration or the 

implications of the findings for FE-based curr iculum development, When 

the ~roject report was published In 1982 , one of Its conclusions was 

that 

• ... In the last decade , the further education sec tor has been 
raced with an unprecented curriculum explosion spanning both 
vocational and , more recently, pre-vocational provision , a situation 
resulting In demands on s taff which were quite Incompatible with 
the curriculum development •• , ,e>-?Cr ti se actually available within 
the sector ", (FEU. 1982, p.1 28) 

It therefore stressed , very s trongly, the need for FE s taff to be 

involved In s tarr development programmes which aimed (1) to provide a 

thorough unders tanding of the principles of curriculum development and 

(11 ) to create opportunities for s tarr to acquire curriculum development 

expert ise , One way In wh ich s uch an understanding might be achieved 

was to ex amine the processes and underly ing philosophy of curriculum 

development which had occurre d elsewhere (particularly at secondary 

level) and thereby to Ident ify the leSSOf'S which the FE sec tor could 

learn from thi s activity. Howe ver , It al so needed to be recognized that 

such activity had resu lted In the generat ion of a wealth of high quality 

curriculum materials (teacher mate r ials, s tudent materials and resource 

mater ials} In a wide range of s ubject /study areas which had been tried 

and tes ted 'In the rl eld' , and that many of these mater ials might. af ter 

suitable adaptation , be of value In FE, Moreover , the conduct of 

adaptive curriculum work offered an effecti ve vehicle for the acquis ition 

of curriculum development experience and an Important means whereby 

FE might respond to 'new' curriculum needs . Thus the lag8Cy of the 



curriculum development movement In schools In relation lo FE could be 

restated as 

(I) the accumulation of knowledge , experience and exper tise In all 

aspects and stages of the curriculum Innovation process 

which , quite obviously , had 1transferabllity1 to curriculum 

Innovation concerns at FE (or . Indeed , at any other level) ; 

(11) the availability of a 1pool' of good, well · designed curriculum 

materials which might potentially be used to meet a range of 

needs other than those for which the materials were originally 

Intended , 

Section 1.3 : The case for adaptive curriculum development In the 

Further EducatiM sector 

The historical precedents to be associated with the cu rr iculum movement 

in the school sector (described In 1 .1 above) and the characteristics of 

the FE curriculum scene in the 1970s (described In 1.2 above) are key 

elements In arguing the case for adaptive curriculum development and, 

in particular , for understanding the potential of such a strategy to 

meet the demands for curr icu lum change in FE In the 1980s . 

However, any curriculum development (whether undertaken by adaptive 

or !2_ inltlo development) Is a comple,c undertaking. The articulation 

and operatlonallzatlon of educational Intentions and their 'translatlon1 

Into !earning and teaching programmes (discussed In 1,2) require an 

understandir,g or the principles of curriculum planning and design. as 

well IS an ablllty to make decisions In an Informed and sys tematic 

manner, These ,sk ills may be acqui red by gaining experience In a 

range of activities such as 
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(I) writing alms, goals and objecti ves ; 

(ii) selecting, rejecting and organizing subjec t/s tudy content : 

(111 ) designing learn ing exper iences ; 

(Iv) being Involved In the trialling or curr iculum materials ; 

( v) analysing and evaluating cu rr iculum materials . 

Alternallvely (or additionally) . expertise In these areas may be of a 

theoretical nature , acquired th rough various forms of s tudy (e .g •. 

In-service courses, staff development programmes), As demonstrated In 

1.1 , the curriculum movement, spearheaded and funded by 'external' 

bodies such as the Nuffleld Foundation and the Schools Counci l, 

provided a facilita ting struc ture ln which curr iculum exper ience and 

expertise in these activities was gained by many working In the school 

sector . The si tuation which exis ted in FE In 1980 ( when the s tudy was 

Initiated) may be con trasted with that of the school sec tor and 

summarized as follows : 

( I) a dearth of cu rriculum exper ience and exper tise; 

(Ii) strong ex ternal pressures on the sector to respond positively 

to new training needs , to provide vocational preparation and 

to cater for the needs of the unemployed : 

(111) the deleter ious effects of the absence of a body equivalent in 

sin , funding and operational scope to that of the Schools 

Council , a consequence of which was the unavailablllty of 

curriculum 'packages' designed for the FE sector. 

It Is against this con text that the case for adapllve curriculum may be 

considered . 

In order to demons trate the advantages of adap tive curriculum 

development , one needs to compare such a s trategy with ~ ~ 

development (see 1.0 above). both In theoretical terms , and 'as a 
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practical proposition, & k!!.!!.2 development Is predicated upon the 

articulation of educational Intentions, normally In relation to a particular 

target group . These Intentions are operationalized through . In the 

first instance, the Identification of curriculum content. teaching 

approaches and learning activities which are seen as appropriate and 

reflective of the philosophy underlying such Intentions. Learning 

materials (and sometimes also teaching mate rials) are then generated 

which embody the educational intentions and the curriculum con ten t , 

pedagogical actions , !earning activities , etc • • chosen to achieve such 

In tentions. The organization and form of the materlals also reflect 

associated considerations such as the appropriate sequencing of 

material , the nature of role re lationship s between teacher and taught, 

the duration of the course/programme and resource issues . From this, 

il may be seen that ~ lnitio development Is a complex activity, 

involving a large number of Interrelated decisions that concern the 

1translatlon' of the educator's Intentions Into a material form which may 

effectively be Implemented with learners . 

With adaptive curriculum development , some of the same Important 

decisions still need to be made. There must , for instance , be a clear 

Identification of educa tional Intentions and a good understanding of the 

characteristics of the target group Involved . On the other hand , tasks 

such as the se lection and organization of curricular content . and the 

choice of Instructional s trategies • both of which are normally major 

Issues In .!?_ ~ development - may require only little attention In 

adaptive curriculum development work. This Is because the decision to 

be taken Is already 'framed' by what Is 'on offer' and Is thus one which 

Is concerned with the acceptance (unequivocal or qualified) or rejecUon ,' 

of what has already been created, Moreover . In adaptive curriculum 

development. the curriculum worker has at his/her disposal inaterlals, 
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the erfectlveness of which will already have been demonstrated In 

different educational contexts . Both these aspects may be seen as 

offering Important advantages because they result In substantial savings 

In rela tion to time and manpower requirements for the development 

activity. 

No less important as a potential advantage of adaptive curriculum 

development is the lower level of curriculum development expertise 

which this strategy should, in many circumstances, require. These 

situations occur when , for example. 'existing' materials are used 

directly , that is , without modi ficatlon or when only very minor changes 

need to be made. Obviously, In cases 'IVhere materials can be used 

directly In this way, this reduces significan tly the exten t of 

declslon · maklng on the part of the curriculum developer and contras ts 

sharply with the greater demands imposed by ~ lnitio development. 

Even In situations whef"e materials require more substantial modification , 

the decisions which need to be taken are more straightforward and less 

dependent upon curriculum development expertise than in _!:!. lnitlo 

development situations . This Is because adaptive curriculum 

development , based as It Is on examples of 1good practlce1
, serves to 

demonstrate a range of possible options whilst, at the same time . 

structuring declslon·maklng with respec t to key Issues In the 

development of curricula, 

Finally . as the work undertaken by the FE sec tor has s teadi ly expanded 

over the last fifteen years or so, It has progressively embraced general 

education , a province which was previously associated predominantly 

with the school ~ec tor. In addition, the rapidly developing area of 

vocational preparation shares , In some degree, c urr icular concerns 

which were hitherto offered In schools under the label of 'Humanltles1
, 
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'Integrated Studies' , 'Social Studies' , etc. In theory at least , this 

suggests that there Is some degree or overlap, in general terms , or 

curriculum content and thus the poten tial 'transfer' or school~ased 

curriculum materials Into the FE sector . 

The above stated advantages or adaptive curriculum development which 

have focused on levels or curriculum expertise , economies or time and 

manpower , and the avallabllity or materials for such work , are not 

in tended to exclude the consideration or _!! ~ developmen t as a 

possible strategy, Indeed , in cases where very substantial 

modifications need to be made to 'exlstlng1 mate.-ials to adapt them 

e rtectively to meet the 'new' curricular requirement. the amount or time 

and ene.-gy to be vested on conducting modifications might , on balance , 

be bette.- deployed to create a new 'product' ~ l!:!!.!!.2.• Situations may 

also arise where the judicious combination or~ initlo cu.-riculum 

development and adaptive cu .-riculum development (see Chapter 6 for 

exemplification or this) may be a sensible app.-oac:h. What Is however 

being a.-gued he.-e Is that adaptive cu.-.-iculum development should be 

given sel"ious consideration because It orre.-s a compa.-atively more 

stralghtfo.-ward and less demanding means or providing a new 

curl"iculum/p.-ogramme than!£ lnitlo development, and therefore must 

have considerable appeal In situat ions whe.-e starr may not have high 

levels or curriculum expertise and where resources are s trictly limited. 

Section 1,4 : The research problem 

The present research study was conceived (In 1980) against the 

background outl,lned In the previous sections. Despite the apparent 

attractiveness and potential or adaptive curriculum development for the 

FE sector , relatively llt lle was known about the extent to which such a 
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strategy was being considered or used to meet new curriculum needs. 

Thus the first Issue to be explored was the incidence of adaptive 

curriculum development In FE and, on the assumption that some 

adaptive work was occurring , the general nature of such work. To 

establish this . two inquiries were conducted , the first shortly after the 

start of the study and the second four years later. 

The second issue for Investigation arose in relation to a number of 

cases of adaptive curriculum development work which were identified in 

the course of probing the Issue of Incidence. Here the concern was to 

expk>re the particu lar decisions which guided the adaptive work and to 

examine the ways they had been arrived at by the curriculum workers. 

The intention . however , was not to produce a purely descriptive 

account. for underly ing this Investigation was the Idea that adaptive 

curriculum development . In common wlth ~ ~ deve1opment , shou\d 

be informed by a rational system of decision-making . Thus , the focus 

was on an examination , in an analytical way , of actual Instances of 

adaptive work In order to establish to what extent they conformed to a 

rational system of decision-making. This , of course, could not be done 

without some model of a decision - making process. 

It soon became evident from literature searches that a model suitable for 

the analysis of adaptive curriculum development work in FE did not 

exist . Thus an Important aspect of this study was the developmen t of 

an appropriate theoretical framework which could be used to analyse , In 

depth , examples of adaptive curriculum work . More speclflcally , It was 

intended that this frameworl< should serve two functions, viz, , 

(I) to lde~tlfy the nature and characteristics of the decisions and , 

procedures Involved In the conduct of adaptive curriculum 

development work - and , conversely, to demons tra te what 
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decisions and procedures had !!£!, featured; 

(11) to appraise the validity of the model by Investigating to what 

extent curriculum workers1 decisions and actions were 

characterized by rationality. 

The framework was arrived at through applying principles of rationality 

to the concept of adaptive curriculum work which resulted In a 

sys temat ic ident ifica tion and analysis of the major decision-making Issues 

which. from a theoretical stance. are seen to feature this type of 

activity. Further. it sou9ht to highlight a sequence of decision ~making 

and to demonstrate the various options and activities which may arise at 

each stage , 

The next s tage of the study involved the application of the theore tical 

model to a range of available cases . The view was taken that the 

lnsighls gained from lhls analysis , allhough impor\an\ in themselves , 

were not to be seen as an end In themselves , but rather as the basis 

for genera ting guldellnes and recommendations for the purposeful and 

effective pursuit of adaptive curriculum development work In situations 

such as those which had been considered. Thus the overall In ten lions 

of the study were not merely to report on the incidence of th is 

approach to curriculum Innovation, but to provide a set of ana1ytlcat 

tools which would help curriculum workers to develop and evaluate their 

own practice in this area of work . 

The methodology used to gather the Information which Is reported here 

was chosen In accordance with the nature of the research questions and 

Issues under consideration , Thus the Information concerning the extent 

to which adaptlv,e curriculum development was being used In colleges of . 

FE and the general nature of the work was collected by means of brief 

questionnaires . The first set of questionnaires was administered In 
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1980- 1981. This provided the essential background information which 

was to In form subsequent research ac tivities. However . because of the 

protracted nature of this study (which was conducted on a part-time 

basis , alongside normal employmen t) . the opportunity arose to 

administer a further set of questionnaires In 1985 which probed into 

essent ially the same areas. The Informat ion which emanated from these 

two sets of questionnaires allows some kind of comparative picture to 

emerge about the development of adaptive curriculum development work 

during the intervening period. 

Section 1.5 : Struc ture of the thesis 

Chapter 2 of the thesis reviews the li terature on adaptive curriculum 

developmen t work and the con tribution it makes to a general 

unders tanding of the nature and processes of such work. In 

particular . It appraises the relevance and applicabili ty of the theoretiral 

considerations and reported practices to the type of adaptive work 

envisaged in the FE sector . 

Chapter J presents a model of adapt ive curriculum development which is 

predicated on the theoretical appraisal or the various stages whic h 

feature In the conduct of adaptive work , and on the detailed analysis of 

1key ' decis ion-making points and associated activities . It Is c losely 

linked to Chapters 6 and 7 In that It provides a 1re ference' against 

whic h actual attempts at adaptive curriculum work may be described , 

analysed and evaluated, 

Chapter 4 gives .• detailed account of the research design and 

me thodology used In relation to two main areas of Inquiry conducted in 

1910/11 and 1985 , viz, , (I) the Inc idence of adaptive curriculum work In 
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the FE sector; (11) the general nature and defining characteristics of 

this type of work. 

Chapter 5 presents the findings of the Inves tigation Into the Incidence 

of adaptive curriculum work In FE and offers some observations about 

the general nature of adoption/adaptation. 

Chapters 6 and 7 concern the application of the theoretical framework 

presented In Chapter l to a number of cases of adaptive curriculum 

work conducted in FE colleges. Chapter 6 uses a 1case-by-case1 

approach, analysing and evaluating in detail the major decision-making 

Issues, the nature of the decisions taken and the procedures used to 

bring about modifications to curriculum/resource materials. Chapter 7 

adopts an 'overview' approach to this case-study material and , focusing 

on the same Issues for analysis and appraisal as featured In Chapter 6, 

offers generaliutions about the characteristic features or adaptive 

curriculum decision-making and the strategies In evidence in this work. 

Finally , Chapter 8 summarises the major findings of the study and 

Identifies lls difficulties and shortcomings. It however concentrates on 

suggesting possib\lltles for future work In this area by offering 

guldellnes and recommendations to curriculum workers for the conduct 

of adaptive cu rriculum work. 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

Section 2 ,0 : Int roduction 

In this chapter , a review of the literature relating to adaptive 

curriculum work Is presented. Tlie function of th is review is two• fold : 

(I) to appraise the extent to which availab le accoun ts contr ibu te 

to a general understanding of the nature of adap t ive work 

and Its associated activities and procedures ; 

(11) to evaluate (al a number of theoretlcal models proposed for 

the adaptation of curriculum materials and (b) the 

assumptions underlying reported Instances of adaptive work in 

terms of the guidance which t hey offer to the p rac titioner . 

In the rlrst two sections of this chapter , the concern Is to Identify the 

concepts and modes of understanding t yplcally associated with the 

general notion of 1curriculum adaptation ' . and to demons trate the 

theor etical propositions and pragmatic re lationships associated with 

adaptive work, Following this , a range of adaptation attempts Is 

described and analysed in terms of the Insights and understandi ng of 

the topic which Is p romoted , Finall y , an appraisal Is offered of the 

eK tent to which the Information to be gained from t he li t erature 

facllllates the conduc t of adaptive work In practice . 

Section 2, 1: Concepts associated with adaptive curr iculum development 

The examination of the literature r e lating to what has been r e ferred to 

so far In thi s s tudy as 'adaptive curriculum development' re veals that 

this Is not a terltl that has been u sed by writers, Howe ver , the terms 

'ldaptatlon 1 and 'adopt ion' are widely employed but frequently,, according 
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to Bloch (1978),do not have very specUk: meanings attached lo them. 

In a number of instances, e .g., Grat ton et al,(1974) ; WIiiiams ( 1979) 

Sayer and Jones (1984): Lambers and Griffith< ( 1984), the term 

'adaptation' Is freely used In accounts which describe attempts to modify 

curriculum/resource materials. However, no definition of the term is 

offered and the reader is obliged to Infer a definition from reading 

about various processes and procedures which these authors desc r ibe as 

being associated with 'adaptation' . 

Moreover . different authors use the term 'adaptatlon 1 In different 

senses. Bloch (1978) comments on the var iety of interpre tations given 

to 'adaptation' and on the lack of reflection devoted to the concept. 

She attempts to rectify the deficiency by proposing the following 

definition: 

'Adaptation Is the process in which elements of Instructional 
ma\erlals are evalua\ed In view of crea\lon of a product hie\ more 
nearly suited to the demands of a s ituation d iffering from that 
which stimulated the orlginat materials': (Bloch, 1978 , p.9) 

In a careful attempt to explain key t e rms In this definition, she 

exp lalns that here 'elements embrace a v ery wide spectrum of 

posslbllltles ranging from Individual words or methods • •• to the pattern 

and appropriateness of content and methodology•. 1lnstructional 

materials' Include both student learning and teacher resource material , 

presented through various media , •as well as s tatements of goals and 

rationales•. At the heart of adaptation, however , as Bloch concei ves 

It , Is the process of evaluating the 1orlglnal' material s In relation to the 

educational se tting In which they are to be used. The evaluation . she 

contends . should be conducted In a manner which pays heed to factors 

such as •notions of Ideology . hi s tory, ps ychology , content. methods. 

technology , ••• • '9f'ld may well result In some elements of the materials 

being discarded , re-s tructured or replaced by other elements so as to 

achieve a product •more nearly suited to t he demands of a situation 
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differing from that whkh stimulated the original materials•. 

According to Lutterodt ( 1980) , Bloch's definition Is one which 

eHectively equates adaptation with evaluatlon. Lutterodt argues that 

this emphasis is Inappropriate because ' the heart of the adaptation 

process Is surely the modification or refinement of the materials•. 

Although she agrees that prior evaluation of the materials to be adapted 

Is an obvious necessary prerequisite, she contends that adaptation 

should not be Identified predominantly with the process of evaluation. 

She therefore offers the alternative definition : 

•Adaptation is the process In which elements of a planned 
curriculum are modified or refined in order to provide one more 
nearly suited to the demands of a situation differing from that for 
which the original curriculum was developed'. (Lutterodt, 1980, 
p.124-125) 

Here, the essential components are the 1elements 1 of the curriculum, the 

1modlfk.alion 1 to be rnade, and the differing 'situations' which rnake the 

changes necessary. 

In explaining the key terms of this definition , Lutt erodt agrees with 

Bloch's Interpretation and adds that 1 the number and diversity of 

elements in potential need of adaptation will thus be very great 

Indeed• . She draws attention to the fact that one can conceive of 

different kinds of modifications - principally those which •+eave the 

essential character of the curriculum Intact• and those which result In 

•essentially a new and different curriculum•. This latter Is not 

Included In her definition because, In this situation, the existing 

curriculum (or curricula) Is not 1adapted' but rather •used as resource 

mater ial in what are essentially new developments•, Finally, the term 

'planned curriculum' Is substituted for 'i nstructional materials' as used 

by Bloch, because of •its rather narrow lmplkatlon of curriculum 

hardware•. Summing up her approach , Lutterodt s tates that her 
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interest Is In •the rather formal process or adaptation where a 

published course Is recast In a new setting•. 

The major point or In terest here Is that both Lutt crodt and Bloch are 

essentially concerned with situations where the curriculum Is lert 

'Intact •, li,a t Is , where Its overall coherence is lert undisturbed and 

where no attempt is made to change . in any rundamental way . Its key 

elements - educational In tent ions . target population . Ins tructional 

procedures. conten t, etc . An example or this practice is reported by 

Bloch re la ting to the use or 'I ndiv idua lized Science• , an elementary 

school science developed In the USA which was later used in a dlrrerent 

national and cul tural context. that or West Germany. 

However . writing one year aft er Bloch , Blum (1979). In contrast , 

Includes as Ins tances or adaptation. situations where •existing curricula 

are used as resource materials ror new developments• - and this more 

ex tended view is rerlected In another published paper {Blum et al. , 

1979 l, His deflnltl0<1 Is as follows: 

•curriculum adaptation Is the process or changing instructional 
materials developed in one situation to create a product better 
suited to the needs and abllltles or learners and teachers In 
another situation, and In line with the socio-cultural values held 
by lhe target popula1i0<1', (Blum , 1979 , p,691) 

The use In Blum1s derlnltlon or terms such as 'better suited to the 

needs and abilitie1 or , • . teachers 1 and 1in line with the socio-cultural 

values held by the target population' re rlects his concern with what wlll 

be referred to In this study as !cultural transplantation' , viz , , the 

transrer or a curriculum originally developed for use In one country to 

the educational environment or another country. To expand on this, It 

should be noted that Blum's work on adaptation , In common with that or 

Bloch and Lutterodt. contributes substantially to the quite large body 

or literature relating to the widespread use, In other countries, or 
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curricula, particularly In science education . developed In the UK Yid 

the US, Generally , the writers In this particular field point to the 

attractiveness of 'Importing' Into developing countries, teaching and 

learning materials produced under the aegis of, e,g, . the Nuffleld 

Foundation and the Schools Council In Eng land, 8 lum ( 1979 J, for 

Instance , In consider ing curriculum development In the sciences , 

expresses the view that It Is an expensive and time-consuming 

endeavcur which also makes heavy demands on manpower In rel at ion to 

specialized knowledge and expertise. He concludes that 

'only In a few countries are the needs for curriculum reform in 
science education and the ava,lable resources - money, time and 
trained manpower - In balance, In most nations . and above all In 
the developing world , the urge for a quick but also profound 
change outweighs the resources manifold, A possible shortcut to 
overcome the constraints , at least partially, Is to adapt curricula 
developed elsewhere•. (Blum. 1979 , p . 694) 

Many of the accounts of adaptation activities that are found In the 

literature describe actual experiences of Implementing teaching and 

learning materials developed and 'exported' by another country. and 

frequently Identify ways In which particular projects have been adapted 

to meet particular needs. In two fairly representative accounts which 

feature the phenomenon of 'cultural transplantation' (although this Is not 

a term which is used by the writers). Williams ( 1979) and Mandler and 

SIiberstein { 1979) offer no definition of the term 'adaptation', 

Nevertheless, from the descriptions of the various adaptation activities , 

It Is clear that the authors conceptualize adaptation In a similar sense to 

that described by Lutterodt , viz. that adaptation Is a process centred 

on modifications which are necessary In order to Implement curriculum 

materials In a geographical or cultural conte,ct which Is different from 

that for which the materials were originally conceived. Moreover , the 

modifications wHich they describe are or a relatively minor nature and 

do not alter the character istics of 'key' curriculum variab les or disturb 

the underlying philosophy or the 'original' materials, 
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The fact that much of the literature on adaptive curriculum work relates 

to what has been referred to as 'cultural transplantatlon1 In no way 

Invalidates Its contribution to a general understanding of the nature of 

adaptation. Nevertheless , the definitions offer ed by Bloch and 

particularly Lutterodt , backed up by descriptive accounts such as those 

of Williams. and Mandler and SIiberstein , tend to limit the scope of the 

term to the modification of 'whole' currlcula, or at least discrete and 

coherent elements of it, Slum's (1979) definition Is therefore of 

particular interest because It allows fo r a conceptualization of the term 

which may additionally relate to the creation of a new curriculum by 

selecting from, and Integrating, elements from another or several 

curricula. 

An alternative Interpretation of the term 'adaptation' Is implied by 

curriculum workers from the Community Education Section of the Open 

University. Describing ways in which learning/resource materials have 

been used for purposes different from those originally planned by 

course teams , one writer (Rogers , 1983) states that such practices arise 

• ... (where) materials are used for a different kind of course 
(e.g •• adapting undergraduate materials for vocational training). 
for different types of student, different tlme·scales and different 
learning environments (e.g •. modifying self·study materials for use 
In the classroom)• . (Rogers , 1983,p.49) 

Such statements, taken at face value, appear to suggest that the scope 

of adaptive curriculum work Is potentially wider than even Slum (1979) 

envisages. It raises the possibility that 'adaptation' may well embrace 

situations where not only are elements of a curriculum or curricula 

•used as resource material In what are essentlally new developments• 

(Lutterodt , 1980) but where materials developed expUcitly as 

learning/resource material are modified for situations where essential 

features, such as target population , teaching 11pproaches , course 

orientation, etc., are~ 1matched 1 In the 'new' context. Rogers' polnt 
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has considerab le appeal as a description of an approach to adaptation 

which is very different from that envis aged by Blum . lutterodt. etc . 

The term 'adoption' . unli'<.e 'adaptat ion ' , occurs less frequently In the 

literature but has a less problematic and more generally acceptable 

definition. Lutterodt (1980) s tat .. that 

'Adoption Implies the taking over of a cu rriculum for use in a 
given se tt ing , without the in troduction of planned changes .•. • . 
( Lutterodt , 1980, p . 125) 

This Is a view with which Bloch (1978) concurs. She discusses, for 

Ins tance. the very extensive use , on a world- wide scale , of the 

Biological Sciences Curr iculum Study materials from the US which, at 

the time of her writing. had been translated In t o 19 differen t languages 

for use in 60 countries , and makes the following comment , us ing the 

term 'adopted' advisedly . 

'This wide-spread use of original , or at least little-changed 
ver-slons of science cur-riculum materials applies likewise to the 
var-ious Nuffield pr-ograms . Parttcularly In the less developed 
countries of South East .._,la, in Malays ia, for example, the 
curr icula have been adopted because of their appropriat eness to 
the educational system which mlr-rors, as It does in practically all 
the English ex-colonial countr-ies, that of Great Britain • . (Bloch , 
1978 , p . ) -q) 

These statements suggest that the ter-m 'adoption' should be used in 

situations wtier-e a curriculum Is merely 1translated1 or- where only very 

minor changes are made to the materials. Bloch later reiterates this 

view : 

• . ... adoption limplles a si tuat ion where] the whole of the element, 
(of a curr iculum ] are taken over without attempts at some sort of 
adjustment of the materials_., (Bloch, 1978 , p .10) 

In a general sense therefore. there Is some element of consensus 

between the various writers that 1adoptlon 1 may be used to de1crlbe 

si tuat ions where a whole curriculum or programme , or discrete , 

Intellectually coherent components of one or more programmes , are used 

directly, i.e . , without modification. 'Adaptation' . on the ottler- hand , 
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implies situations where modlrlcatlons to the 1orlglnal 1 materials are 

undertaken, Lutterodt (1980) state, this distinction very clearly. 

Bloch (1978). on the other hand, casts some uncertainty on this when 

she states that adoption concerns 

•,. ,the use or original. or at least little-changed versions or •.• 
materials', (Bloch , 1978 , p . l) 

This errectlvely Introduces the Idea that adoption ~ Involve some 

change and thus raises the question as to how much change may be 

subsumed within this term. 

TUtken (1983) asser ts that whllst 'adoption' In the sense of 'translatlon1 

of materials Into an educational system •using the same language• does 

not constitute an adaptation , translation Into another language !! a 

s ufficient condition for the designation 'adaptation'. He lists other 

situat ions where 1adaptatlon1• as opposed to 'adoption' arises : 

(I) where there are structural and organizational differences 

between the 'exporting' and 'importing• education systems ; 

(II) where the parameters or the two sys tems are different. Such 

parameters may be Ideological or political and give r ise to 

different assumptions and expectations which have a bearing 

on the curriculum: 

(111) where there are dlfrerences in the le vel of educational 

resou rces (e.g . , the re may be an absence of exemplars in 

particular countries which correspond to those used In the 

orlglnal curriculum . (TUtken , 1983, p .481 -&482, paraphrased 

from the original German text), 

In th is way, Tlltken defines 'adaptation' In terms of the Identification 

and categorlutlon of difference (organizational, educational, cultural, 

ldeologlcal, political. linguis t le, etc.) between the context for which the 

materials were orlglnally designed and a context In which they were 
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later Implemented, His use of 'adoption' and 'adaptation' therefore , 

unlike that of Lutterodt , Is not related to the extent, or otherwise, of 

the modifications conducted on materials but to differentiation of 

context. 

The descriptive accounts of adaptive curriculum work offered by 

Williams ( 1979 J and Mandler and SIiberstein ( 1979 J, to which reference 

has already been made , similarly conceptualize their- acllvillH In terms 

of 'adaptatloni, even though the modifications which are reported to 

have been carried out on the mater ials were of a minor nature and did 

not substantially alter key aspects of the curricula . viz, , educational 

intentions, Instructional approaches , content or- the age and ability of 

the student target population . Where change of a more extensive 

nature was required , this was typically brought about by discarding 

aspects of the 'original' content and/or by adding 'new' materials to what 

already existed, Summing up such attempts, Lutt er-odt (1980) indicates 

that 

•Adaptations have concentrated on questions of language . both 
translation Into the local language and si mplification of 
English-language te)(tS, adjustment of Illustrations, and some 
amount of r-estructurlng of content•. ( Lutter-odt , 1980 , p .1 23) 

The above discussion demonstrates that 1adaptalion 1 frequently has not 

had a precise meaning attached to it and that many commentators have 

not given definitions which clar ify , in operat ional terms , the distinction 

between 'adoption ' and 1adaptatlon 1
• Nevertheless, the ahempts of Bloch 

(1978) and Lutterodl (1980) are helpful In their Indication that the 

p r-agmat k difference between the two terms Is one of ~. rather 

than of ki nd , and that. operationally, the term 'adaptation' is best 

confined to situations where modifications are of a s ubstant ial kind, 

whilst 1adoption' applies In si tuations where the modifications are of only 

a very minor nature or where materials are used directly. ~lz,, 
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without change. This dlstlncllon still requires further refinement In 

the prac:tkal situation lo make clear what constitutes 'substantial' and 

'very minor' change respectively {a matter which Is discussed further in 

the following chapter). Nevertheless. the definitions. as far as they 

go . do cast light on otherwise much-used but Ill-defined terms. 

Section 2.2 : The relationship between adoption/adaptation and ab lnltio 

development 

The relationship between adoption and adaptation on the one hand , and 

,!?_ lnltlo development on the other. merits some attention. In Chapter 

1, a broad distinction was drawn between 1adaptlve curriculum 

development' (to embrace 'adoption' and 1adap tat lon') and ~ lnlllo 

development. It was stated that curriculum innovation Involving the 

former might 'adapt' or modify In some way an existing curriculum (or 

curricula), whilst the latter Indicated the creation of a curriculum and 

Its associated materials 1from scratch 1
• It Is further suggested that 

these are two separate yet related strategies for bringing about 

curr iculum change. 

At a theoretkal level , the distinction between adoption/adaptation and 

,!!? lnlt lo development Is clear : In adoption/adaptation the curriculum 

worker is exposed to an already developed cu rriculum and its associated 

materials , and his /her decision-making then focuses on whether , in the 

ligh t of the educational requirements he/she has In mind , to accept 

without change, to modify or to reject, what Is on offer. Acceptance 

without change constitu tes adoption; acceptance with modification 

consti tutes, In principle, adaptation . In the case of !2, lnlllo 

development , however . the focus is on the conception of a curr iculum to 

meet cer tain educational objectives and the 'translation' of t~at 



conception Into a material form In a way which {possibly but not 

inevitably) merely draws on !.2!!!, emanating from other curricula, 

In adaptive curriculum development, likewise. attention has to be given 

(or ought to be given) to the articulation of educational Intentions ; this 

Is followed by the 'translation1 of 'existing' materials to meet the needs 

Identified. Thus , the two strategies are not diametrically opposed , but 

rather similar . If , for instance, Wllllams' {1979) account of the 

numerous adaptations of Scottish Integrated Science outside the UK is 

considered , It will be noted that adaptation Involved not only minor 

linguistic and Illustrative adjustments and a small amount of re - writing 

and re - sequencing, but also the addition of some 'new' material •which 

was used to support the existing materials•. For teachers In the 

Carribean , for example, this produced a lesson -by - lesson Teachers' 

Gulde •to help the Inexperienced teacher• which contained 

recommendations about teaching methods. the organization of practical 

work, questioning, discussion, 'consolidation' and conclusion. For the 

pupils, addlllonal text material, background reading and 

locally-produced worksheets were generated to render the materials 

more culturally acceptable and relevant. Many other accounts , too , 

(e .g. , Gratton et al. , 1974 ; Bloch, 1978 ; Blum , 1978 ; Blum e t al., 

1979 ; Mandler and Silberstein, 1979 J describe case -s tudies where the 

process of adap tat ion predominantly concerned the selection of what was 

seen as appropriate and relevant from 'existing' materials . the 

discarding of what was Inappropr iate and non-relevant. and subsequent 

replacement by •new• material developed ~ lnltlo , 

The use of !2_ ~ development to support 1exlstlng' materials In 

adaptive curriculum work has been described by Ritz ( 1977) as 

'curriculum augmentation' , He defines lhls term as 
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• •• ,the process of further developing and stren~thenlng available 
curricular materials along specified dimensions.:. ( Rill, 1977 . 
p.389) 

Mid uses It to report on the adaptation of an elementary school studies 

unit ( 'The House In Ancient Creece1
). develop.t!d In the MATCH project 

of the Boston Children's Museum. In this project. 

•a modified Teachers' Guide [was produced I •. •. an audio- tape to 
supplement the kit materlals and a teacher education component• . 
(Ritz , 1977, p.389-90) 

In offering a rationale for 'curriculum augmentation', Ritz comments on 

the •enormous number of new learning programs and materials which 

were produced In the '60s' and notes that 

• ••• their diversity in terms of format , composition and structure 
sometimes means that , In certain cases , design characterlsUcs 
deemed Important by the user are absent•. (Ritz, 1977, p . 390) 

1Currlculum augmentation' is therefore suggested as a form of adaptive 

curriculum work which does not modify existing materlals but rejects 

what Is seen as lr relevait or Inappropriate and develops 'new' material 

to correct the deficiency, 

Possibly the most clearly articulated statement of the relationship 

between adoption/adaptation and !!?. lnltio development is to be found in 

the work or Rogers { 1982 ; 1983). Drawing on evidence derived from 

case-study material of the 'alternative use 1 of Open University material . 

she suggests that adaptive curriculum development work , In practice , 

manifests itself In four broad patterns of activity. one of which is 

'augmentation' . This term Is used In the sense already described above 

and ....ccurs 

•, • • where new Items are prepared to support or re-Interp re t those 
which have been derived from the origlnal material•, (Rogers, 
1982, p . 12) 

She clai ms a number of functions can be served by the use of 

'MJgmenlatlon', viz., to Increase the conceptual dep th or specialization 

to which a topic Is studied ; to act as 'linking' or 'b ridging' r111t er lal 
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between different 1adopted1/ 1adapted' Items; to render the material 

suitable for use In group situations; to update material; or to make up 

for •perceived deficiencies• In the original material. 

Whilst It may be argued that some or these functions might equally well 

be served through modification rather than through ,!!_ lnltlo 

procedures , the essential point or in terest here Is that she draws 

attention to the fact that adaptive curriculum development may include 

elements or _!!!. inltlo development. 

Two or the remaining patterns of activity which Rogers associates with 

adaptive curriculum development In practice are equivalent In sense to 

'adoption• and 'adaptation• , Her term 'selectlon 1 Is used to describe a 

situation where no change is made to 'existing ' materials - although It 

Implies that no curriculum or programme will be entirely appropriate or 

re levant fo r the 'new1 situation and that , therefore. selection and 

re jec tion of content necessarily occur . Her term 1transformatlon 1 applies 

to 'change of any kind', although the examples which she gives In 

relation to this term would tend to place the activity In the •ac:taptation' 

category: 

• •. • re-working text, using a different medium (e.g •• redrafting a 
sound recording as a transcript) .• , Changes may be ln terms of 
level of difficulty. in the context used. or In the degree of 
specialization : they may adopt a different Ideological perspective or 
re-order materials to fit In with other parts of a teacher 
programme•. (Rogers, 1983, p.S4J 

Of particular Interest. however, Is her fourth and final term -

'Integration• - which. she Implies describes a si tuation where, In the 

sense outllned above, 'adopted ' . 'adapted' and !,2 !!!.ll!2 developed 

materials may be brought together 

;~~!: .'~~\ j;:,t :1~e~e~~'is~~~~:ll:~:=~e;!~~~~t:-~o~eslve 
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but adds that 

'the more complex the course structure. with materials and 
aclil/ltles derll/ed from a wide range or sources. the more difficult 
the task or Integration•. (Rogers, 1983, p.54) 

The sur"ey of 11/allable literature thus highlights a distinction, at a 

theoreUca1 lel/el . between adoption and adaptation, and between 

adoption/adapatatlon and !!?_ !!!!!l2 development. 'Adoptlon1 and 

'adaptation' may be seen as points to be located on a continuum 

describing degree or extent of modification conducted on 'existing' 

materials, ranging from no modification or at lei,st , very minor 

alteration (adoption) to substantial modification (adaptation). ~ lnitlo 

development may be seen as an actll/lty embracing substantially 

different procedures because It involl/es the creation of a curriculum or 

programme 'from scratch' , Howel/er, In practice, adaptll/e curriculum 

development work may Involve not only adoption and/or adaptation but 

also the possibility of the combined use of ,!!!, lnltlo development with 

adoption, with adaptation or with both. Chap t er 6 will also demonstrate 

that, at the level of decision-making, the differences between 

adoptation/adaptatlon and !!?_ ~ development are not as great as 

might , at first sight , be anticipated. 

Section 2.3 : Documented accounts of adoption/adaptation work 

The literature contains a number or accounts of adoption/adaptation 

atlelflpls, most of which fall into one of two categories : 

(I) case-studies relating to science education outside the UK a,d 

the US , which exemplify the 'cu ltural transplantation' model 

described in the previous sec tion ; 

(111 case-studies from adult education, and parUcularly relatlng to . 

the areas or health and social welfare, or 'alternative use• or 

Open University materials. 
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Such accounts vary substantially in the extent to whkh they 

demonstrate a theoretkal understanding or the nature and processes to 

be associated with adoption and adaptation . Some or the earlier 

case -study mater I al Is purely descriptive and. as Lutterodl ( 1980) 

complains: 

•Few make any attempt to conceptualize the process or adaptation 
and do llttle to genera lize beyond their own Immediate experience•. 
(Lutterodt, 1980 , p.123) 

Ot hers. on the ot her hand , yield Important and Interesting insights but 

they have to be teased out or the te,ct because the conceptualization Is 

reflected rather than made explklt. Finally, there has been a number 

or determined attempts on the part or some commentators (notably 

Bloch, 1978 ; Blum. 1978 ; Blum at al •• 1979 and Lutterodt . 1980) to 

Identify the theoretkal considerations which need to Inform adaptive 

cu rr iculum development work. to make recommendations and offer 

guidelines fo r the conduct or such work, supported by illustrat ive 

case-studies . 

One of the earliest repor ted instances of adaptive curriculum work , and 

one which took place within the FE sector , Is offered by Gratton et al. 

( 1974). This describes a project undertaken In 1969 which aimed 

• to establish the reasiblllty and desi rabil ity of adapting to the 
needs of Printing Craft students the mat erials produced by the 
Nuffleld projects for '0' level Physics and Chemistry•. (Gratton et 
al •• 1974 , p.88) 

The focus of this account is on the design and conduct of a feasibili ty 

s tudy which Involved collecting teachers ' views about an appropriate 

science curriculum for City and Guilds Printing Craft s tudents In terms 

of relevant teaching alms , content and instructional approaches, These 

were then compared with the corresponding curriculum features of the 

Nuffleld schemes. As a result of this 'matching' exerc ise, a numb~r or 

practical activities was adopted from the Nuffield schemes and 

supplementary mat er ials , principally In t he form or specially 
1

deslgned 
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Information sheets and worksheets. were developed. 

The Nuffield schemes were selected for teaching 'main-stream' science to 

the Printing Craft students because (I) their practical approach was 

seen as very suitable for such students ; (II) there -Nas a perceived 

overlap between some of the conceptual matter of the Nuffleld schemes 

and that required by the City and Guilds syllabus; (Ill) the 'discovery' 

method used In the schemes was seen as an attractive learning approach 

for acquiring some of the underlying principles of Chemistry and 

Physics. 

Howt!ver, the 'adoption' attempt ran into difficulties when it was 

realized, on further reflection , that there were variations In the time 

allocated In schools to the study of the Nuffield schemes and that 

available to students on craft courses in FE. It was also recognized 

that a more integrated approach to science teaching would be beneficial 

for these students, rather than the use of two sc h e mes which taught 

Physics and Chemist ry separately. Finally, It was noted that the 

Nuffield schemes are designed to form a logical development of subjects 

and that problems would occur If aspects of the material were merely 

'lifted' and used directly . 

Despite these perceived difficulties regarding the allocation of time and 

the organlu1tlon of content selec ted and adopted from two diHeren t 

curricula, the project went ahead, using topic areas malnly selected 

from the 'O' level Chemistry scheme, 'augmented' by material developed 

_!!? lnltlo. The evaluation carried out on the Imple mentation of the 

(malnly) adopted programme, however, produced some disappointing 

findings . Despite the motivation which some students exper ienced from 

conducting the experiments, It was found that 
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•many students lack the ability and experience to follow through 
the investigation In a systematic way and use the Information to 
draw logical conclusions• . (Gratton et al. , 1974 , p.89) 

The reason given for this was that the students were drawn from a 

wide ability range and had very varied backgrounds. Many were 

unused to 
1
d lscovery' methods and had been accustomed •to using 

practk:al work for verifying pre-stated relationships•. Another problem 

was that many students did not find the results •sufficiently dramatic•. 

The reasons offered here were that 

1 the early stages of Nuffield schemes are geared towards 
interesting a much younger target group than the City and Guilds 
students and that the older student Is more sophlstkated In his 
attitudes towards experiments•. (Gratton et al . , 1974 , p .90) 

The overall conclusions drawn from the evaluation were that 

(i) the 'straightforward' use of aspects of the Nuffield 10' level 

Physics and Chemistry schemes had not been successful 

because of the varied background and ability range of the 

Prlnllng Crah s tudents. and because the I discovery' method 

had nol enabled lhem 10 adequately understand the desired 

concepts ; 

(ii) a p r actical, more adult-oriented scheme , aimed at the special 

needs of such students bu t supported by a •more formal 

method of teaching• and teaching aids , was required. 

The study by Gratton et al . Is a desc r iption of adap t ive curriculum 

development work which Includes an evaluation of the 'adopted' product. 

Although no theoretical conceptualization of the processes of adaptation 

is offered, the study points to a number of assumptions which underlay 

the curr icu lum activi ty : 

(11 the extraction of relevant content for use In a 'new' 

programme Is preceded by some kind of comparative appraisal. 

based on key features (In this case content , lnslructlonal 

approach and learning activities I of the 'existing' ~aterlals 
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and those in tended for the 'new' progr amme ; 

{Ii) the process of adoption {which Gratton et al. actually 

referred to as 1adaptatlon') Involves the selection from 

'existing' materials , suppor ted by the generation of additional 

material to render the materials more appropriate and relevant 

for the 1new' educational content. 

It might be argued that the 1adopted 1 product might have been more 

successful had a more adequate unde rstanding of the needs , 

background and ablllty of the student target population been applied , 

and that th is would have necessitated an adaptation of the two Nuffield 

schemes , The case fo r adequate conceptualization of the processes and 

procedures for adaptation will, however , be full y explored in Chapters 

6 and 7. 

The majority of descriptive accounts relating to the adaptation of whole 

cu rr icula emanat es from t he llterature relating to the 'cu ltural 

transp lantlon ' t ype of development described ear lier. The Mandler and 

SIiberstein ( 1979) account of the 1adaptatlon 1 in Israel of a chemistry 

curriculum project (CHEMStudy) 'imported' from the US , is typical of 

this kind of work. CHEMStudy had been success fully used as a 

one- year cou rse In US high schools and was chosen for trans lation into 

Hebrew for use In Israe li schools . However , It was 

•stretched •• . to a three- year course by adding an organic 
chemist ry unit , which, according to Is raeli t eaching tradition , was 
thought rele vant for Israeli s tudents•. (Mandle r and SIibers tei n, 
1979 , p.301) 

In the first instance , then , 'adaptation' was concei ved primarily as 

1translatlon 1
, Whilst changes occurred along two dimensions . viz, , 

II) the addition of supplementary mater lal for traditional and 

cultural reasons. and 

(ii) the extension of the time-scale for studying the course , 

the original 'lmported 1 curriculum remained largely lntacl and ' In line 
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with its educational in tentions. 

The writers . however . go on to describe a •second-s tage adaptation•, 

conducted later, following the first round of trialling the materials : 

•because of differences between the US and Is r ael In school 
organ ization, characteristics of s tuden ts, and natural and 
Industrial resources•. (Mandler and Silberstein, 1979, p.301) 

This In volved a re-writing, In si mpler for m, of the first seven chap ters 

of the cou rse and the addition of a chapter (on carbon compounds) . 

This second-stage adaptation thus arose In response to perceived 

differences In the cultural, ecological and organizational contexts 

between the country for which the project was or iginally devised and 

the country where it was later Implemented. 

Many of the accounts of implementing an 'imported' curr iculum for use in 

another country refer to two phases which occurred In relation to 

'i mporting', Bloch (1978) for Ins tance, refers to the fact that , Initially, 

curricula were merely trans lated Into the local language and wryly 

describes a situat ion In an ex-colonial African country which used a 

Nuffield 'O' level scheme thus: 

• ,, . the national exams In biology were delayed for a week because 
the air shipment from England of buttercups which were to be 
dissected and drawn • . . as part of the exam did not arrive . A 
substitute of a native , si mple flower did not occur•. (Bloch , 
1978 , p.4) 

As Increased awareness of cultural different iation be tween 'exporting' 

and 'Importing' countries grew . adaptations typically focused on 

changing exemplification and learning activities and t aking cognizance of 

features such as a more lim'ited level of resou rcing, teachers' expertise , 

the reading dltrlculty of the student materials , etc. 

The Open Univers ity has produced a number of descriptive accounts of 

adaptations of Its materials , parUcularly those developed by Jts 
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Community Education Section (e.g. , Calder, Shields and Ballard , 1984 ; 

Rogers, 1981 ; Sayer and Jones, 1984 ; Ballard and Spratley , 1984 ; 

Lambers and Grirfiths, 1984), In their original form . these materials 

are addressed to a reasonably well - informed , reasonably intelligent adult 

target popu lation , and the content is In tegrated through the use or 

topics, themes and Issues of concern/Interest. The accounts report 

numerous instances in which materials are used with different types or 

target group and In differen t learning situations , and Indicate that 

materials are abridged, extended , •re-combined• , etc. (e .g. , Calder , 

Shields and Ballard, 1984 ; Ballard and Spratley, 1984) . Some or these 

accounts describe situations where Open University materials were 

expressly made available to professional trainers who were asked to 

appraise the materials for use as teacher resource and student learning 

purposes with specialist groups in institutional settings . In the light or 

their teaching alms , trainers were asked to make selec t ions from the 

mater ia ls and to offer suggestions about how they might be used. This 

Involved providing Ideas about Instructional approaches and making 

recommendations about adopting or modifying the materials, This 

Information was then written up as guidelines for the trainers, 

However , no conceptualization of the nature and procedures to be used 

In such work is documented and , apart from reg istering the Incidence 

of adaptive work . these accounts do little to provide general 

unders tanding of what Is involved. 

A more concerted atttempt to provide in formation about the 

circumstances under which adaptation takes place and about some of Its 

character izing features was conducted under the auspices of the 

Leverhulme Project on 1alternatlve uses 1 of (Open University) health 

and social welfare materials ( Rogers 1982), This project, through the 

use of surveys , postal questionnaires and Interviews , produced a body 
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of information about how a range of Open University courses was being 

used by teachers and trainers. The report, based on experience 

emanating from case-studies. provides a 11s t of reasons why adaptation 

was used . viz •• 

{I) to meet the needs of a dlHerent kind of student ; 

(ii) to serve a variety of learning objectives ; 

(Iii) for use In face-to-face teaching situations. orten with groups; 

(iv) to satisfy diffe,-ent time constraints; 

{v) to achieve a greatef" or lesser degree of specialization of topic 

or approach ; 

(vi) to make use of local knowledge, services and expe,-tlse. 

Elsewhere. Rogers (1983), reflecting on the emplrlcal data which was 

generated through this project. observes that teachers and trainers 

carried out modifications to materials which could be broadly categorized 

into two gf"oups : 

(i) 'student-centred modifications' where the focus of change was 

on the particular needs of the 1new1 student group ; 

(ii) 'tutor-centred modifications ' which arose whef"e the materials 

were 'mediated' by teachers and trainers. 

In relation to this latter category, she clalms that tutors typically carry 

out modific ations to •express competence• because they feel that si mply 

using pf"e-prepared materials Is somehow cheating, and that adaptation 

Is "inherently second-best• . Modification, under these circumstances 

p,-ovides 

•an opportunity to redress the Impression that you af"e failing to 
do your duty - It expresses a level of competence and commitment 
that Is felt to be lacking if you use the items 'st raig ht". 
(Rogers, 1983 , p.53) 

She also notes that tutors tended to modlry material to 'stamp' on It a 

token of their own autonomy and puts this down to the long tradition of 

autonomy and personal freedom In British education. 
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The accoun ts of adaptive cur riculum work described In this section 

provide some Information about 

(ii some of the reasons people have put fo rward for undertaking 

work of this nature ; 

(III some or Its associated procedures and activities ; 

(iii) perceptions which some tutors have or adaptive work. 

The con tr lbu llon or Rogers and her colleagues at the Open University 

represents an attempt to abstract , from empirical studies . some of the 

defining features of adaptation work . However , theoretical 

considerations have not Informed the collection and analysis of the 

information gathered and this renders It limited In Its usefulness. The 

impor tance of a theoretical fram ework within which to conduct adaptation 

work is also demonstrated by the one documented adaptation attempt 

that took place in the FE sec tor (Gratton et al . , 1974). Moreover , the 

adaptations which Rogers ( 1982 ; 1983 ; 1984 I describes all relate to the 

'alternative use' of what were originally highly flexible materials . 

expressly designed for 'multi-use'. Arguably , this type of adaptive 

work does not con front some of the problems which may be encountered 

when the 'orlginal1 materials are more highly structured and less flexib le 

In their In t ended use. One must therefore be cautious about 

generalizing from the type of practice reported by the Open University . 

These descrip t ive accounts , then , provide some insig hts but almost 

nothing in the way of guidance to the curriculum worker who is 

considering adaptive work as a s trategy for curriculum development , 

and even less In t he way of sys tematk: analysis of what s uch work 

entalls. The follow Ing sec tion goes on to consider the work of a 

number of theorists who have sought to remedy this deficiency and to 

offer both theoretical analyses and pract ical guidelines to the curriculum 

worker. 



Section 2 .4 : Theoretical Issues concern ing the nature and processes of 

curriculum adaptation 

If curriculum adaptation Is to be carried out In a systemat ic and 

effective manner, consideration needs to be given to the way In which 

'existing' materials are to be used In the 'new' educational selling, and 

to the way In which modifications are to be car r ied out. In order to 

Illuminate some of the Issues associated with these processes and to 

facilitate decision - making In this respect , a number of theorists have 

proposed questions which need to be considered , or have orfered models 

for the conduct of adaptation work. 

Blum et al. ( 1979 I review the way In which a large number of science 

curriculum adaptations was carried out In the 1970s and Identify two 

major s\agH of \ he adaptel\on process : 

(1) the selection of a suitable curriculum for adaptation; 

Iii) the adaptation Itself. 

With respect to the selection or a sultable curricu lum , they state that It 

should be based on a review or several curricula 

• ••• that seem, at least ~ facie, to be adaptably feasible, It is 
a1so assumed that the adaptors have a clear idea about the needs 
of their target population and are determined to choose the best 
curriculum or curricula•. (Blum et al,, 1979 , p.696) 

Describing. with examples , ways In which curricula have been chosen 

for adaptation, they demonstrate that the more successrul appraisals of 

'existing' materials result where choice Is based upon pre -determined 

criteria, They note , for Instance, that when Swaziland decided to set 

up an Integrated science project based on ~aptat lons, a set of 40 

criteria was employed under the headings 'alms', 'content selection', 

'learning exper iences' and 1resource materials'. On that basis, a 

parUcular project (the West Indian Science Improvement ProJ.ect) was 

selecled for adaptation In Swaziland, They also mention that an even 
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more effect1¥e method, again based on the use or pre-determined 

criteria , Is to screen a number or projects and to dc¥elop a 'new• 

curriculum by recombining the most suitab le elements frum some or 

them . This Is an approach taken by the de¥elopers of the Israeli 

Elementary Science Project (MAT AL). described by Thier ( 1979 I . 

Concerning the adaptation Itself, Blum decrlbes changes which have 

typically been carried out. Howe¥er, he concludes that , generally, 

both t h~ 

• ••• selection of curricula for adaptation and the adaptation process 
itself were done Intuitively. Only seldom has a list of criteria 
been employed, although a more systematic approach could lead to 
better decisions on the adaptation process•. (Blum , 1979, p.292) 

In an attempt to pro¥1de this •more systemaUc' approach , Blum, 

Kragelund and Pottenger (1979) ha¥e proposed a 'Curriculum Adaptation 

Scheme• (CAS) which consists or two se ts or quesllons to help the 

curriculum worker Identify decision points 

(1) In selecting an appropriate curriculum for adaptation ; 

(11) in deciding what modificat ions are necessary . 

The model of the adaptation process according to which CAS was 

constructed consists or three stages : 

(II exploration 

(11 I selection 

(111) adaptation. 

Before embarking on these stages , Blum et al, (1979) advise that Its 

users have a clear Idea about the preferred 1phi losophlca1. 

psychological and pedagogical approaches• which they wish to see 

reflected In the 'new' programme and that the s tage of •exploration' 

s hould be lnfor~ed by 
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•a reasonable estimate or the range in age, previous knowledge 
and/or Intellectual development or the target population , their 
socio-economic and cultural background, their learning habits and 
the degree or homogeneity existing or envisioned In the target 
population'. (Blum et al •• 1979 . p . 5) 

Bearing In mind these criteria, it Is recommended that catalogues, 

directories and compl latlons or curricular activities are perused during 

the 'exploration' phase to ldentiry materials which, at Hrst sight, seem 

worthy or further consideration, 

At the 'selectlonr stage. Blum et al. offer the curriculum worker 914 

questions , grouped under rive headings ('Framework , Objectives and 

General Approaches', 'Structure or the Curriculum and Organization of 

the Subject Matter', 'Learner and Learner Materials', 'Teacher and 

Teacher Materials' and 'Administrative Questions') , which are aimed at 

helping him/her to decide whether it is possible and worthwhile to adapt 

the curl"lculum lor part or the c.urrlculum) c.hMen at the 'exp\oralion' 

s tage . At this point it is noted that the questions to be considered 

cannot offer an 'Index or adaptability• or lay down rules for accepting 

or rejecting material. This Is because. in answering the questions In 

relation to his/her own institutional setting, the curr iculum worker 

necessarily bases Judgements abou t what Is possible and feasible on 

values, and that 'different people are likely to give different values to 

the va..-lous decision points•. 

The 'adaptation' stage Is guided by a further 90 questions relating to 

the content and form of s tuden t and teacher materia ls , characteristics 

of the students and teachers who wlll be using the mat erials and the 

nature of resources in the institution where the 1adap ted 1 materials are 

to be lmplemente~ . The questions are so phrased that they Invite a 

'yes' or 1no1 answer and thus Indicate not on ly what needs to be 

modified but also the nature and direction of the c hange . 



A small evaluation study conducted with two groups of curriculum 

workers who used CAS indicated that their awareness of adaptation 

Issues was Increased . However. the construction of CAS has been 

criticized by Lutterodt (1980) on methodological and theoretical 

grounds . She states : 

1 A formative evaluation Instrument for science curricu la was used 
as the starting point In the construction of the CAS and this was 
backed up by empirical information concerning past adaptations. 
Thus CAS does not proceed from any well-derlned conceptualization 
of adaptation e!!. .!! and gives little Indication of the basis on 
which various questions should be answered•. (Lutterodt , 1980 , 
p . 12)) 

The CAS . however , does not lay clalm to providing a description of the 

activities Involved In erfectlng modifications. Rather Its stated emphasis 

Is on the exploration of alternatives and on the selection of curricula 

for adaptation purposes . It Is therefore usefu l In Identifying some , 

even if not all , the processes and rlccisl"ln -t>oinl11t to be associated with 

&dap\a\\on. 

Bloch (1978) , working in West Germany, has si milar concerns to those 

of Blum et al . Bloch offers a model of adaptation which e mbodies the 

Ideas (slated in her definition ) that ,I t Is a process ('in which elements 

of Instructional materials are evaluated') which resu lts In the creation 

of a product ( •more nearly suited to the demands of a si tuation 

different from that which stimulated the original materials') . The model 

suggests a two-s tage adap tat ion process which features two major 

decisions : 

(11 The choice of a particular se t of materials to adap t , based on 

an assessment of 'need1 and an appraisal of available 

materials, 

(11) The d~islon, taken after modifications have been carried out, · 

whether to proceed to lmplementatlon or lo modify further. 

She sugges ts that the first s tage of the adaptat ion procen Viz . , that of 



'needs assessment' , requires knowledge of the 'existing' curriculum •as 

well as a comprehensive overview of the alms of a particular subject 

area within the existing societal framework• . Materials are then 

scrutinized In terms or a set of educational intentions and this can be 

facllltated by using one of the formalized schemes which exist for the 

analysis of curriculum materials. Here she recommends that of Eraut et 

al. (1975). developed at the University of Sussex , as being the most 

helpful because It offers •a basis for curriculum criticism•. 

The second stage occurs after various modifications have been made to 

the materials chosen for adaptation, These inodlficatlons are achieved 

through a variety of activities , •most Importantly, the processes by 

which elements of the 'original' mater ials are discarded, re -structured or 

replaced•. On the question of main taining the overall coherence and 

intellee\ual integr\\y of \he whole c.urrieulum, B\oeh not~ t hat 

'discarding' elements of the cu rriculum can occur without jeopardizing 

the coherence of the curriculum when It Is •composed of a number of 

units, each having an Independent , Internally-developed and cohesive 

theme•. She goes on to note that, following the production of trial 

materials and their Implementation, evaluation Is conducted, giving rise 

to three options : 

(I) no further modification Is necessary because the adaptation Is 

In line with the statement of Intentions for the project; 

(11) further rerlnement Is necessary ; 

(111) the adaptation Is seen as being of llttle or no value in relation 

to stated In ten t ions, resulting In the work ellher being 

discontinued, a new trial situation Investigated or Intentions 

revlew~d and altered, 



This model shares many slmllarlties to thJt offered by Blum et al, 

(1979), In methodological terms , It was formulated In much the same 

way as CAS - In Bloch's case on the basis or exper ience drawn from 

three adaptation projects conducted In West Germany Involving •Man : A 

Course of Study' (MACOSJ, •Science s-11• and 'Science : A Process 

Approach•. Its concerns, like those of Blum et al. (1979), are with 

the initial scrutiny of the material, and with the process of adaptation. 

Unllke Blum et al. , however , she does not offer detailed checklists to 

facilitate decision - making about how to select materials or about the 

modifications to be made, Rather, she emphasises evaluation of the 

1adapted 1 product and the use of Information and feedback from users to 

further refine, if necessary , the 1new 1 materials. 

Lutterodt (1980) expresses similar reservations about Bloch's 

conceptual\t.a\\on of adapta\\on as she does abou\ that of Slum et al, 

(1979) in that It •provides 11ttle analysis of what exact ly Is Involved in 

the adaptation or refinement as such•, Commenting on Bloch's 

definition , the view Is expressed that It Is one which •effectively 

equates adaptation with evaluation• which, she contends Is an 

Inappropriate emphasis . The stated aim of Lutterodt's contribution is to 

build on that of Bloch (1978) and of Blum et al, (1979) in order to 

focus on the task of adaptation e_!!_ !_!, rather than on concomitant 

activities such as •exploration , evaluation and adoption'. There is a 

clear statement that her analysis relates to 'the adaptation of science 

curricula and with adaptation from one geographica1/cuttural context to 

another• and that, In common with Bloch and Blum et al., she Is 

concerned with situations where the alms and goals of the 1lmported1 

curriculum, as ~ell as the age and ablllty of the target group for which' 

It wn developed. 1match 1 those features In the 'new' 

geographical /cultural context. 
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She Identifies three Important and Interrelated decisions which 

curricu lum developers need to take when modifying materials : 

(ii A 'strategy1 decision which considers whet her adaptation Is the 

most appropriate stra tegy for curriculum deve lopment in a 

given situation. 

(11) A 'feasibili ty' decision which asks whether It is feasible to 

adapt that curriculum for use in that situation. 

(iii) A •refinement' decision which requires judgements about what 

modifications are necessary in order to adap t the given 

curriculum for use In that situation . 

These decisions are interrelated because, In p ractice, the feasibility or 

adaptation depends upon the nature and extent of t he necessary 

modifications and this, In turn, affects the decision as to whether 

adap tation is an appropriate development s trategy, 

The ex tent to which a curr icu lum , once appraised and selec ted for 

posslb le use In a 'new1 geographic al/cultural context . wll1 be suitable 

depends on what Lutt erodt terms Its 'adaptedness' . The quality of 

1adaptedness 1 Is associated with characteristics of the curriculum ltselr 

and the ex tent to wh ich these characteris tics can be accommodated by, 

or made to 'fit' with , features of the 1new' context where It Is to be 

implemented. These fea tures, termed 'situation varlab les ',are grouped 

under five main headi ngs, viz • . 

(I) educational structures 

(II) resources 

(ill) environment 

(iv) pupils 
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(vi goals. 

Educational structures •concern the administrative framework within 

which instruction takes place• and Include characterlstlcs of the 

existing overall curriculum within the school system• . Specifically. It 

includes Items such as previous and existing courses In the subject. 

type of school , class size , duration and timing or classes. 'Resources1 

relates to material resources (space, equipment , books , etc .) , to 

teachers' expertise and to ancillary and administrative support. 

'Environment' refers to •ractors In the surroundings , both physlcal and 

human, as these impinge on the chlld'. These include the values , 

attitudes and Ideas of the cultural context. as well as features of the 

natural or man-made environment (flora. fauna , local Industries and 

technology). 1Puplls 1 refers to the knowledge , skills . altitudes , abilities 

and language or the pupils whilst 'goals' points to hoped - for 

ac.hieveme.n\s (knowledge. , skH\s and abHl\\es} as a resu\\ of studying 

the curricu lum. 

The cu rr iculum selected for 'transplantation' into the 1new1 con tex t needs 

to accommodate itself to these 'situation variables' and this means , 

LuUerodt claims , its 'recasting' In varying degrees . Her analysis thus 

focuses on changes to the curriculum materials themselves and excludes 

the notion, put forward by Berman and McLaughlin (1976) or 1mutual 

adaptatlon 1 which Involves not only 'the adaptation or the inltlal design 

or the project• to fit the 'new' organlzational se tting but also 

adjustments to the organizational setting itself . 

The extent to which the curriculum needs to be modified and can 

feasibly be modlf,led depends upon Its characteristics and the way In 

which these Interact with t he 'situation variables•. Here Lutterodt 

ident ifies four c rucial variables , the first two of which relate' to the 
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need for adaptation (i,e, , the 'refinement1 dec ision) and the second two 

of which concern the 'feaslbllity' decision: 

(I) the 'demandlngness' of a curriculum In terms of the resources 

required ; 

(ii) the 'universality' of the concepts used In the curriculum . 

A curriculum which Is 'low 1 In 'demandingness' Is one which requires 

little In the way of specialized rooms and equipment and does not call 

fo r a high degree of experlerce and expertise on the part of the 

teaching staff. The concepts embodied In the curriculum may be 

'universal' , I.e . , they may relate to the major theories of a (scientific) 

discipline or they may be 'specific' , l ,e , , based on the lire- experience 

of learners located In a particular geographical/cultural context. An 

elementary course designed for younger pupils will be more 'specific' 

and 'locallzed1 and require a greater deg ree of adap tation than will a 

more acade.mie curr iculum designed for secondary puplls. 

(iii) the 1flexibllity' of the curricu lum in terms of the ext e nt of 

decis ion-making which rests with the user; 

(iv) the 'interconnec tedness ' of the cu rriculum , i,e. , the ex tent 

to which a curricul um Is highly structured, with the 

diHerent elements relating s trongly to each other. 

A fl exib le curriculum will allow the cu rriculum user to make c hoices as 

to whe ther to use a ll the modules/units, to decide how to seque nce them 

and give scope for deciding whether or not to use all or unly some of 

the learn ing activi ti es on offer . A flexible curriculum will be low on 

'lnterconnectedness1 because It will allow the curriculum user to take 

certain decisions without upse tting the overall intellectual cohe r ence and 

logic of the whole curr iculum, The notion of 'Interconnec tedness ' is 

however not mer.ely the negation of flexlblllty , for the 'Interconnected' 

cu rric ulum demonstrates a higher degree of congruence •between Its 

unde rly ing goals and assumptions and their concrete embodill\ent In 
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particular learning objectives and learning experiences• , The greater 

the 'Interconnectedness' or a curriculum , the less feasible It is to modify 

It . even though 'In terconnectedness' may justifiably be seen as the 

hallmark of a well-planned curriculum . 

The size of the modifications which may need to be carried out on the 

curriculum will have a bearing on the 'feasiblllty 1 decision, If the 

required changes concern , e .g •. the structure and organization or 

subject content , its underlying assumptions and philosophy or Its 

course objectives , such changes would be too 'fundamental' to make 

adaptation viable because the essential coherence of the curriculum 

would be lost . Less substantial ('intermediate') changes are acceptable , 

such as the Introduction of a new unit which might affect the course 

objectives , so long as they remain few in number and do not threaten 

the O\lerall integdty of the materials (\he extent to which this \s 

possible wlll depend on the degree of 'interconnectedness') . Minor 

('detailed') modifications, such as changes In level of reading difficulty, 

are also acceptable, 

Lutterodt's ( 1980) contribution is necessarily located within a conceptual 

framework which has been designed to accommodate the phenomenon or 

'cultural transplantation' from one geographical/cultural context to 

another, and he r concept of 'adaptedness' (or 1adaptabllltyl) necessarily 

presupposes that no significant differences exis t between •Cont ex t I' 

(for which the materials were Initially designed) and •contex t 11 1 

(where the materials are to be applied). Given the nature of this 

conceptualizat ion , the analysis she provides nevertheless orfers Insights 

Into the c:haract~ristlcs which can be associated with curricula such as 

their 'pllablllty' Of" 1modlriablllty' In terms or the way they are 

s tructured, and the extent to which disturbance of this s truCture will 
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have a bearing on the reaslblllty or considering adaptation. Although 

her focus Is on the Interaction between 'curriculum variables' In the 

'existing' materials and 'situation variables' In the 'new' context. rather 

than on the appraisal and the selection or curricula. It points impllcltly 

lo the way In which , at the appraisal stage , curriculum variables might 

be analysed for 'modifiability' based on worked-out criteria. Also useful 

is the assumption that the nature and size or the modifications to be 

undertaken will define the feasibility of adaptation and Its 

appropriateness as a curriculum development strategy. 

Section 2 .s : Evaluation and general conclusions 

This examination or the literature relating to adaptive curriculum work 

has revealed that the majority or accounts are associated with the 

'cultural lrans r,lanlatlon' notion or the 19705 , (vit.., curriculum 

'export'/'lmport' between countries , cultures, societies and languages). 

Writers who have been Involved In such 'transplantation' activities have 

necessarily developed their conceptualizations or the nature of 

adoption/adaptation and the activities to be associated with it within 

that particular framework. Consequently, they have, In the main , 

devoted their thinking to Issues which arise when the perceived 

educational needs or a par ticular target group In relation to a particular 

subject area are 'matched' with an apparently appropriate curr iculum 

'Imported' from elsewhere, In this situation, there Is general 

congruence between key curriculum variables In the 'Imported' 

curriculum (alms, objectives. content, Instructional approaches, age and 

ablllty or s tudents) and those sought for In the programme for t he 'new' 

setting . As a c~sequence or this, differences In geography, culture, 

resourcing levels, etc . , wlll require that modifications, to a greater or 

lesser extent, be made to the materials. However , such modifications 
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are conducted within the philosophlcal and educational parameters of the 

'original' curriculum In a way which neither dis torts nor disturbs the 

structure and Intellectual coherence of the materials , nor changes . In 

any fundamental way , the key curriculum variables. 

The contributions of theorists writing within this 'cultural 

transplantation' tradition have to be appraised against this particular 

background of concerns. Many of the documented accounts emanating 

from this particular area are of a predominantly descriptive nature and 

portray adaptive activities, described through case-study material. 

which arise in response to the pragmaUc problems of implementing 

culture-specific materials In a changed cultural setting. They do not 

pretend to address theoretical issues concerning the nature of adaptive 

work or give detailed attention to the procedures associated with the 

modification of materials. Thus . they make no a\\eff\pt t o genera\\u 

beyond their immediale experience or offer recommendations to other 

workers wishing to develop curricula through adaptive means. 

Other writers In the 'cultural transplantation' tradition however. have 

recognized the a-theoretical nature of much of the documented material 

and the need to provide cu rriculum workers with help and guidance 

which has a theoretical underpinning. Of particular note , In this 

context. are the contributions of Bloch, Blum and his colleagues, and 

Lutterodt, These writers have offered definitions of the concep ts and 

have sought to Identify decisions and activities which are typically 

carried out in association with adaptive work, Whilst they use 

terminology In rather different ways, and place dlffereritial emphasis on 

the var ious actl~itles to be associated with this work , they nevertheless 

usefully highlight a number or Issues which merit consider at Ion. These 
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(IJ the Identification of 1usage conditions' of 1existlng' materials ; 

(II) the identification of 'usage condltions 1 required in the 'new• 

context ; 

(111) the scrutiny of catalogues. directories and compilations 

describing •existlng 1 mater ials ; 

(Iv) the selection of 'exis t ing• materials fo r use In the •new' 

context ; 

(vi the identification of curriculum variables in the 'existing• 

materials; 

(vi) decision - making about the feasibility of modifying the 

1exlstlng1 materials ; 

(vii) the evaluation of procedures for the modification of the 

'existing• materials; 

(viii) the evaluation of the 1adapted 1 product. 

The relative focus of Bloch, Blum et al, , and Lutterodt, resp ectively, 

is su mmar ized, for the pur pose of comparative analysis. by Tab le 2. 1 

overleaf. 

Combining the different concerns of these theor is ts in this way gives 

rise to a useful checklis t of issues which may fo rm the background to a 

process of curr icu lum appraisal and analysis. Such a check list may be 

seen to have cer tain character is t ics in common with the curr iculum 

schemes of Eraut et a1 . ( 1975) ( referred to earlier ). These s chemes 

attempt to Identify ques tions which should be borne In mind when 

choos ing between currlcula for the purpos\!s of Implementation , and to 

point up the lmplkatlons of t aking partkular decisions In this selection 

p rocess . 
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Table 2.1 : Stages of adaptation discussed by Bloch (1978). Blum et al . 

( 1979) Md Lutt erodt ( 1980) 

Area or 
concern 

Identifying usage 
condl lions or 
'existing' materials 

ldentlrylng usage 
conditions In the 
1new1 context 

Scrutinizing 
Information ( In 
catalogues etc . ) 
about 'existing' 
materials 

Selecting 'existing• 
mat er ials for use 
In 1new 1 context 

Identifying cu rr iculum 
variables In 1exlstlng1 

materials 

Judging the reaslblll ty 
of modifying 'existing' 
materials 

Evaluating procedures 
for modifying 'existing' 
materials 

Evaluating the 'a(:lapted' 
product 

Bloch Blum et al . Lutterodl 
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The checklist which may be compiled on the basis or the combined 

con tributions of Bloch (t978). Blum et al, (1979) iWld Lutterodt ( 1980) 

specifically emphasises the need to understand the content , st ructure 

and defining characterlstks of the curriculum being considered for 

adaptation , as well as features in the Tiew 1 learning environment. both 

in terms of educatlonal opportunities and of constraints. This offers a 

far c learer picture, than that contained In the case-study material 

emanating from other 1cultural transplantation' writers . about the issues 

which adaptive curriculum work raises concerning the nature of 

decision-making and the characte,.lstlcs of its associated activities . 

Neve,-theless, a number of reset"valions need to be made about these 

contributions : 

(I) They conceptualize adaptive curriculum work only within a 

1cu1tu,-al tt"ansplantatlon' framework. This effecllvely limits 

the potential of such .-ode. b.cauu lt fall, to acknowtedge 

that possibilities may exist outside th is particular set of 

conce,.ns . 

(II) The wo,-k focuses predominantly on the adap tation of whole 

curricula. or coherent 1part-curricula'. Blum's Ideas about 

the extension of this concep tualization to Include the 

generation of new prog,-ammes/courses by drawing upon a 

va,-lety of 'part-curricula._ are not fully explored. 

(111) A detailed account of how people might actually ca,- ry out any 

necesssary modlfkatlons is not offered. Thus. as such . no 

comprehensive working model Is offered of the activities and 

procedures to be associated with adaptation which can be 

used In any operational way. 

Outside the 'cultural transplantation' tradition , the remaining literature 

Is dominated by contributions from writers at the Open Unlve'rslty -
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notably Rogers and her colleagues. Their accounts concern different 

ways in which learning resource materials (produced by their 

Commun It y Education Section) may be used. The main purpose of such 

accounts Is to demonstrate that self-study student materials , developed 

on a topic , Issue or theme basis. may be used In a wide variety of 

teaching and learning situations. In contrast to the writers from the 

'cultural transplantallon1 school who have emphasised the desirable 

congruence of key curriculum variables between the 'existing' and the 

intended curriculum In Its 'new' setting, Rogers ( 1982 ; 1983 : 1984), in 

particular, suggests that 'adaptation' may be associated with situations 

where 'curriculum variables' are not all 'matched'. The flexibility and 

lack of 'interconnectedness' in toplc ·b1Sed material quite obviously opens 

up the poss ibility of the materials being used directly, or after 

modification, or In conjunction with additions of.!!:!. lnillo developed 

mate.rial with dlUerent learn ing envlronmenls , with a range of different 

Instructional approaches and for a range of different purposes . 

Rogers and colleagues such as Calder . Shields and Ballard (1984). 

Ballard ( 1984) and Sayer and Jones ( 1984) , thus view 'adaptation' in the 

context of the 'alternative use 1 of materials and , In this sense, their 

concerns are of a very different nature to those of the 1cultural 

transplantat ion' school. The value of their contribution lies in the way 

In which they draw attention to possibilities for adaptive curriculum 

work which lie outside the 'cultural transp\antation1 rramework. In so 

doing, they shirt the emphasis of adaptation associated with 

implementation Issues towards the notion of adaptation as a strategy for 

the development of what are essentially 'new' programmes 

courses/curricula,- Unfortunately, the contribution made by the Open 

University writers . In the main. does not provide a theoretical model to 

make operationally vi able this range of posslbllltles for adapttve work. 
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Moreover , the mainly descriptive case-study material from this source 

does little more than to register Incidence of this type of work. The 

exception to this general tendency Is in the work published In relation 

to the Leverhulme Project where Rogers ( 1982) tries to abstract some 

general principles relating to adaptive work from a large body or 

empirical data relating to actual adaptation attempts. However , this 

account suffers from methodological Inadequacy because of the absence 

of any guiding theory In the conduct of the research, This limits , In 

operational terms, the usefulness of Rogers' report. 

In appraising the usefulness of the contributions from writers within 

the 'cultural transplantation1 tradition and from the Open University, It 

needs to be emphasised that the central concern or this study Is not 

with curriculum Implementation Issues but with Issues that are raised 

when 'new1 matef"lals af"e gene,-ated from 'existing' materials to respond 

to currlculum/pf"ogf"amme needs. This effectively shHts the focus or 

interest In adaptive cu,-rlculum activity to Its potential as a stf"ategy for 

cu,-riculum development. If one then considers the suggestion made In 

Chaptef" 1 of the possible use of 'existing'. school-oriented materials in 

the FE sector, one Is not ,-efer,.ing to a situation whef"e the education 

system is 1roughly comparable' ( which Is the pf"edominant concern of 

wrlte,-5 in the 'cultural transplantation' tf"adition) but, In fact. 

substantially different. Moreover, the 'tf"ansplantation' or malef"ials from 

the school to the FE sectof" subsumes a potentially large number of 

't,-ansfe,-• patterns . These may be demonstrated by considering the 

following examples which might conceivably arise: 

(I) the use of genef"al education materials In Vocational 

Prep~atlon courses ; 

(11) the use of self-study materials for discussion-based group 

WOf"k ; 
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(111) the use of 'academlc1
, dldacUc material for practical work-shop 

sessions . 

In these examples, consideration would need to be given to the 

Implications of difference with respect lo some or all of the variables 

(mentioned earlier In the section) which were malnly held 'constant' 

within the 'cultural transplantation' model, viz. , the age and ablllty of 

the target group, the educational Intentions, the content and Its 

organizat ion and the teaching approaches, 

Writers from the Open University whose conceptualization of adaptive 

curriculum work shares similarities with that which underpins this 

study , have Indicated their awareness of the large number of 'transfer' 

patterns whtCh might be anticipated . However , they have not 

developed a body of theory which clarlfles and articulates these Ideas. 

It must therefore be concluded that 

{I ) the available literature does not off er an appropriate model for 

the analysis of adaptive curriculum work In FE , although 

Bloch (1978). Blum and his colleages (1979) and Lulterodt 

(1980) provide useful Insights; 

(11) there Is a need to develop a theoretical framework which Is 

predicated upon a systematic analysis of the various 

decisions, procedures and activities associated with adaptive 

work as a strategy for curriculum development . 

The following chap t er Is devoted to the development and presentation of 

such a framework which attempts to realize these Intentions. 
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CHAPTER 3: A MOOEL FOR AOAPTIVE CURRICULUM 

OEVELOPMENT WORK 

Section 3.0 : Introduction 

The central premise adopted here is that curriculum development Is, or 

should be, a purposive ac tivity, Informed by sound judgements and 

based on rational decision-making. This Is a fundamental tenet which 

ought to guide devek>pment work of any kind , whether by ~ lnltlo or 

by adaptive methods. Whichever strategy or route Is used. there needs 

to be a clear Identification and articulation of educational lntenllons 

relating to a specified target group and a carefully considered, 

systematic 'translation' of these Intentions into teaching and learning 

programmes. This gives rise to a number of well - recognized tasks . 

e .g . , the selection of curriculum coo tent, the choice of teaching 

methodJ and learning activities, and the Identification of issues 

associated with the Imp lementa tion of the cu rricu lum /p rogr amme. 

It Is Important , however . to distinguish tasks which are common to!!! 

curriculum development ac t ivities from those which are specific to 

adaptive work. The former have already been the subjec t of numerous 

publications In the area of curriculum theory and practice : it Is the 

latter which , on the strengt h of the evidence provided by the li terature 

review . need to be examined , The discussion in this chapte r therefore 

does not cover those Issues general to all curr iculum developments, but 

seeks to provide a rational analysis of the var ious decisions . activities 

and procedures which are exclusive to adaptive work as a s trategy for 

curriculum deve_lopment. 
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In order to locate adaptive curriculum activity In some kind of context. 

the circumstances of Its use, or at least the consideration of Its use . 

need to be e>tamined . The first two sections of this chapter therefore 

explain the conditions and activities which ought to shape decis ions 

culminating in the acceptance - or rejection - of adaptive work as a 

means of generating materials for a 'new' curriculum/programme. As 

such, they provide a 'framework' for decision-making with respect to 

the appropr iate strategy to use for a given set of circumstances. 

Subsequent sect ions of this chapter Investigate In depth , from a 

theoretical perspective , major dec isions and associated activities which 

feature adaptive work e!.!:_ !!· Once again, the central assumption ls 

that adaptive work , if it is to be successful. needs to be conducted 

within a set of rigorous . well-defined parameters, constructed according 

to principles of rational decision-making . Thus . these sections attempt 

to Identify a sequence of 'key' questions which necessarily arise in the 

conduct of adaptive work and the Implications , In terms of action . of 

the decisions which may be made. 

The model to be developed and presented here serves two important 

functions. Firstly, it attempts to compensate for the absence. in the 

available literature , of any serious consideration of adaptive work as a 

strategy for curriculum development and of any sys tematic analysis of 

the decision - making issues which this Involves. Secondly , the model 

Informs the theoretical 'framework' within which the analysis of actual 

Instances of adaptive work is carried out. The conduct of the analysis 

and the findings thereof are reported In Chapters 6 and 7 of this 

study. 
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Sec:ticn l. 1: Pre -conditi<ris for adaptive curriculum development 

The choice of a curriculum development strategy arises . in the first 

Instance, at that point In the Innovation process where the intentions or 

the educator are put Into operat1cn through the development of 

teaching/learning programmes. In theoretical terms , this choice is 

between _!& ~ development or adaptive activity as a means of 

generating 1new' materials. If, at this point. adaptive activity is to be 

considered, a number or Important pre-condltlms need to be fulfilled. 

These may be broadly grouped into two categories , viz. , 

(I) those relating to characteristics of the curriculum developer ; 

(Ii) those relating to factors associated with the 'e,dsling' 

materials . 

These pre-conditions for adaptive curriculum work will now be explained 

and discussed. 

The first and most obvious pre-requisite for any consideration of 

adaptive curriculum development is the recognillm. on the part of the 

curriculum developer . that 1new' materials may be generated by using 

'existing' materials. If he/she is unaware that a realistic alternative to 

_!&~is available, and that this alternative presents itself for 

consideration in relation to the curriculum development task . the 

posslblllty of conducting adaptive work, or Indeed . the possibility or 

choice between ,!!?. inltlo development and adaptive work for responding 

to 1new' curricu lum /prog ramme needs, does not arise, Therefore. If 

adaptive work Is to be considered as a s trategy for cu rriculum 

development and not effectively excluded as a decision-making Issue, It 

foUows that the curriculum developer 's perception of 'curriculum 

development 1 Is not solely in terms of~~ development, but 

addltlonally embraces some kind of famlllarlty with the notion of 
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adaptive curr iculum development. 

It Is possible that a cu rr iculum developer Is aware that a choice 

between ~ inltlo iWld adaptive curriculum development exists at a 

theoretical level. bu t , nevertheless . takes up an! e.r.!.2!l, position to 

engage In .!?. ~development. This may , or course , be as a result 

of some 1ex ternal' pressu re to deve lop 'new' curriculum /program me 

materials on an,!!_ lnitio basis , as , for example , In a situation where an 

authority rlgure (such as a Head of Department) makes this particular 

stipulation. However. Information supplied by Rogers (1983) Implies 

that an ! ~ commitment to .!?_ initlo development may be att r ibutabk! 

to a curriculum developer 's perception of adaptive work as somehow 

inherently inferior to ~ l!:!.!.!!.2: development as a stra tegy for gene rat ing 

'new' materials , or as a means of facilitating tasks which oug ht to be 

experienced as 'difficult'. She asserts that some educators conside r the 

use of pre-prepared mate rials to amount to 1cheating 1 and that this 

practice may be avoided In order to express 1competence1
• She states 

that us ing 'exlstlng 1 mate rials 

• • •• implies you are eit her too lazy or too Incompetent to design 
suitable exerc ises for yourself. Often when people admit to using 
pre-specified items, they excuse themse lves by stressing that they 
are under time pressure or do not have the resou rces to do the 
job properly. The point Is that, for a fair proportion of the 
people talked to , the use of materials like this Is seen to b e 
inherently 'second best' ", (Rogers, 1983 , p,53) 

If curricu lum developers' image of themselves as 'competent 

professionals' or as 'innovators' Is Indeed associated with !!:!, lnltlo 

development. this c learly prec ludes any consideration of adaptive work. 

However , the essential point here Is that It Is theore tically conceivabk! 

that curriculum developers may. for whatever reason, adop t an .!. ~ 

position In relation to the currlcutum deve lopment task which Is not 

favourable towards the use of 1exis tlng' materials . Therefore , a 

pre · conditlon for adapt ive work Is a positive attitude , on the part of 



the curriculum developer, towards this parHcular strategy . 

A realistic consideration of the use of 1exlstlng' materials to meet new 

curriculum/programme requirements ls dependent upon the 

understanding of the curriculum developer of what materials have 

already been developed by others. Knowledge about 1existlng' materials 

may already be present in some form. as part of the curriculum 

developer's professional 'stock -in·trade'. although it will obviously vary 

in its extent and In its depth. The knowledge may be res tricted to 

particular materials previously used in teaching other 

courses /programmes and may be very detailed or be no more than a 

passing acquaintance with one or two characteristic features. The 

pre•ca,ditkn relating to a curriculum devek>per's knowledge of 'existing' 

materials Is satisfactorily fulfilled only when this knowledge extends to 

a range of materials. because informed declslon · making about the use or 

possible use of 'exls ting 1 mater ials is dependent upon the spectrum of 

choices being suitably wide. 

Finally , there are two pre·conditlons relating to the •existing' materials 

which need to be satisfied before adaptive work should be considered. 

These relate to their accessibility and their availability . When 

conduct ing adaptive work , It is Impor tant that the curriculum developer 

can gain ready access to the materials being chosen , or being 

considered , and that there are no. or only minimal, restrictions 

operating on their use. This Is because the curriculum devek>per needs 

to have 'existing' materials In his/her possession for what may be an 

ex tended period of time , particularly If the materials are to undergo 

substantial modification. Problems such as unfavourable conditions of 

access and availability c«1 effectively militate against the realistic 

consideration of adap tive activity and therefore need to be carefully 
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appraised before considering adaptive work. 

The above discussion points to the Importance of four pre-conditions 

which ought to be satisfied if adaptive work Is to be regarded as a 

possible means of responding to 'new' curriculum/programme needs. 

viz., 

I I) familiarity with the notion of adaptive curriculum 

devek>pment; 

(Ii) a positive attitude towards the use of adaptive work; 

(iii) knowledge of a range of 1exisllng' materials ; 

(Iv) ready access to, and availability of , 1exls ting' materials . 

However, If pre-conditions (iJ and (II) are not met , the possibility of 

using adaptive curriculum development does not arise; If pre-conditions 

(111) and (Iv) are not satisfied, the possibility of adaptive work should 

not be entertained. Therefore , a failure to meet one or more of the 

pre-conditions listed above results In the selection , either by 'default1. 

or as an Informed decision . of~ lnitlo devek>pment. In this way , 

assumptions. perceptions and constraints which arl:! unfavourable t o 

adaptive activity may operate on the choice of the cur riculum 

devek>pment strategy at an early stage or the innovation process . and 

act to prevent the establishment of the appropriate parameters ( or 

'boundary conditions') for adaptive work. 

Section 3 ,2 : Subsequent decision-making In re lat Ion to adaptive 

curriculum devek>pment 

The sati sfaction of the necessary pre-conditions allows the cu rriculum 

devek>per to consider whether there are 1exis ting' materials which might . 

meet his/her requirements for the 'new' curriculum/programme. This 

Involves two re lated actlvltes : 
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(I) the Identification or materials which may be considered for 

possible use ; 

(II) the appraisal or these materials In terms or their suitability. 

The nature and conduct or these activities Is examined In some depth In 

the following section or this chapter. At this point, however , It should 

be noted that the suitabili ty or materials Is appraised In terms of the 

extent to which they are perceived as compatible with the educational 

Intentions for the 1new 1 curriculum/programme. It Is therefore essential 

that the curriculum developer has a clear view or these Intentions and 

is able to make informed judgements about whether there Is rough 

comparability between the 'existing' materials and those to be generated. 

Two different decisions are possible following the Identification and 

Initial screening of 'existing' materials : 

(I) the materials are Inappropriate for the new 

curriculum/programme and should be rejected; 

(ii) the materials appear suitable and should be retained for 

consideration. 

The curriculum developer who judges that the 'exis ting' materials which 

he/she has chosen are incompatible with the educational In tentions for 

the 'new' requirement will, at this point, abandon the Idea of adaptive 

work and generate the 'new' materials through,!! lnilio development. 

On the other hand, if the materials seem to 'match1 the 'new' 

requirement, the curricu lum developer should carry out a more detailed 

scrutiny which serves two functions , viz. , 

(1) checks the overall suitability of the chosen materials for use 

in the 'new' curriculum/programme; 

(Ii) Identifies any areas or aspects or the chosen materials where 

there Is evidence of some lack of compatibility with the 

educational In tentions for the 'new' materials . 
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The following section of this chapter e)(plains how this more e)(tensive 

examination of the chosen materials ought to be conducted . However . it 

should be noted that If the curriculum developer considers that a good 

'match' e)(\sts between the 1exlstlng' materials and those to be developed. 

he/she will decide that the materials chosen for adaptive work can be 

used directly, I. e . , without modification. This erfectively Identifies 

ADOPTION as the appropriate curriculum development strategy. It is 

therefore at this point that ADOPTION makes its first appearance In the 

decision-making framework. 

The appralsal may however Indicate that, whilst the chosen materials 

are still, on balance, considered to be suitable, there are, 

neverthe less. areas /aspects of 'mismatch' In relation to the 'new' 

materials. This indicates the need to undertake modifications to render 

the 'e)(isllng' materials suitable for use In the 'new' 

curriculum/programme. At this point, two possibilities for ellmlnatlng 

the perceived 'mismatch' present themselves : 

( I) the 1mismatch' may be remedied by making adjustments to the 

'new• requirement; 

(ii) the 'mismatch' may be corrected by carrying out appropriate 

modifications to the 'existing' materials. 

Option (II above may , under certain circumstances . be feasible. The 

curriculum developer should, as s tated earlier , have a clear conception 

of the nature and characteristics of the materials to be developed and It 

may be possible to introduce changes Into this specHlcation without 

compromising Its educational Intentions. However . si tuations may arise 

where a se t of 'existing' materials , which Is chosen for use in the new 

curriculum/programme, Imply or recommend conditions of Implementation 

(such as a requirement for the use of a laboratory , or teacMng 
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sessions of a particular duration or a particular patlern of atlendance) 

which are not immediate ly compatible with the conditions of 

implementation envisaged for the 'new' curriculum/programme. 

Nevertheless, changes may be made at the Institutional level which 

overcome such dlfficultles. In the case of the requirement for the use 

of a laboratory, for Instance, It may be possible to Identify an 

alternative way of achieving those learning outcomes associated with 

practical laboratory-based work (e.g •• by showing in the classroom, 

filmed or tape-slide sequences of such work). In situations such as 

these, adjustments to the 'existing' materials are avoided by 

manipulating the context In which the 1new1 materials are to be 

Implemen ted. Thus , the 1exlstln91 materials are used directly In the 

Tlew' curriculum/programme and ADOPTION Is the strategy for 

curriculum development. 

1Mlsmatch 1 is more usually remedied by conducting modifications to the 

1exlstlng 1 materials , I.e., through AOAPTATION , than by manipulating 

aspects of the 'implementing' context (although It is theoretically 

conceivable that situations may occur which require modifications to be 

conducted both to the 'implementing! context and to the 'existing' 

materials) . However , before ADAPTAT ION is finally decided upon as 

the stra tegy for curriculum development , the curriculum developer 

needs to have a clear and detailed understanding of the nature of the 

1mlsmatch1 that he/she has identified In the 1exlstlng 1 materials and the 

direction which the modifications need to take in order to remove the 

1mlsmatch1, The appraisal of this aspec t then allows the curriculum 

developer to determine the scale and demands of the adaptation task 

and to decide whether the adaptation Is feasible and manageable. 
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The judgo!ment relating to the reasibllity or undertaking the adaptation 

needs to consider both theoretical and pragmatic Issues. From a 

theoretical point of view, the adaptation Is reaslble Ir It can reasonably 

be assumed or envisaged that the 'adapted' product will successfolly 

achieve Its s tated educational Intentions. However , In order to decide 

whether, In practice, the adaptation Is manageable , the curricu lum 

developer needs to consider the constraints which operate, or may 

operate , In the institution where the 'new' curriculum/programme Is to 

be ofrered. Issues for consideration are. e.g ., how much time is 

available for the adaptation exercise , what level or curriculum 

experience and expertise is available and, importantly , whether the 

pressure on available resources (human and material) will be heavier or 

lighter than for a response involving ~ lnitio development. 

At this point. the decision may be taken against engaging in adaptive 

work after all, but Instead to generate 'new1 materlal through~ initio 

development. This may arise, e.g . , in situations where the materlals 

have certain qualities which make It overly dlfflcult to carry out 

modifications or where the curriculum developer decides, after carefully 

weighing up the nature of the adaptation task. that his/her education al 

intentions may be more effectively realized by this strategy. 

Alternatively, It may occur when adaptive work makes demands on 

resources which are far In excess of those which would otherwise be 

made by ~ ~ development, However . It may be that despite any 

theoretical or practical difficulties Involved In pursuing the 

ADAPTAT ION 'route' , a judgement Is made to carry out the necessary 

modifications. The curriculum developer may , for Instance, perceive 

that the quality of the 'existing' materials (e.g. , In terms of their 

Intellec tual Integrity or visual presentation) surpasses that of any 

curriculum product which he/he could generate through ~ lnitio 
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development (perhaps In the light of limited resources In the Institution 

- equipment, time, financial support - at his/her disposal). Thus. 

whatever the criteria used to justify the decision to carry out the 

necessary modifications , it is at this point In the decision -making 

sequence that ADAPTATION as the strategy for curriculum development 

Is finalised. 

The concern of this c hapter so far has been to present and exp lain a 

decision-making framework which, through the application of rational 

principles . demonstrates the conditions under which (ti ADOPTION , (ii) 

ADAPTATION and (Ill)~ INITIO DEVELOPMENT are selected for the 

purpose of gener ating 'new' curriculum/programme materials. The first 

section of the chapter Identified four pre-conditions which should be 

satisfied before adaptive work is considered as a possible strategy for 

curriculum deve lopme nt. Then , having es tablished the approp riate 

parameters for adaptive work , the second sec tion identified the issues 

which presen t themse lves for consideration to the curr iculum developer 

and the var ious decision routes which are log\cally linked to the 

judgemen ts he/she makes. 

The decision -mak ing framework Is se t ou t in Figure 3 . 1 (overleaf) and 

presents, in the for m of questions , the issues which cu rr icu lum 

developers need to raise when choosing a st rategy for curriculum 

development. It will be noted that cer tain 1key 1 questions have been 

highlighted In the flow-ct,ar t viz. , 

1. Is curriculum adoption /adap tation regarded as a poss lb le means 

of respondi ng to the 'new' cu rricu lum /programme needr 

2. Are these materials suitable for possib le adoption/adaptation? 

3. Is 'mismatch' In evldencer 

4. Can the 'mlsmatch1 be remedied by modifying features of the 
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context In which the Tiew' requirement Is to be used? 

5, Are the modifications theoretically feasible? 

6, Are the modifications feasible In practice? 

These 'key' questions may be broadly grouped In terms of their 

concerns : 

(11 the pre-conditions for adaptive work (Question 1); 

(Ill the sultabillty of the materials being considered for possible 

use , either by means of (al ADOPTION or (bl ADAPTATION 

(Questions 2. 3 and 4) : 

(111) the feasibility of conducting the necessary modifications, I.e . , 

of choosing ADAPTATION (Questions 5 and 6), 

Thus , In demonstrating how judgements should be made about the 

ch~ce of the curriculum development s trategy, the decision-making 

framework highlights the two major decisions to be associated with the 

conduct of adaptive work 2!!. ~. viz. , the 'sullabllity' decision l 11 

above) and lhe 'feasibility' decision (111 above), The following sections 

of this chapter explore In detail the Issues which have a bearing on the 

'sultabllity' and 1feaslbllity' of •existing' materials and explain the 

activities and procedures which need to be undertaken In order to 

reach these decisions. 

Section 3,3: The appraisal of materials 

Fundamental to the decisions about the suitability of •existing' materials 

for adaptive work and the feasibility of carrying out the required 

modification Is the appraisal or materl als. In the case of ADAPTATION . 

these decisions are , quile c lear ly, lnterllnked l!l'ld seq uential . The 

question or feasibility arises once ll Is established that the 'existing' 

materials are, In the broadest sense, sui table for consideration but that 

they require alterations before they can be used In the ne'..tt1 situation, 
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In the case of ADOPT ION , the question of feasibility does not arise 

because here, no modifications are necessary. The issue of sui tab ility 

Is however linked to both ADOPT ION and ADAPTAT IO N in the sense 

that the decision taken about si..1ltabili t y will lead either In the direction 

of ADOPTION or In the direction of ADAPTATION, 

The curriculum devek>per who engages in the possibility of carrying out 

adaptive curriculum work wlll, therefore, from a rational point of view. 

need to examine 'existing' material in order to arr ive at a reasoned 

judgement abou t suitability. As indicated in Sec tion 3 . 2 , this 

examlnatlO"I is a two-step process , viz. , 

(i) an Ini tial scrutiny of 'existing 1 materials at the 1exp loratlon' 

stage to dete rmine what mate r ials are available for possible 

adaptive work ; 

(11) a detailed analysis and evaluation of materials c hosen at the 

'e><ploratlon' s tage to confi rm thei r suitability for the 1new' 

requirement. 

In the case of ADAPTATION , the processes ldenlified In (II) above also 

es tablish the basis for judgements concerning the feaslbllity issue. To 

be effecti ve, it Is recommended that the appraisal of materials Is 

organ ized on the basis of pre-determined criteria which allow a 

sys tematic comparison to be made between the materials being 

considered for adaptive work with the specification for the 'new1 

curriculum /programme. 

SectlO"I 3. 3. l : Criteria of comparison 

The criter ia of ·comparlson offered here concern two major dimensions, · 

viz . , 

1. The features /characteris tics desired In the 1new1 materials , and 



the features manifest In the 'existing' materials. 

2. Condltlcw,s relating to the 'setting' in which the 'new' materials 

are to be used, compared with those in the 'setting' Intended 

by the developer(s) of the 'original' materials. 

These dimensions reflec t the concerns of a cu rriculum developer who 

wishes to plan and design a set of materials . He /she will need to make 

decisions about the nature of the mate r ials themse lves - the educat ional 

Intentions they are to achieve ~ the target group for which they are 

intended , their educational content and so on - and these decisions will 

affect the form, format and presentation of the materials, However, the 

curricu lum developer will also have In mind, during the planning and 

design phases of t he Innovation process , a particular set of conditions 

in relation to the context in which the materials will be implemented, 

If, for instance, his/her educational Intentions relate to the deve lopment 

of certain practical sk ills on the par t of the target populatlon, this may 

well Imply speciali s t rooms, equipment and tec hnician assistance In the 

Institution using the materials, as well as teaching/learn ing periods of a 

particular length. In this sense, features/characteristics of a set of 

materials reflec t an attempt, on the part of the curriculum developer , to 

realize certai n educational In tentions in re lation to a defined 

'implementing' con text . The appraisal which lies at the heart of a 

number of c rucial phases of adaptive work e!!. !! necessari ly , 

therefore, Implies the analysis and evaluation of dimensions l. and 2. 

outli ned above . 

The features /characteri s tics referred to in 1. above will be termed 

'curricular features '. These may be e laborated as follows : 

(I) The type iW'\d nature of the materials , They may be, e .g. , 

curriculum or resou rce mater ials and may be aimed at the 

teacher (teaching materlals) or at the learner (learning 
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materials). (The significance of different types of material 

In adaptive work is discussed In Section 3.4 . ) 

(ii) The characteristics of the target population, These describe . 

e .g . , its age, abllity range , prior knowledge and 

experience. 

(Iii) The nature of the educational content. This concerns Items 

to be Included from within a broad subject/study area, 

(Iv) The organization and sequencing of the educational content. 

This relates to the way In which the selected content items 

are presented to the learner . e.g . through an approach 

which emphasises concepts and /or modes of Inquiry 

characteristic of a particular subject area, or In terms of 

topics, themes . issues or problems which bring together 

aspects or different subject areas. It also Identifies the 

order In which different content items should be presented . 

(vl The educational intentions and desired learning outcomes of 

the curriculum/programme, 

(vi) The nature of the teaching approach and learning 

experiences. This concerns the methods used to expose the 

learner to the educational content chosen to achieve the 

desired intentions and learning outcomes , e . g. , through 

exposi tory teaching, experential learning, self•study, Also 

important here is an Identification of pedagogical actions to 

be undertaken by the educator and the nature of the 

role-relationships between tutor and student. 

The features /characte ristics implied In 2, above will be referred to as 

'con textual features'. These may be subject to some variation . 

depending up ,>n local conditions, Generally, however , they re late to 

the foUowing: 



(I) Time and Its organization. This concerns the duration and 

timing or the cou rse, and the length or Its teaching/learning 

sessions. Implicit here are 'in ternal' cons trai nts Imposed by 

the Insti tut ion through , e .g. , Its timetabling practices, and 

'external' constraints Imposed by sponsoring bodies or 

employers In connection with the release or students , 

(II) Resource requirements , particular ly In terms or special 

facilities , equipment. technical and secretar ial suppor t , etc . 

Section 3.3.2 : An aid for the appraisal or materials 

It is suggested that the cu rricular and con textual features Iden t ified in 

the previous sub-section are used for comparing the materials being 

considered for adaptive work with the specification for the 1new' 

cu rriculum/programme . In general terms, the appraisal Involves the 

following steps: 

Step 1: The Identification and recording or Information re lating to the 

'exis ting' materi als. 

Step 2: The identificat ion and recording or relevcrit Information about 

the cor responding features of the mater ials to be developed . 

Step 3: The comparative analysis of both se ts of Information In terms of 

(a) degrees of 'match' and 'mismatch' and (b) actions necess ary 

to remedy 'mismatch' , where applicable, 

The tasks or Identifying , recording and analyslng the Information may 

be greatly facilitat ed by constructing what may be re ferred to as a 

'match/ mlsmatch1 matrix, This Is a 'tool' which can be used for 

comparing . In a systematic manner , the currlcu lar and contextual 

features of the 'existing' and the 'desired' materials. It effectiv ely 

collates the necessary Information and allows the currlculum developer 

to 



(I) decide upon the suitability of the •existing• materials for 

either ADOPTION or ADAPTATION purposes; 

( ill Identify the locus or loci of any modifications that are 

required ; 

(111) appraise the nature of these modifications and hence the 

feasibility of carry ing them out. 

It is suggested that the categories to be Included In the matrix are 

derived from the cu rricu lar and contextual features Identified in 3.3.1 

above. These will be as follows : 

1. Type and nature of material 

2. Target population (age level , ability range , other relevant 

character istics) 

3, Subject /study area and its content 

4. Organization and sequencing of content 

5, Learning outcomes (goals and/or objectives) 

6. Teaching approach(es) and type( s l of learning experience 

7. Teaching time requirement and its organization 

8. Resource requirements (technical, secretarial . physical space, 

materials , facilities, etc.) 

These categories are then inserted in the matrix in relation to the two 

dimensions associated with the materials - 'existing' and 'desired' . Table 

3. l (overleaf) demonstrates the lay-out of a 'match/mismatch' matr ix . 
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The cu rriculum devek>per who uses a matrix or this type will analyse 

the 'existing' materials In terms or each of the eight categories 

appearing In the matrix. This Involves considering each curricular and 

contextual reature In turn, making Judgements abou t It s nature and 

carefully recording this Information along the appropr iate dimension of 

the matrix. This procedure Is subsequently repeated with respect lo 

the materials which are to be devek>ped . These two sets of Informa tion 

are then compared and systematically analysed. The third column on 

the left - hand axis allows the curriculum deve loper to record the resu lts 

of this analysis and to note the actions which need to be taken to 

remedy 'mismatch', where applicab le. 

Table 3.2 overleaf demonstrates a worked example of the 

'match /mismatch' matrix. It is based on information relati ng to one of 

the case-studies to be analysed In Chapter b of this s tudy . This 

information has. however, been adapted to demonstrate the application 

of the 'match /mismatch' matrix and Is not a reflect ion of the decisions 

and actions which were ac tually taken by the curriculum developer 

featured in the case-study, 

In this example, a high degree of 'match' is In evidence between the 

'existing' materials and those to be developed. In this si tuation , the 

cu rriculum devek>per will , from a rat ional point of view, decide that the 

materials are suitable for adaptive work . However , the matrix Indicates 

that some 'mismatch' exis ts in relatlon to the orientation and interests of 
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the 'new• target population and also. to some exten t . with respect to the 

subjec t /s tudy area and to the learning outcomes . Modifications will 

therefore need to be conducted In order to 

(I) render the 'exlsting1 materials more appr opriate for a 

vocatlonally committed target population : 

(ii) Introduce more emphasis on the impact of information 

technology on society. 

At this stage or decision-making. the reasibllity or adapting the 1Science 

In Society• materials becomes an Important Issue and one which has to 

be carefully appraised by the curriculum developer, taking In to 

consideration the theoretical and practical considerations referred to In 

Section 3.2. In general terms , Ir the modifications signalled in the 

matrix are perceived as being substantial , It may not be worthwhile 

c.arry\ng them out . This is because \he \ M~ may be nen a& 

time-consum ing and the time better spent - or indeed, saved - if ~ 

initlo devek>pment were undertaken Ins tead. Obviously, It is not 

possib le to state categor ically what the outcome might be at th is 

decision-making point : what appears as a subs tantial and unmanageable 

modification to one cu r iculum developer wlll appear feasible to another. 

As Blum et al, {1979) , referred to In Chapter 2 of th is s tudy , obse rve 

• ••• solutions • , • depend on value judgements. In each specific 
case, the antecedents and Issues are different •. {B lum et al .• 
1979, p . 3) 

Thus, the application of principles of rational decision -making on the 

1feaslbili ty 1 decision is likely to result In some variation at this point. 

Howe ver . the cu rriculum developer who recognizes the theoretlcat 

principles which underpin development work . and who has a realis tic 

unders tanding of the constraints and opportunities operating at 

Insti tut ion al level. Is c learly in a more favourable position to mak e 

sou nd judgements than the inexperienced and naive. 



Section 3.4: Types of material and their implications for adaptive work 

The worked example offered In Table 3.2 above which features the 

application of a 'match / ·mismatch' matrix to a set of student resource 

materials , demonstrates that the following categories relating to the 

•existing' material , have been designated 1flexlble 1
: 

(IJ sequencing or content ; 

(III teaching approac:h(es) /type(s) of \earning experience : 

(Iii) teaching lime requirement and its organization ; 

(iv) resource requirements. 

This Indicates that no recommendations have been made by the 'original' 

curriculum developer with respect ti) these cu rricular and contex tual 

features and that th is necessari1y accords, to the 'user 1
, the 

responsibility for decision -making in these areas. As far as the 

curr\culum 1adop\er 1/ 1adaptor' Is concerned, thls means that 1mlsmatch1 

cannot occur and that the 'flexibility' of the 'exis ting' materials 

Inevitably ensures 'match' with those correspondi ng features in the 

mater! als to be developed. 

The situation described above demonstrates that , in applying the 

'match / mismatch' matrix, it is not always possible to supply information 

relating to all the currlcular and contextual features of the 'existing' 

material and that consequently , such features which are unspeclflable 

cannot be affected by the adaptation task . The fact that the worked 

example applied to 1flex1ble' student resoiJrce mate rials Is a significant 

one , becau1110 the situation reflected therein may be contrasted with that 

which arises when teaching and learning materials are more 1structured 1 

and where fairly Jlrm guidelines are set out. by the 'origlnal' curriculum 

developer, for the conduct and organization or the 

curriculum/programme . Where the curriculum developer has designed a 
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more 'structured1 package of this latter type , It will be posslb~ to 

provide informatlm of a precise nature about most of, If not all . the 

categories of the matrix, 

The above observations draw attention to the fact that 'existing' 

materials may be categorized according to thei r manifest degree of 

1flexibllity'/'structure' and that these qualltles have a bearing on the 

adaptation activity. More specifically , the nature of the materials has 

impticallcw"IS for the locus and extent or the modification tasks to be 

undertaken and hence a relationship exists between the type of 

1exlstlng 1 material being used for adaptive work and Its 'adaptability', 

For a closer analysis of this aspect , It is expedient to reflect on the 

different kinds of project which have been designed for the school 

sector on the basis or the type of the material they have produced. 

Here It wiU be seen that the 'outpu\1 of pro)ec\-s may, in general, be 

broad ly classHled as follows : 

(I) Teacher development materials - materials designed 

predominantly to enhance teachers' professional competences 

and/or bring about their re-orientation. 

(11) Teacher resource materials - materials for use by teachers In 

the planning and conduct of their courses . 

(iii) Student resource materials - materials from which the teacher 

may selec t , for use by students as study materials, within a 

course framework decided upon by the teac her, 

(iv} Teaching/learning materials - materials which alve teachers 

extensive guidance about course organization, teaching 

activities and learning materials. 

(v) Learning materials - materials written for use by students as · 

a chief sou rce of Information on subject matter content, 

learning activities and tasks , 
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If the categories or the matrix are now examined In relation to each or 

these five dlfrerent types or 1outputs 1 from curriculum projects , it may 

be demonstrated that materials will vary considerably In the extent to 

which they provide precise instructions relating to curricular and 

contextual reatures , and thus the extent or 'flexibility' which Is built 

Into the usage patterns orlglnally Intended for the materials. Table 3.3 

above provides an example or each type described In (1) • (v) above. 

It shows the degree of specification provided In the 'origlnal1 materials 

In relation to the dlfrerent features of the matrix. and hence the nature 

and e,ctent of the information which may be detai led therein. In the 

case of teacher development materials, for example, there Is only a low 

degree of specification whereas in that of teaching/learning materials , 

there Is a high degree or specification which provides information for 

each of the categories of the matrix. Figure 3.2 (below) presents these 

different types of material on a continuum In terms of the degree of 

specification offered . In general , the greater the degree or 

speci fication , the greater the number of curricular/contextual features 

which will need to be 1matched 1 in relation to the adoption/adaptation 

task . This points to the probability that the possibilities for adaptive 

curriculum activity are enhanced by 1flexibllity 1 built Into the curriculum 

materials. 

I 

I I 

Teaching/ '. Teacher (Student) ; Student 
learning , resource I learning I resource 
materials I materials : materials I materials 

I 1 : 
I ' 

: Teacher 
, development 
1 materials 

HIGH----- Degree of specification -----➔ LOW 

Figure 3.2: Degree of specification offered in different types 
of curricuh11/resource 'package•. 
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It should be noted at this juncture that In situations where the main 

function to be served Is that of teacher development, materials are not 

generally provided which can be adopted/adapted for use with students. 

Such materials tend to serve only to Illustrate 

guidelines/recommendations which have been offered to teachers to 

encourage changes in pedagogical practices. Teacher development 

materials are therefore classifiable more in terms of a 'collec tion of Ideas' 

rather than as curriculum materials . and therefore fall outside the ambit 

of adoption /adaptation activities. 

Section 3.5 : Reviewing the model 

The model presented here for adaptive curriculum work is essentially a 

decision - making framework which has two foci , viz . , 

(I) the conditions under which (a) ADOPTION. (bl ADAPTATION 

and (c} ~ INITIO DEVELOPMENT respectively are chosen as 

the curriculum development strategy ; 

(ii) the decision-making issues and procedures which feature the 

conduct of adaptive work .e.!!. !!.· 

In an overall sense, therefore , the decision-making framework serves to 

define those areas of judgement and activity which are exclusive to 

adaptive work and , In a more specific sense , the distinguishing features 

of different modes of adaptive work - ADOPTION and ADAPTATION. 

The 'match/mismatch' matrix , as an aid to the appraisal of materials, ls 

Intended to be used at those points In the decision - making framework 

which concern two major decisions relating to adaptive work - Its 

suitability as a currlculum development strategy and its feasibility , both. 

In theoretical and practical terms. The 'tool' serves to Impose a logic 

on each step taken towards these decisions and to ellmlnate as much 



unsystematic and intuitive thinking as possible In reaching such 

decisions. It Is nevertheless recognized that, even within a rational 

decision -making model, the perceptions and judgements or curriculum 

workers are Influenced by value assumptions and expectations to what 

Is, In the final analysis, suitable and feasible. Clearly, a number of 

Interactive factors relating both to qualities and attributes of the 

curriculum developer him/herself , and to aspects In the Institutional 

context In which he /she is working. have a role to play here. 

It Is also recognized that the decision-making framework cannot Impose 

generalizations - and hence give rise lo guidelines for practitioners 

about the different strategies which the curriculum worker may initiate 

to bring about the actual modifications to the materials. Once again , 

value judgements will necessarily shape decisions made in this area of 

activity. Each adaptive attempt Is structured by its own particular set 

or circumstances which relate predominantly 10 features in the materials 

themselves , features or the 'new' specification and the framework of 

motives . motivations and institutional constraints within which the work 

is conducted . 

Thus , whilst It is possible 10 identify, at a theoretical and systematic 

level , the range or possibilities to be associated with adaptive work in 

an Institution, a complementary study is required which describes and 

analyses a number of cases of actual adaptive attempts , using the 

decision-making framework and the •match/mismatch' matrix, Apart from 

the obvlcus methodoglcal advantages to be gained from the structure 

and rigour which the application of the decl1lon - maklng framework 

necessarily brings to such an analysis . there are two important 

functions to be served by applying the model presented here, viz., 

1, It demonstrates what actions and decisions curriculum 
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developers take, or do not take, In practice , and the reasons 

which they offer , or may be offered, for their actions and 

decisions. 

2. It allows an appraisal to be made of the extent to which 

curriculum developers 1 decision-making Is systematic and 

rational in the conduct of adaptive work. 

This analysis Is presented In Chapters 6 and 7 of this study . The 

chapter which now follows (Chapter 14) describes the nature of the 

empirical work which culminated in the Identification of these cases of 

adaptive work . 
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH DESIGN , METHODOLOGY AND 

ADMINISTRATION 

Sec lion l& • 0: I ntroductlon 

Chapter l or this study outlined the potential attractiveness or adaptive 

curriculum work as a strategy for curriculum development~ especially in 

FE. It drew attention to the nature and extent or 1new1 curricular 

demands being exerted on the sector and to aspects of its Institut ional 

features , both or which might realistically encourage the consideration 

or adaptive work, Such features Included . e .g . the need to respond 

quickly to initiatives rrom both 'Inside' and 'outside' college, limited 

amount of time for curriculum development work yet the pressing need 

to respond positively and rapidly to BTEC, FEU .. and MSC-sponsored 

Initiatives . Such considerations efrectively Identified the FE sector as a 

possible site for adaptive work In practice. 

However, the literature review reported in Chapter 2 revealed that ver y 

little Is known, or at least has been written about curr iculum 

adoption/adaptation . Any accounts Insofar as they exis t, relate almost 

exclusively to Issues which arise In the specific context of 'cultural 

transplantation' and, as such. provide no Information about adaptive 

work which Is, or might be, conducted outside the framework of that 

partlcular model . This leaves unanswered questions which arise In two 

crucial areas of Inquiry as far as this study Is concerned, viz. , 

I I) the incidence of adapt ive curr iculum work In the FE sector ; 

(11) the nature of adaptive cur ricul um work and the defining 

characteristics of the decisions procedures and conditions to 

be associated with this type of activi ty . 
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The recognition In theoretical terms of the contribution to be made to 

curriculum development practice In FE by adaptive work viewed against 

this absence of Information clearly 'flagged' the need to conduct an 

empirical Investigation In FE. colleges. It was considered that such an 

Investigation should serve two essential purposes . The first would be 

to establish base-tine Information about the extent to which adaptive 

curriculum development was taking place, and . on the assumption that 

some work of this kind was occurring . about the general nature of 

adoption/adaptation attempts. The second and major purpose or the 

Investigation would be to collect Information of a fairly detalled kind 

about instances of adoption/adaptation work In practice so that more 

could be learned about the characteristic features of this work . about 

the kinds of decisions which present themselves, and about the various 

procedures which are typically used to bring about the desired changes 

to 'existing' materials. 

Section 4 . 1 ~ Research strategy 

The two reasons for engaging In empirical Investigation . viz., 

(1) the exp lora tion of the Incidence of adaptive work In the FE 

sec tor and of the general nature of adoption/adaptation 

attempts: 

( II) the collection of detailed Information concerning the nature and 

defining ac tivi ties of adaptive work , 

pointed to two areas of Inquiry Involving the use of different 

approaches. The first Inquiry area consis ted of broadly -based studies 

which, through questionnaires and follow .. up activities , provided some 

outline data abou_t the phenomenon of incidence, and some general 

Information about the type of adaptive work that was being carried out 

In colleges. The second Inquiry area called for an lnvestlga,lon of a 
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more detailed and focused type . aimed primarily at understanding 

practitioners' experiences of adaptive curr iculum work. Through the 

use of structured interviews. case-study mater-la! was developed relating 

to a range of Issues and questions about the nature of 

adop tion/adaptation ~ !!. and about the process of bringing about 

modifications to 'exis ting' materials in order to generate 'new• 

curr icula/programmes , The organization of this chapter reflec ts these 

two aspects of the empirical Investigat ion, Identified as Part I and Part 

II . Figure I&, 1 (below) summar ises the purpose and conten t of each of 

these two parts and the research techniques which were used, 

PART I 
Investigation of incidence 
of adaptive curr iculum 
developmen t work in FE 
and general nature of 
adoption/adaptation 
attempts 

PART 11 
Developmen t of 
case-s tudy mater ial 

1980/8 1 Survey 

(Postal questionnaires + 
follow-up Inquiries by means 
of face-to - face or telephone 
Interv iews) 

1985 Survey 

(Pos tal questionnaire + 
follow -up inquiries by 
further ques tionnaire) 

Oetalled s tructured 
Interviews ( face-to face) 

Figure 'I. 1: Research activities associated with Parts I and II of the 
emplrlcal work . 

The survey studies which constituted Part I of the empirical work were 

concerned to answer lwo main ques tions : 

(I) to what extent is adopt lon/adaptallon as a strategy for 

curriculum development taking place In FE ? 

(11) what , 111 general terms, Is the nature of the 

adopt ion/adaptation attempts? 

These two questions were Initially addressed In 1910/81. However , as 
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was mentioned In Chapter 1 of this study . the part-time nature of the 

research meant that the work extended over a somewhat protracted 

time-period so that , in 1985, a further opportunity was created to 

continue the Inquiry into these two Issues. The appraisal of the 

Incidence of adoption/adaptation and of the general nature of 

adoption/adaptation attempts, by taking place at two different points In 

time. allowed some comparison to be made over the four - year period. 

The surveys of 1980/8 1 and of 1985 were conducted by means of postal 

questionnaires , supported by follow -up inq uiries . Postal questionnaires 

were regarded as appropriate means of gathering factual Information of 

a general nature on a large national scale and on both occasions were 

widely distributed to FE colleges . The questionnaires were, however , 

followed up on both occasions In order to supplement and extend the 

Information obtained. In 1980/81, these follow up Inquiries were 

conducted by telephone or face- to face interviews with practitioner s of 

adap tive work who had been identified by means of the questionna ire . 

In 1985 , this same function was fulfilled by a second, more detailed 

questionnaire . 

Part 11 of the empirical work concerned the collection of detailed 

information about the conditions, decision - mak ing Issues and activities 

associated with adaptive curriculum work . This Information was 

gathered by means of 'in depth' structured Interviews with practitioners 

of adaptive work in FE colleges. The nature of the questions asked In 

these Interviews . and consequently the nature of the case-studies which 

were developed from the Interview material , was Informed by the 

theoretical considerations reported In Chapter 3 of this s tudy. In this 

way . the theoret ical model presented In Chapter 3 provided the 

underlying assumptions and general ethos for the design of t!'e 
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Interview schedule . 

The following sections of this chap ter present de tailed descriptive 

analyses of the major aspects of the empirical work. For Part I of the 

work ( that which concerns the incidence and general nature of 

adoption/adaptation attempts). these are: 

( i) the content and administration of the 1980/81 and the 198S 

questionnaires; 

{11) the nature and organization of the follow •up inquiries . 

For Part II of the work (that which concerns the development of 

case·study material) , a description and discussion of the content and 

administration of the In terv iews are presented . These aspects are 

organ ized In the followi ng manner. Section 4.2 and 4.3 relate to Part I 

of the s tudy . Section 4.2 describes the content of the postal 

questionnaire used in 1980/81, explains It s rationale and gives brief 

informa tion about administrative issues. It also provides a short 

account of the follow-up inquir ies. Sect ion 4. 3 ls concerned with the 

1985 survey. It explalns why a somewhat d ifferent methodological 

approach was used (compared with the 1980 /81 survey) and briefly 

describes the content and adminis tration of the questionnaire which was 

Initially sent out. It then gives de tails of the follow•up inquiries 

conducted by means of a second questionnaire, Finally , Section 4 .4 

outlines the items Included In the Interviews with pract itioners of 

adaptive work by reference to the theoretical model presented In 

Chapter 3. and comments on some me thodological Implications ar ising 

from the administration of these Interviews . 
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Sec.lion tL2 : Part 1- the 1980 /81 survey 

As s tated In the previous section , the 1980 /81 survey had two main 

functions: 

(I) to establish whether
1
and If so . to what ex tent, adaptive 

curriculum work was taking place In FE ~ 

(II) to gain a general unders tanding of the nature of the 

adoption/adaptation attempts . 

The questionnaire which was designed for the purposes of this survey 

covered four specific areas of Inqui ry, v iz . , 

( I) past and present Involvemen t in adaptive curriculum 

development j 

(11) type of adaptive work (i .e. , adoption and/or adaptation) 

undertaken ; 

(111) major subject/study areas in wh ich 1adopted' / 1adapted' materials 

had been used ; 

(Iv) nature/type of material used for such work. 

In relation to (I) above , two questions probed whether adaptive work 

was currently In progress or whether it was planned for some future 

date . With respect to (11) above, respondents were given a brief 

definition of the terms 'adoption' and 1adaptation1 and asked to c lassify 

thei r adapt ive activities accordingly. The Information emanating from 

(111) above was concerned to provide a broad overview of the main areas 

(e.g • . General Education , Vocational Preparation or Vocational Training) 

In wh ich adaptive work featured . Finally . Informat ion relat ing to (Iv) 

above was In tended to give an Idea of the source and purposes of the 

'orlglnal' materials . 

In order to encOUrage swift and ready replies to the questionnaire , It 

was kep t deliberately brief. Moreover, as It was Intended e.ssentlally as 
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an identifying and localing device which would provide the basis for 

follow -up Inquiries , there was no advantage to be gained by Increasing 

Its length, To facilitate Its completion, 8 of the 10 short questions 

contained therein were 'closed' and , with one exception , required 'yes• 

or 'no1 answers. A copy of this questionnaire appears as Appendix 

8 . 1. 

The questionnaire was Incorporated In a newsletter which the Further 

Education Unit (FEU) agreed to circulate and send out by post . In 

October 1980 , to FE establishments in England and Wales which had 

previously established communication links with the Unit, This sample 

contained a high proportion of colleges offering non-advanced courses. 

The questionnaire was addressed to college principals who were asked 

to either complete It themselves or to pass it on to some other 

appropriate person to complete. Where there was no Involvement, 

either currently or In the past , with adaptive curriculum development, 

respondents were asked to answer the first question (relating to the 

Incidence of such work) in the negative and to send the questionnaire 

back as a 'nl I return', 

The advantage of this method of distribution was that the questionnaire 

was seen to have the backing and approval of the FEU which, it may be 

assumed, gave It some 'authority' in the eyes of Its recipients . The 

disadvantages , however, were that the researcher was not Involved In 

the iden tification of colleges which received the questionnaire and, 

being addressed to college prlnclpats rather than dlreclly to 

practitioners of adaptive work . It was not possible to exercise control 

over the circulation of the questionnaire, once It reached the colleges 

concerned. ThUs. It was possible that those college principals who 

completed and returned the questionnaires themselves may n?t , 
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understandably , have known with any certainty whether or not an 

lndlvldual member of s taff was, or had been , Involved In adaptive 

curriculum work. This naturally raised questions about the accuracy of 

the Information obtained from the questionnaire for It was possible that 

In some cases , adaptive work was occurring but that It was 

unpubllclsed or undocumented within the college. Equally, it raised the 

possiblllty that currlculum development work which , to someone not 

Involved , might have appeared to be of an adaptive nature , would not 

be defined as such by any person/people actually carrying out such 

work or, alternatively. would not be in accord with the definition of 

adaptive work used In this study. However , whilst recognizing these 

problems, It was felt that the questionnaire, nevertheless, provided a 

means of establishing personal contact with colleges and that the 

follow -up Inquiries would go a considerable way towards establishing 

with some certainty. whether or not work of this nature was In fact 

occurring. as well as checking the accuracy of the Information so far 

ob ta ined . 

The follow - up interviews were conducted with those respondents who 

indicated that they were, or had been , Involved in :Jdaptlve work, and 

who additionally Indicated their own or a colleague's willingness to talk 

about their activities. In the main . these inquiries were conducted by 

telephone although , In some cases , where the colleges involved In 

adaptive work were reasonably near geographically , this was done by 

personal visit . 

The main purposes or the follow up Interviews were : 

(I) to check and verify the claims of Involvement in adaptive 

activities; 

(11) to exlend and give more detail to the outline Information 

provided through the postal questionnaire about 
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subject/study areas In which adaptive work had been carried 

out, and about the type of courses/programmes in which 

1adopted1/'adapted' materials had been used ; 

(111) to gain a general understanding of the circumstances under 

which practitioners came to be Involved In adaptive work, 

and of the sources of the 'existing' materials used ~ 

(Iv) to establish personal contact with practitioners of adaptive 

work. 

The Information obtained from these follow-up Interviews with the 

'contact people' In the colleges was collated with that obtained from the 

postal questionnaires so that a profile or the Incidence and general 

nature of adaptive curriculum development work In 1980/81 could be 

established. 

Section Q,l: Part I - the 1985 survey 

In 1985 , the 1980/81 investiga tion into the Incidence and general nature 

of adoption/adaptation in FE colleges was continued and extended. A 

second Inquiry Into these two areas was seen to offer certain 

advantages, viz •• 

(I) it would provide further information and an enhanced 

understanding of (a) the circumstances under which adaptive 

work was considered and/or used as a s trategy for curriculum 

development In FE and (b) the general nature of 

adoption/adaptation attempts: 

(II) It would enable a 'mapping' of any changes In relation to the 

nature of Incidence of adaptive work and thus allow some kind 

or coniparatlve picture to emerge. 
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It was decided that the approach to the study of Incidence of adaptive 

work would be of a somewhat differ ent nature to that of the 1980/81 

survey. The 1980/81 questionnaire had explicitly addressed the Issue 

of adaptive work and had asked respondents to classify their activities 

as •mainly adoption• or •mainly adaptation•. However, In the light of 

Insights into the nature or adaptive work in the FE sector gained from 

the Information resulting from the 1980/81 survey , It was considered 

that the imposition of a theoretically - derived distinction such as this 

might not always fallhfully reflect adaptive work as it is practised. 

The use of 1exlsting1 materials In a particular instance might, for 

example , Involve aspects of both adoption and adaptation. 

Alternatively , the generation of 1new' materials might be achieved by the 

co-ordinated use of 'adopted' , 'adapted' and!!:!. initlo developed 

curricular components. With hindsight , therefore, It was felt that 

asking respondents to categorize their work as •mainly adoption• or 

•mainly adaptation• might be somew hat restrictive and might 

over-si mpllfy the nature of the processes involved In adaptive work In 

practl.-;e . 

Related to this prob lem of classi fication is the possibility of error, on 

the part of the respondent, In applying definitions of 1adoptlon1 and 

'adaptation' to his/her curriculum development activities. To achieve an 

accurate application , a respondent's understanding of these terms needs 

to accord with the meaning intended by the questioner. Since this 

understanding can only be verified In the course of appropriate 

follow -up Inquiries , such as through Interviewing, this Introduces an 

element of methodologlcal weakness Into the questionnaire. 

The 1985 surveY attempted to Introduce more rigour Into this particular 

aspect of the inquiry by shifting the onus of responsibility for 
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classHylng adaptive curriculum activities away from the respondent. A 

questionnaire was designed which avoided explicit reference to 'adoption' 

and 'adaptation' and thus obviated the need lo offer definitions. 

Instead, the questionnaire Inquired , in a very general sense, In to the 

Incidence , either on-goi ng or In the recent past, of curriculum 

development work , and asked whether 'existing' materials has been 

used. Additional questions were asked about the courses/programmes 

In relation to which curr iculum develop me nt had taken place , about the 

location of the work {faculty, department, section of the college) and 

for the name of a 'contact person'. 

The questionnaire was very short. 
1 
consisting of six questions of which 

three were 'closed1• If curr iculum development was not currently taking 

place in the college , or had not taken place in the preceding two years, 

respondent s were asked to return the questionnaire as a 'nil return'. 

The question relating to the use of 'existing' materials for curriculum 

development work In the college Invi ted a ' yest, 1no'. or •not known' 

response. This questionnaire was sent out In March 198S to college 

principals in all FE es tablishments in the British Isles which , at that 

time. totalled 499 , and respondents were given three weeks In which to 

complete and return the fo rm , A copy of the questionnaire appears as 

Appendix B.2. 

After the deadline for tile return of the questionnaires had passed , the 

responses were sor ted Into two main categories , viz. , those which were 

to be discarded and those wh ich would be considered for possible 

further investigation. The di scarded returns were those which 

(I) had given a negative response to on -going or recent past 

curr iculum development work : 

( Ii) had written 'unknown' in response to the question about the 
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use of 'existing' materials for development work ; 

( Ill) had failed to provide the name or a 'contact person' for 

follow-up Inquiries . 

Those retained for possible future use were therefore those which 

(I) had given positive responses to the questions about 

Involvement in curriculum development work and the use or 

'existing' materials; 

( ii) had given the name of a person to contact in the college for 

further information. 

At this point , a further postal questionnaire was planned which could 

'home \n1 on the Issue of the use of 'existing' materlals . The questions 

identified for this follow -up inquiry related to the followlng Issues: 

(I) type of material produced ( learning materials , resource 

materials). nature of target group (students , tutors) and 

the name of the course/programme for which the materials 

were used; 

( ii} identification of the 'existing' materials used and the nature 

of the modlricalions ( little or no change , moderate change, 

substantial change)-. 

(Iii) organ ization of the development work (lndlvldua1 or 

collaborative basis); 

(iv) success of work or problems encountered; 

(v) availablllty of materials and/or staff for follow•up Inquiries 

through visit to the college. 

This second questionnaire consisted of 14 questions. eight of which 

were 'closed1 • The six 'open' questions were so formulated as to 

encourage qualitative Information relating to adaptive work so that an 

Informed declsiOn might later be reached about the value of a particular 

case for further Inves tigation. A copy of this questlonnalr! appears as 
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Appendix B.3. The questionnaire was sent out I In late June 1985 . to 

some of the 'contact people' Identified by the respondents to the March 

questionnaire (I.e • . the college principals). The target group chosen 

to receive this questionnaire was Identified according to two main 

criteria: 

(I) the area or responsibility or the designated 'contact person1 
; 

(Ii) the quantity and quality of the information provided through 

the March questionnaire about adapt ive work. 

In relat ion to (I) above, It was Important that the 'contact person' 

should be from the raculty/department/sectlon or the college where the 

adaptive work was taking place or that he /she had a good overview or, 

if not direct involvement with , the work (such a person would , e.g. , 

be the college's Curriculum Development Officer). Clearly. the 'contact 

person 1 needed to be able to talk with some authority about the nature 

or the adaptive work. In relation to ( ii) above , the quality and 

quantity of Information provided In the March questionnaire obviously 

had a bearing on whether the designated 'contact person' received the 

second questionnaire, Where the Information was poor and spJrse, the 

'lead' was not followed up. Thus the June follow - up questionnaire was 

sent to a selection of 'contact people' who appeared to hold out h<>pe of 

providing relevant Information of a general nature about the practice of 

adaptive work in their colleges , 

The approach adopted for the administration or the 1985 survey was 

seen to have advantages over that used for the 1980/81 survey . 

Although . In both Instances, the initial questionnaire was sent to 

college principals , the provision In the first questionnaire of the 1985 

survey for the Identification of a •contact person' meant that, after 

sultlble 'screening' of the 'contact person' had taken place ( see I, and 

11 . In the previous paragraph) . the follow-up Inquiries were able to 
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provide very relevant Information from an appropriately Informed person 

In a direct and immediate way. and could thus achieve a more precise 

focus than would otherwise have been the case. Moreover, the use of a 

second questionnaire for the follow -up Inquiries . rather than telephone 

or face-to -face In terviews , resulted In the collection of a large amount 

of information In a relatively short period of time . 

Section 4.4 : Part II - the development of case-study mater ial 

As Section 4. 1 Indicated , Part 11 of the empirical work was concerned 

with the collection of Informa tion about practitioners' experience of 

adaptive curr iculum work in pract ice. This was seen :;:. a highly 

s ignificant and Impor tant aspect of the study . The li terature review 

had demonstrated that most of the documented accounts of 

adoption /adaptation work related to the specific concel"ns , issues and 

pl"oblems of 'cultural transplantation' and that nothing of a substantive 

nature had been written about adoption /adaptation work as a s trategy 

for curriculum development. The investigat ion and analys is of actual 

cases of adap tive work provided a genuine opportunity to explore the 

condit ions under wh ich such work is conducted . the decision-Issues 

which ar ise , the nature of tht! decisions that al"e taken and the 

actions / procedures that are used to generate 'new' materials. The 

es tab lishment of a body of Informat ion of th is kind was essential If 

understanding of the nature and p rocesses of adapt ive wol"k was to be 

advanced. 

In order to obtain detailed and comprehensive Information about the 

Issues under Investigation. It was decided to conduct ex tensive 

In-depth 1tructu·red Interviews with curriculum developers In colleges 

who had used adoption /adaptation to respond to 'new' currlc~lum/course 
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needs. The case-study material to be developed would then be 

subjected to rigorous analysis and evaluation. The theoretical 

framework for decision-making presented In Chapter 3 obviously played 

the key role here for It was used both to 'frame' the nature and 

processes of the collection of relevant Information , and to provide the 

essential parameters within which the Information was subsequently 

analysed and appraised. 

The questions asked during the conduct of the Interviews were 

therefore grounded In the same theoretical considerations that had 

Informed the model presented in Chapter 3 of this study. Thus the 

method of collecting the Information about the nature of the 

decision-making that had occurred during the conduct of adaptation 

work was predicated upon the same rational principles as those reflected 

in the decision-making framework and the 1match'/'mlsmatch' matrix. By 

using the framework as a 'reference' or gauge, the In tention was not 

only to provide an insight into what actions, procedures, decisions and 

conditions had , In reality. been attended to, but also to throw Into 

relief those actions, procedures etc. which in theory existed, but 

which had not, In practice, been considered. This enabled 

observations to be made about the nature and characteristics of 

practitioners' decision-making and to assess to what extent the essential 

principles of adaptive work were recognized in practice. 

The Issues which required Investigation during the in terviews were 

Identified as follows: 

(1) the reasons for, and the conditions under which, the 

decision to engage In adaptive work was arrived at ; 

(Ii) the fictors which Influenced the choice of the 

curriculum/resource materials used for the adaptive workj 
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(111) the criteria used for judging the appropriateness of the 

materials chosen for the adoption/adaptation~ 

(iv) the characteristics to be associated with the 

curriculum/resource materials chosen for the adaptive work; 

(v) the various conditions which needed to be met/satisfied by 

the 'new' materi als . I.e •. those to be developedi 

(vi) the procedures/activities recognized as necessary to remove 

1m\smatch1 between the 1exlstlng1 materials and those to be 

developed ; 

(vii) the adaptation activities which were actually undertaken in 

the curriculum development work. 

These Issues were then used as the basis for the questions put to those 

FE practitioners who had been Involved In actual adoption/adaptation 

attempts. The Interv iews . which were conducted In face - to-face 

settings, Involved extensive and detailed questioning on each issue. 

Most of the Interviews were recorded by tape- recorder and later 

trMscrlbed . On the few occasions when this method was unacceptable 

or proved logistically difficult 
I 

notes taken at the time of the interview 

were elaborated and written up immediately after the interview had 

taken place. 

The Identi fication of cases of adaptive work for this aspect of the study 

proved to be rather more difficult than expected. During the course of 

the 1980/8 1 and 1985 survey studies, a number of cases of adaptive 

work for potential development Into case-study material were 'screened'. 

However, the number of cases which . on further Investigation. 

presented themselves as genuine candidates for In-depth analysis was 

not as large as had Initially been anticipated because of the problems 

encountered In obtaining from the Interviewees, Information of a 

sufflclenlly detailed kind. Obtaining information through str,uctured 
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Interviewing techniques placed heavy reliance on the Interviewees' 

ability to recall , with some accuracy, the nature of the various 

decisions they had taken , the conditions under which they had taken 

them and the reasons for such decisions . It also required them to 

Identify, with some certainty, the source of the 'original' materials 

which they had used and to articulate how and why they had carried 

out modifications to the materials. The 'reconstructlonlst' nature of this 

type of Information-collection thus has the disadvantage of using , as 

data, practitioners' interpretations of an experience which necessarily 

has to be recalled . and this may prove either impossible or give rise 

to some distortion to the events. On the other hand . this disadvantage 

may , to some extent, be off-set If 1adopted'/ 1adapted' materials are made 

available so that they can be compared with the 'original' materials . 

This , in fact, occurred in relation to a number of cases which were 

eventually chosen for analysis. 

The disadvantages of using 1reconstruction' as a method of obtaining 

Information had been recognized at an early stage of the empirical 

work. For this reason , it had been hoped that Instances of on-going 

adaptive work might be Identified which were organized on a 'formal' 

and collaborative basis In colleges, as a staff development exercise. 

Under these circumstances, some information could, additionally have 

been collected by participant or non - participant observation methods, 

However . the 1980/81 and 1985 Inquiries identified only one case of a 

'team' approach to curriculum development. Moreover , this was not 

formally defined as an exercise In curriculum adaptation ; rather, there 

was the Implicit assumption underlying the activities of this group of 

curriculum developers that, In view of their lack or experience and 

expertise In curriculum development , their response to 'new' programme 

needs would be In terms or the 'direct' use of 'existing' materials located 
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within the college , viz. , by using adoption. However, In the event It 

proved Impossible, for a range of logistic and organizational difficulties 

relating to the nature , timing and conduct of any meetings held by this 

team, to collect relevant information about the conduct of adaptive 

work , using observational techniques. Methodological constraints thus 

served to narrow the choice of instances for development Into 

case-study mate rial to those whose detalls could most readily be recalled 

by those involved In the adoption/adaptation work . In all 
1 

10 cases 

were finally chosen for this purpose which was fewer than had 

originally been hoped for . Nevertheless , It proved to be a number 

large enough to reflect a range of possibllltles . conditions and activities 

for adoption/adaptation work In practice , and so ensure that criteria of 

typicality and representativeness were met. 

The data emanating from the survey studies of 1980/81 and 1985 Into 

the Incidence and general nature of adoption/adaptation attempts are 

presented In the following chapter (Chap ter 5). whilst the analysis or 

the case-study mate r ial is presented In Chapters 6 and 7. 
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CHAPTER 5: INCIDENCE AND GENERAL NATURE OF 

ADOPTION/ADAPTATION ATTEMPTS IN FURTHER EDUCATION 

COLLEGES 

Section 5 .O: Introduc t ion 

As indicated in the previous chap ter, the empirical Inves t igation 

conducted In FE colleges Into the Incidence and general nature of 

adoption/adap t ation attempts In FE colleges was car ried ou t at two 

diHerent points in time, The 1980/81 survey was Intended as a 

tentative probing Into the Incidence of adaptive work In the FE sector 

and as a means of establishing some preliminary base- line data about 

the general nature of any such work which may have taken place, At 

that part icu lar juncture , It was alrndy suspected, as a result of 

previous informal •soundings', that very llll1e work of this nature was 

in fact being conducted, However . the fEU 1s offer \o Inc lude a shor t 

questionnaire with in a newsle tte r as part of Its usual mailings to 

colleges presented an oppor tunity fo r some Initial exp loration of possible 

adoption /adap tation attempts . Whilst it was recognized that. Inevitably , 

on ly a random distribution of the questionnaire would be achieved and 

that any lnfor-mation wh ich r-esulted cou ld , at best , merely p rovide very 

broad Indicator s about the Incidence and general nature of any adaptive 

work . this particular exercise was , neverthe less , seen as having some 

value. 

In contrast to the 1980/81 Inquiry , the 1985 s urvey achieved a wider 

distribution and was able to ' isolate' Ins tances of adaptive work In a 

more Immediate way. As exp lained In Chap ter tt , two q ues t ionnai res 

we re used on thi!S occasion . The firs t was distributed to ever y college 

of Further Education In the British Isles whi lst the second , fo llow-up 
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questionnaire was sent to those •contact people' who appeared to be 

Involved in, or could provide information about adaptive work In their 

respective colleges. In this sense, the 1985 survey focused more 

sharply and more directly on the issues under investigation. However . 

whilst the Incidence of adoption/adaption attempts at this point in time 

was still a matter of Interest - in particular the extent to which 

knowledge about , and practice of adoption/adaptation as a strategy for 

curriculum development might have changed during this four -year 

interval - the main intention was to collect additional information on the 

general nature of adoption/adaptation attempts to supplement the 

findings or the 1980/81 survey. 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of (i) the 1980/81 

survey and (ill the 1985 survey. This gives rise to two distinct 

components to the chapter. These components cover the same broad 

issues , viz., the Incidence and general nature of adaptive curriculum 

work. However . the natu1 e of the information Is quantitatively 

different . Less information was collected In 1980/8 1 and the tentative 

findings emanating from the survey clearly do not lend themselYes to 

statistical presentation ; neither do they . P£!:_ !!• yield information from 

which 'robust' generalizat ions may be d rawn . It is however considered 

that . viewed against the context of its intended purpose - that of a 

'p robe' Of" 'snapshot view' at a particular point In time - this information 

provides some Insigh ts into the research questions being Investigated 

here and establishes a base for the conduct or the second inquiry which 

took place in 1981. 
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Section 5 ,1 : The 1980/81 Inquiry 

This section discusses the resu lts of the .Investigation which took place 

In 1980 /8 1 to establish 

(I) the extent to which adaptive work was being used as a 

strategy for curriculum development In FE; 

(Ii) some of the defining c haracter istics of such work. 

The sectlM is divided Into three subsections , the fi r st of which reports 

on the Incidence of adaptive curriculum work at that time (see 'The 

incidence of adaptive curriculum work'). In order to establish the 

general nature of the adaptive work , however . an analysis of the 

Information was conducted , guided by the following questions : 

1. In what major subjec t /study areas was the adaptive curriculum 

work conducted ? 

2 . In relat ion to which cou r ses /p rog rammes was the adaptive work 

carried out? 

3. Who were the 'ccrisumers' of the 1adopted'/'adapted' mate rials 7 

4 . What were the broad alms of the adaptive work 1 

5 . What type of material was produced by adoption/adaptation 

actlvlty7 

6. What we re the sources of the 'orig inal' materlats used for the 

work 1 

The Informat ion relating to these questions Is presented in two further 

subsections under the following headings : 

'Study areas/courses ass ociated with adaptive curriculum work 1 

(this re lates to Questions l and 2 above). 

'Purposes of adaptive curriculum \1ork and sou rces of •original• 

materials ' ( thi s re lates to Ques tions 3, 4, 5 and 6 above ). 
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Section 5.1.1: The Incidence of adaptive curriculum work 

The questionnaire Included In the newsletter which the FEU sent out 

provided 63 replies. Of these, 44 Indicated that adoption/adaptation 

had not been used as a strategy for curriculum development in their 

colleges and that , to their knowledge , suc h a strategy to meet 1new' 

course/curriculum needs was not being considered for the future eithe r. 

The remainder - 19 respondents - gave a positive response to the 

question relating to past or current Involvement In adaptive curriculum 

work In their Institutions. However , further scrutiny and follow-up 

Inquiries revealed that only 13 of the reported 19 cases represented 

genuine attempts In this area. Thus, even In re lat ion to a limited 

target population of colleges , fewer than 20\ , i.e. , one college In five. 

was positively Involved, at that time, In adoption/adaptation work. 

This apparently very low rate of Incidence needs to be assessed with a 

number of provisos in mind. As Indicated in the previous chapter 

( Chapter 4) , there could be no certainty that this initial Inquiry had 

es tablished contact with staff In colleges most appropriately placed to 

provide the necessary In for mat loo. Standard routine communications 

from 'outslde1 official bodies such as the FEU are not always read by 

busy college principals with heavy administrative responslbllltles , and 

thus there was a real chance that a questionnaire appearing, as It did 

on the second page of a newsletter, was overlooked . Moreover , many 

college principals do not concern themselves directly with curriculum 

development issues but rath~r allocate that responsibility to a 

Vlce-Prlncipal or a member of the senior staff with a formally 

recognized brief for this area of activity . Under these circumstances. 

the Itinerary of [he questionnaire through a college's bureaucratic 

structure to a member of staff In the most advantageous position to 
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pr-ovlde the sought-for- lnfor-matlon could be a problematic and 

haphazard process . Finally , assuming that the questionnaire In fact 

reached an appr-oprlate member or starr, two further problems presented 

themselves : a positive response relating to adoption/adaptation activity 

depended upon a respondent's knowledge or what curriculum 

development activity was occurring In dirrerent departments /sections of 

the college and upon his/her abili ty to 'correctly' apply to any such 

activities the deflnltloos of 'adoption' aid 'adaptation' provided In the 

accompanying newsletter. 

These {mainly loglslical) difficulties aside, however , the fact that fewer 

than one In five colleges was engaged. or had been engaged, in 

adaptive curriculum work was disappointing but , nevertheless , 

unsurprising, The outcome reinforced the overwhelming conclusion to 

be drawn from the literature review reported In Chapter 2 of this study 

that, In practice, very li ttle attention was being given to this strategy 

as a means of generating 'new' course/curriculum material , certainly in 

the FE sector at the beginning of the 1980s. Moreover , the low 

reported Incidence confirmed the impression gained from informal 

inquiries conduc ted with previously established contacts In FE colleges 

prior to the despatch of the 1980/81 questlcnnalre - that the 

possibilities and potential orrered by adoptlcn /adaptation were largely 

being overlooked within the general ambit of curriculum development 

activity In FE. 

The 13 Identified Instances of adaptive work , nevertheless . established 

a 'starting point' for the exploraticn of the defining features of such 

work. For this purpose, information relating to the six questions set 

out In the Introduction to this sec tion was collected for each of the 13 

cases . viz,, 
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(I) name/type of course Involved 

(11) subject/study area (in which adaptive work had been carried 

out) 

(111) Its student target population 

{Iv) broad aims (underlying the adaptive work) 

(v) type of material produced (by adaptive means) 

(vi) nature or the 10f"iginal' material , 

This Information Is presented In summary form in Table S.1 overleaf and 

Is elaborated and discussed in the two following subsections . 

Section S .1.2 : Study areas /cwrses associated with adaptive curriculum 

work 

In order to comment on the information presented In Table S, 1 In terms 

of cou rses /p rogrammes and major subject/study areas In which the 

adaptive work was conducted, some kind of classification system (or 

systems) should be Imposed. Taking Advanced FE (AFE) and 

Non - Advanced FE (NAFE) as the broadest categories for sor ting the 

reported instances, it is noted that . with one exception , these were in 

relation to NAFE. ( The exception was a CNAA · valldated BA degree In 

Photography /Graphic Design which had been developed through 

collaborative work between a College of Further Education and a 

Polytechnic involving the adaptation of course materials originally used 

for a lower level course In FE . ) 

Within NAFE , the cases may be grwped according to principal s tudy 

areas In which 1adopted1
/

1adapted 1 materials had been used. These are 

In order or prominence : 

1. Science-based Craft and Technology Studies (6 cases , viz, , 

Cnes l-6 In Table 5. 1) . 
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2. General Studies (5 cases, viz . , Cases 7-11 In Table 5.1). 

3. Business Studies (2 cases , viz . , Cases 12 and 13 In Table 

5 .1 ). 

Science-based Craft and Technology Studies . which are conventionally 

described under the label 'T rad it ional Vocatiooal/Technical' aspects of 

NAFE (this term is, e .g . . used In 'Vocatiooal Preparation'. FEU , 1981). 

fea tured prominently the adoption /adap tat ion of 'conventional' science 

materials ( mainly from chemistry and physics I. These materials . once 

'adopted' or'adapted' . made their appearance in such cou rses as 

Technician Education Council (TEC) (as It was then called} Level I, and 

In City and C ullds of London Institute (C.GLI} Craft Studies cou rses . 

In re lation to this latter category , there were repor ted practices of 

adoption /adaptation activity concern ing science- related components for a 

wide range of cou rses (engineer ing , printing . photography . 

halrdress\ng and health s tudies) . 

teneral Studies' has been used here almost as a 'rlag of convenience' to 

convey the nature of adaptive work which was . in 1980 /81, taking place 

in the emergent Vocational Preparation area {although one reported case 

of adoption /adap tation was In relation to a General Studies component of 

TEC , Level I). 

Within Vocational Preparation may be Inc luded other sub-categories , 

viz •. full - time pre-employment courses , Youth Opportunities Programme 

(YOP) schemes. and other similar (mainly MSC-funded) sc hemes. The 

reported cases of adop tion /adaptat ion which may be placed within 

Vocational Preparation were, with one eKceptlon, in rela tion to YOP 

schemes , and more specifically . concerned the development of materials 

for the component which, at that time , was referred to as 'Social and 

Lire Skills' . 
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Finally, In the area of Business Studies , adoption /adaptation activity 

was reported in relation to Business Education Counci l (BEC} (as It was 

then called) courses - at General and at National Olptoma levels. For 

the Genera l leve l, the activi ty was In relation to the development of 

course content fo r a particular modular area (viz., Numeracy and 

Accounting) and for the National level to the development of Issue- . or 

problem-oriented ('integrated') material for use In c ross - modular 

assignments. 

Figure 5. 1 over leaf su mmarizes the above information in a form which 

attempts to link the main areas and levels In relation to which adap tive 

curr iculum work was occurring In 1980/81 , to specific cou rses , 

subject/study areas and (where applicable} validating and sponsor ing 

bodies . The categories , of AFE, NAFE. 'T radit ional 

Voca\\onal/Tec.hn\cal' and 'Vocational Prep aratloo' , together •Ith t hei r 

respec tive subdivisions , are those used in 'Vocation al Prep aration' (FEU , 

1981). (It s hould be noted that some of the categories which feature In 

'Vocational Prep aration' are not used here . This is because adaptive 

work in 1980/81 did not occur In re lation to those categories.) 

Section 5.1.3: Purposes of adaptive curr iculum work and sou rces of 

'orlginal1 materials 

It Is noted from the information offe red in Table 5 . 1 that adaptive work 

was under taken predominantly to generate 1new1 materials for student 

target populations , although some materials were produced with teachers 

(and this Includes tutors, trainers and Ins tructors} In mind, In terms 

of the classlficatlon of materials offered In Chapter 3 of this s tudy 



dvanced 
FE (AFE) 

"Traditiona 1" 
vocationa 1/ technica 1 

CNAA (BA degree) - photography and graphic des i gn (l case) 

BEC (General) - accounting and numeracy (1 case) 

BEC (Nati onal) - interdisciplinary content (1 case) 

TEC (Level I) - chemistry component in engineering (1 case) 
- genera 1 studies component in hate l catering 

and institutional management (1 case) 

CGLI (Craft - printing , photography, hairdressing 
Studies) and health studies (1 case) 

- construction (1 case) 
Non-advanced -----1 - science industries (1 case) 
FE(NAFE) I 

Full - time pre-employment - software and technical doc..,.,ntation 

-{

courses (e.g., TOPS) ( l case) 

Vocational preparation 
YOP schemes (or similar - social and life skills (4 cases) 
sponsored schemes) 

Figure 5.1: Courses/schemes in which 1 adopted '/' adapted 1 materials were used (1980/81) 



(which groups curriculum/resource materials according lo the different 

purposes for which they may be used). the adaptive work conducted In 

the 13 instances was frequently directed towards generating student 

resource material. This occurred with respect to (I) Traditional 

Vocational/Technical areas where riew business and technician 

programmes were being Initiated by TEC and BEC, (11) the broad area 

or Vocational Preparation in relation to the new MSC-sponsored YOP 

schemes. Signlflcantly . the material generated by means or adaptive 

work for use on BEC programmes was case-study material to be used as 

a resource by students for the development of prob~m -solving skills. 

an emphasis which was very much at the heart of BEC's curricular 

Ini tiat ive. Similarly. all 'adopted'/'adapted' materials emanating from 

reported cases of development work in relation to Vocational Preparation 

were Intended as resource material ror 'student~entred' programmes of 

work with individual students. Again the nature and content of tne 

material generated by adaptive work reflected the explicit educational 

principles underlying YOP schemes and other slmllar programmes. 

Although 1adop ted 1/'adap ted' materials featured predominantly as student 

resource material . there were also some reported cases of the 

development of (student) learning materials for situations which 

involved varying degrees of self -study, Learning materials were, for 

example, generated by means of adaptive activity for use as 

self-Instructional units in the context of TEC Level I In Engineering. 

These were used for remedial purposes - to enabH! a student to develop 

further understanding of chemical concepts and processes which had 

been covered in classroom/laboratory sessions. or to provide con tent 

which a student may have missed through being Ill or through some 

other reason for absence . In view of the 'self-standing' nature or 

(student) learning materials . their use In self- Instructional p.;ks 



designed for home-based study was clearly an appropriate and logical 

purpose for the adaptive activity . 

Finally. there was some reporting of the devek>pment or teacher 

resource material through adaptive work. In the case or the Open 

University-sponsored scheme , this was an Initiative that was Intended to 

demonstrate to teachers the potential or certain Open University 

materials to meet the need In FE for suitable materials for the teaching 

of Social and Life Sk ills. The other two Instances or note here arose in 

relation to new ( In 1980 / 81) courses/programmes such as the CGLI 

Foundation courses. Groups of FE practitioners were, in some cases , 

asked to write 'Notes of Guidance' for other teachers involved In the 

implementation of these courses. These 'Notes' were often In the form 

or teachers' manuals which not only offered general Information about 

\he underlylng philosophy and d~lgne\ed con\en\ or \he cour-se-s . bu\ 

also examples or learning activities /tasks and offered recommendations 

about appropriate teaching strategies /approaches . 

The characteristics of the students for whom the resource/learning 

materials were developed varied according to the educational Intentions 

of the courses/programmes. The students were noticeably very 

disparate In terms of their ability and particular needs , taken across 

the course-s as a whole . Whilst, for example, the 'adopted'/'adapted' 

materials In the BEC and TEC courses were used with high or medium 

ability groups, those for the YOP schemes were Intended for lower 

ability groups and sometimes for students with special educational needs 

- for example, those for whom English was a second language. or the 

mentally handicapped. 
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It Is noted from Table 5.1 that the curriculum/resource materials used 

for adaptive purposes were drawn both from the FE sector itselr. and 

from other education sectors - secondary, higher and adult. However . 

Table S.2 overleaf extends and supplements the Information In Table 5.1 

by detailing the actual materials used for the adaptive work in terms of 

the three broad study areas previously Identified. 

In the first of these s tudy areas - that of science-based Craft and 

Technology Studies , materials which had originally been designed for 

use by secondary school pupils featured very strongly, Materials from 

Nuffleld and Schools Council funded curriculum projects of the 1960s 

and 1970s had been used to generate materials for both 'Traditional' 

Vocational/Technical courses (linked to TEC and CGLI awards) and for 

a full - time pre -employment course (!Software and Technical 

Ooc.umenta\ion'I, Use had also been made of curriculum materials from 

I 

USA science projects and of resource materials such as those of the 

Association for Science Education (ASE) funded project. 'Science In 

Society'. One explanation for the use of school science curriculum 

materials was sugges ted by one of the responden ts in the follow -up 

Inquiry. This explanation emphasised the abundance of materials which 

had emanated from school-oriented staff development In schools In terms 

of acquiring new ways or conceptuallzlng and p resenting science 

curriculum con tent . It also emphasised that no parallel development had 

taken place In FE. ( Here, at that t ime , It was assumed that lecturers 

were fle xible and abreast of Industrial development and therefore there 

was no need for guidance . ) As there was a requirement In Vocational 

FE courses for •related sclence1 (I.e . , science relevant to the knowledge 

and skills needed to do a certain Job) and for science that emphasised 

principles and applications (as opposed to a school emphasis on the 
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teaching on concepts). there was value In the adoption/adaptation of 

school-oriented materials for use as student resource materials In . e.g •. 

TEC Engineering and CCLI Craft ccurses. 

In contrast to the approach used with respect to adaptive work in the 

science-related area, such attempts which were reported as occurring In 

the General Studies/SLS area drew mainly on materials which had 

recently been published (or created by rescurce banks such as that 

associated with the ILEA Curriculum Project) specifically for the 

Vocational Preparation market. Whilst there was some reported use of 

school text -books and Schools Council project material , any adaptive 

work that occurred was related to 1gearing 1 materials even more ck>sely 

to the needs and interests of Individual s tudents and to re-organizing 

learning activities so that they cculd be worked through at students' 

own pace , 

The conclusions which may be drawn from the 1980/81 su rvey are 

Integrated wi t h those relating to the 1985 su rvey and discussed in 

Sec t ion S .3 of this chap te r. However. It is useful at this s tage to list 

three points which dominate the findings. viz •• 

1, Very little Involvement In adoption/adaption as a s trategy for 

curriculum development was in evidence In FE In 1980/81. 

2, Adapt ive work , where It was occurring, was confined to a few 

broad curricular areas and was being used mainly to c reate 

1new1 con tent areas or to Introduce •new' Ins tructional 

approaches, particularly In the context of student target 

grcups ;#Ith 'special needs' . 

3. Adapt ive work In the Science-based Craft and Technology area 

was dominated by the use of 1orlglnal' materials from' 
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school-oriented science curriculum projects. This may be seen 

as a reflection of the dearth of 'purpose-built' 

curriculum/resource materials for the FE sector and the 

abundance of such materials aimed at the secondary sector. In 

contrast , the General Studles/SLS area had been a target for 

the development of 'new•, 'purpose-built' materials for use In 

the FE sector. This was seen to provide a reason for less use 

being made of school-oriented materials in any adaptive work 

that was occurring. 

Section S.l : The 198S inquiry 

As Indicated In the introduction to this chapter , the 1985 Inquiry had 

broadly the same purposes as the 1980/81 Inquiry , viz. , 

{ll let establ\sh the Incidence of adaptive cu rriculum work: 

(Ii) to collect information abovt the general nature of this work. 

However , additional purposes may be associated with the 1985 Inquiry. 

This second exploration of the extent to which adaptive work was being 

used as a strategy for curriculum development In FE, staged four years 

after the first 'probe' Into this Issue, was Intended to identify any 

changes which might have occurred In that time Interval. Moreover . It 

was possible In 1985 , because of the different approach used for the 

conduct of the survey, to collect Information about a wider range of 

questions relating to the general nature of adaptive work , than had 

been the case In 1980/81. In this sense, the Information obtained from 

the 1985 inquiry was able to build upon , supplement and extend the 

base-line data collected in 1980 /8 1 to establish a more 1rounded 1 view of 

the defining features of adaptive work In FE Insti tutions. 
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The results of the Inquiry Into the Incidence of adaptive work are 

reported here in the Urst subsection. Subsequent subsections present 

and discuss Information relating to the general nature of adaptive work. 

The questions which guided the Matysis of this latter aspect are as 

follows : 

1. In what major subject/study areas was the adaptive work 

conducted? 

2. In relation to which courses/programmes was the adaptive work 

carried out ? 

3. Who were the 'coosumers' of the 'adopted' /'adapted' materials? 

4 . What type of material was produced by adoption/adaptation 

activity? 

S. What were the sources of the 'original' materials used? 

6. What was the general nature of the changes that were carried 

ou\? 

7 . How was the work organized within the college? 

8. What problems/difficulties were encountered In carrying out the 

work? 

h will be noted that Questions 1-5 above were pursued during the 

1980/81 Inquiry. Questions 6-8 above are , however. additional 

questions relating to practitioners' perceptions of adaptive work and to 

procedures/activities that may be associated with the conduct of 

adaptive work 2!!. .!!· The information relating to these questions is 

presented In further subsections under the following headings : 

'Study areas/courses associated with adaptive curriculum work' 

(Questions 1 and l) 
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'Purposes of adaptive work and sources of •original• materials' 

(Questions 3, 4 and 5) 

'Organizing and conducting adaptive curriculum work' (Questions 6, 

7 and 8). 

Section 5 .2 .1 : The Incidence of adaptive curriculum work 

In 1985, a questionnaire was sent out to all FE colleges in the British 

Isles to establish , In the first instance, whether curriculum development 

work or any kind, I.e . . by adoption/adaptation . or by!!?_ lnltlo 

development. was currently taking place or had occurred in the recent 

past. In all , 1499 questionnaires were sent out and 278 replies were 

received , which Is a response rate of 56\. Of these 278 replies , only 8 

indicated that they were not currently Involved or had not recently 

bH.n \nvolved In som• form of curriculum developm•nl work. Thus. 97\ 

of the respondi ng colleges Indicated on - going or recently undertaken 

curriculum development work. This was obviously a greater response 

than had been achieved from the random population for the 1980/81 

survey. althrugh this 97\ covered the range of strategies for 

currh.ulum development (!!:!. initlo development as well as 

adoption/adaptation) and the Incidence or actual adoption/adaptation had 

yet to be ascertained, 

An important task, therefore , was to establish whether these curriculum 

development initiatives were involving or had involved 

adoption/adaption. One of the questions from the first short 

questionnaire asked whether 'existing' mate rials had been used for the 

development worls (a question designed to probe this Issue) , to which 

194 of the 270 responded positively, Of the remaining 76, 31 responded 

negatively and 45 stated 'not known' (see Table 5. J overlear)', Thus , It 
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appeared that of the colleges Involved in curriculum development work . 

72\ were practising (or claimed to be practising) some kind of 

adoption /adaption work, either on Its own as a curriculum development 

strategy or In combination with.!:!. initlo development . This reported 

Incidence, however, was treated with some caution. In 82 of the 194 

reported cases of 'positive' involvement In the use of 'existing ' materials , 

the Information provided In response to the remaining questions on the 

questionnaire was either extremely scant or there was a failure to 

provide the name of a 'contact' person for follow-up inquiries. In these 

circumstances , It made it impossible to verify the claim of involvement 

In adoption/adaptation work . Thus , for the purpose of further 

Investigation , it was only possible to Involve 112 colleges out of this 194 

In the foUow -up Inqui ry. This, as explained in Chapter 4, Involved 

circulating a second questionnaire which was intended to probe the 

Incidence of adoption /adaptation with f'ather mo"• prec.t~\on, and to find 

out more about the general nature of adaptive work. This second 

questionnaire was addressed to the 'contact person 1 named by the 

college principal who had completed the first questionnaire. 

Table 5. 3: Inquiry into use of •existing' materials for curriculum 

development work ( 1985) : responses from college pr incipals 

Posit ive response Negative response Responded 'not known' 

194 (72\J 31 

n • 270 
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The response rate to this second questionnaire was somewhat lower than 

that for the first questionnaire : 46 replies were received from the 112 

sent out, registering a rate of 41\. Of these , 11 replied negatively to 

the question regarding the use of 'exis ting' materials In their 

development work (see Table 5.4 below). This was somewhat surp r ising 

because the college principal (who had been the recipient of the fi rst 

questionnai re) had Indicated that 1existlng' materials were being used In 

that college for curriculum development work and that the named 

•con tac t person' could provide further information . (This discrepancy 

may be explained either in terms of some lack of communication between 

the principal and the 'contact person', or some misunderstanding/lack of 

lnformatloo on the part of the principal about the nature of the 

adoption/adaptation work occu rring In the college. Alternatively, the 

principal or the 'contact person' may have In terpreted the term 'use of 

existing materials' in different ways.) 

Table 5,4 : Inquiry Into use of 1exls ting' materials for cu r ricu lum 

development work ( 1985) : responses from designated 'contact people' 

Posit ive response Negative response 

l~ (76%1 11 

n • 46 

The remaining 3~ respondents agreed that 'exis ting' materials were being 

used for the curriculum development work. However , th is was a 

disappointing 31\ or the total originally ldentlrled by college ·principals 
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as being positively Involved In adoption/adaptation work . In this way 

what had lnltlally appeared to be a high Incidence of 

adoption/adaptation activity (7 colleges In every 10 according to 

responses given by college prlnclpals l. fell d ramatically , through the 

process of further 1slftlng', to a genuine incidence of 31\ (fewer than 3 

colleges in every 10). 

These figures confi rmed the findings from the literature review 

presented in Chapter 2 , viz • . that adoption/adaptation , as a strategy 

for curr iculum development, was largely being overlooked , and that its 

use in FE was mlnlmal. This conclusion was disappointing in Itself, but 

particularly so when viewed against the context of the significant 

amount of curriculum activity which, according to the fig ures. was 

taking place in FE In 1985 . There were obviously many p ressi ng 

curricular needs to be met but such needs were not being met through 

adaptive curriculum work. 

Section 5 .2 .2 : Study areas /courses assoc.lated with adaptive work 

The first questionnaire asked respondents to iden tify, by 

cou rse/programme, the areas In which curriculum development . whether 

by adaptive or !?_ inltio strategies , was tak ing place or had recently 

taken place, In response to th is, the 178 college principals who 

repor ted that curriculum development work was occurring In t heir 

colleges, Ident ified between them a total of 96S cou rses/programmes . Of 

these, only 9 (or about 1\) could be categorised as AFE , leaving about 

99\ witni n NAFE . 

These 965 courses /programmes have been categorized here In to three 

b road groupings, viz • . 
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(I) Vocational Preparation (which, In 1985 , Included YTS , CPVE 

and TVEI schemes, as well as full-time pre-empk>yment 

courses such as CCLI Foundation , RSA and college-devised 

schemes) : 

(ii) 'Traditional' Vocational Provision (I.e. , the 

vocational/technical courses traditionally offered by the FE 

sector which, in 198S were. e.g • . BTEC, CCLI Craft 

courses , NNEB , ENS) ; 

(Iii) General Education (this . for present purposes , Includes not 

only 'O' and 'A' level courses but also Basic Education 

courses. e.g •. in Numeracy and Literacy). 

Figure 5,2 overleaf demonstrates the distribution of the 965 

courses/programmes within these three broad groupings and their 

associated sub-categories . From th is. It Is noted that about half the 

total cu r riculum activity reported by colleges was occurring within the 

Vocational Preparation area. Of the remaining SO\ or so, a s ubstantial 

part was being devoted to 'Traditional' Vocational Provision, 

When the 35 genuine Instances of adaptive work were abs tracted from 

the total number of Institutions reporting Involvement In cur r iculum 

development work In general. It was noted that the cou rses/programmes 

in which 'adopted'/'adapted' materials had been used , totalled 57. This 

was because (I) some colleges were Involved In more than one 

acfoptlon/adaptatlon attempt and (11) some 'adopted'/'adapted' materials 

were being used for more than one course (this was particularly e vident 

In relatlon of VTS -,d CPVE schemes) . In t erms of the broad 

categories previously used to classify Information. viz . , Vocational 

Preparation, 'T~adltlonal' Vocat ional Provision and General Education, 28 

courses/programmes were In the Vocational Preparation area . 25 In the 

'Traditional' Vocational Provision area and &6 In the General Educat ion 
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Total curriculum development activity 
(965) 

Vocational Preparation 
(473) 

YTS CPVE 

( 181) (152) 

TVEI 

(27) 

CGLI 
Foundation 

(15) 

T 
RSA College-

devised 

(8) (90) 

Traditional Vocational 
Training 

BTEC 

( Z73) 

(357) 

CGLI 
(Craft) 

( 47) 

NNE8/ 
ENB 

(19) 

Other* 

(18) 

General Education 
(135) 

•o• and 'A' 
levels 

(36) 

Basic 
Education 

(74) 

Notes: The figures in brackets refer to the total nurt>er of courses within each category. 

Other** 

(25) 

* Includes, e . g .• Vocational CNAA degree awards and courses sponsored by Training Boards . 
Includes, e .g. , courses for students with specific needs {ethnic minorities, hearing-impaired, visually 
or mentally handicapped) . 

Figure 5.2: Reported areas of curricullMl'I development work {ab initio and adoption/ adaptation) fn terntS of 
broad type of educational provision, and course/progranme (1985) 



area. This information Is presented In Table 5.5 below. As a 

microcosm of the 955 courses /programmes identified with curricolum 

development In general. these figures , not surprlslngly , produce a 

broadly similar profi le to that reflected In Figure 5. 2. 

Table 5.5: Number of courses/programmes In which 'adopted1/'adap ted1 

mater ials were used in terms of broad types of educational provision ( 1985) 

Vocational 'Traditional' Vocational General Education 

Preparation Provision 

28 lS ij 

n = 57 

Within these broad areas of educational provision . a great deal of 

varie ty was In evidence in t erms of (II the different 

cou rses/programmes which had Involved adaptive cu rrlc1Jlum work and 

(iii the different study areas to be associated with these 

cou rses/programmes . This diversity Is reflec ted In Figure 5 . 3 over leaf. 

In this , a breakdown of areas where adoption/adaptation was taking 

place (in 1985) Is attempted which Is si milar to that Ltsed in Figure 5 .1 

for the 1980/81 survey data . l,e. , by broad area of educat ional 

provision with associated sub -divisions by quallflcallon/valldating body 

and specific study area. However , some changes In the classi fication 

were necessary so as to reflect developments which occurred In the four 

Intervening years. Those of note for present purpose< are the 
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amalgamatlon or TEC and BEC Into BTEC , the phasing out or YOP 

schemes and the es tab lishment of YTS and CPVE programmes. 

It Is noted from Figure 5.l that the diversity of s tudy areas In which 

adaptive work had been carried out was particularly noticeable in 

relation to STEC , CG LI , YTS and CPVE. The achievement of dive rsity 

was facilitated by Involvement In lnultiple1 cu rricu lum activities . 

mentioned above. which embraced a range of different 

courses /programmes . Thus , e . g . , a Motor Vehicle section within an 

Engineering department of one college was Involved In a Motor Vehicle 

option in a YTS scheme , the development of Computer - Assisted Learning 

( CAL) with respect to Motor Vehicle Theory, and with school - linked 

courses In Motor Vehicle Studies. In th is particular situation , the 

curriculum developer d r ew on a particular set of previously used 

materials (C.CLI Motor Vehicle units) and adopted/adapted them to suit 

the perceived requirements of each cou rse respectively . 

It is not possible to classify quantitatively, as was the case with the 

1980 /81 survey data , the S7 courses Ident ified with adaptive work in 

terms of their principal study areas. This is because, In a number of 

cases , the adaptive work covered more than one study area. This 

occurred most frequently In adaptive work relating to Vocational 

Preparat ion provision. Thus , adaptive work relating to one VTS 

scheme Involved, e . g . , the adoption/adaptation of materi als for (I) 

different aspects of the pre-nursing component of that sc heme , (Ii) 

another component of the same scheme which might broadly be classified 

as 'Social and Lire Skills' . Nevertheless , It Is clear from a qualltatlve 

appraisal of the. cou rses/programmes and their respective components 

that the broad study areas Identified In the 1980 /81 survey data 

relating to adaptive activity, viz •. 
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1. Science-based Cr aft and Technology Studies 

l . General Studles/SLS 

l. Business and Management Studies 

were In evidence In the 1985 data . Moreover, two further categories , 

In relatlm to which adoption/adaptation was being practised, were 

dlscernable, viz. , 

4, Information Technology ( which featured predominantly 

Computer Studies /Computer Literacy) 

S. Nursing and Caring Studies (e . g . , pre-nursing , community 

care, home management. nurse ry nursi ng). 

The emergence of 4. and S. above was seen as an Indication of two 

1new1 areas of curricular provision In 1985, 

Sec tion S.2.3 : Purposes of adap tive work and sou rces of 1orlglnal' 

In terms of the classification of materials offered In Chapter 3 of this 

s tudy (which g rou ps curriculum/resou rce materi als according to the 

different purposes for which they may be used), many cu rriculum 

devek>pers c laimed to be Involved In the development of materials for 

both teachers and students, The main 1outputs 1 were however In te rms 

of s tudent resou rce and learning mater ials where there was a demand 

within all five broad study areas previous!~ Identified (Science-based 

Craft and Tec hnology Studies, General Studles/SLS , etc. ), Part icularly 

significant was the frequent re ference to the generation of learning 

materials by adaptive work for what may broadly be referred to as 

'independent programmes'. notably Open Tee, Flexl -s tudy , 

Computer-Assls!ed Learning {CAL) and college-devised open 

learning/self-s tudy units . CAL featured not only In the area of 

Informat ion Technology but also In Science-based Craft and' Technology 
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Studies, whilst college-devised self-study units were often mentioned In 

relation to initiatives within the Vocational Preparation area. There 

appeared , therefore, to be some evidence that , In 198S , in the face of 

pressures for 'student-centred' , 'self-pacing' learning approaches . 

adoption /adaptation was being used to effect changes In 

teaching/learning procedures. 

The development of 'independent programmes' In relation to 

schemes/programmes within the Vocational Preparation area were often 

Intended for student target groups with 'special needs' , These were , 

e .g . . students from ethnic minority groups who needed help with basic 

literacy , or handicapped students (mentally and/or physically} who 

required study materials tailored to meet their own, Individual needs. 

In the 'Traditional' Vocational Provision area , the demands for 

re - training and skills enhancement/updating was reflected In a g rowth 

of programmes In Information Technology and in shor t cou rses In 

part icu lar specialist ski lls. 

Inves tigation into the sou rces of 'original' mate rials revealed t hat a ve ry 

li mited range was being used for t he 57 cou rses which could be 

associated with genuine attempts at adaptive work . A single source or 

materials was oft en ci ted, and certai nly no more than two sou rces we re 

Indicated for each adop t ion /adap tation atte~pt . Moreover , the 

1adop ted 1/'adap ted 1 mate r ials we re freq uenll y used for more than one 

'new' cou rse/programme . What was par ticu larly s tr iking was the fac t 

that , almos t wit hou t except ion, t he 'or iginal' materials used for the 

adap tive work emanated from within the FE sector and we re usuall y 

ma terials that c.urrlculum developers had already used In the teaching Of 

other FE crurses . Thus, In one college which c laimed to be offer ing a 

number of vocat looal op tions - on Its YTS programme, CPVE courses , 
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adult retraining courses and Basic Education (literacy and numeracy) 

courses - the 'original' materials which were 'adopted'/adapted' were 

those previrusly used on C.GLI Foundation cou rses. In another college 

which was offering Office Studies/Skills as a YTS option . STEC 

materials developed In other FE colleges were being used. 

Table 5.6 overleaf offers a profile of a number of typical cases of 

adaptive work In 1985 which Is Intended to highlight the sources of 

'original' materials used and the type of material produced . The 

Information in this table reveals the very marked tendency . on the part 

of curriculum developers . to adopt /adapt materials which were originally 

produced mostly by~ initlo developme nt, for other FE courses. From 

this a number of typical 'patterns of use' may be Identified In which 

materials produced originally for 

(ll C.CLI Craft Studlei were used for YTS programmes offering 

Craft options ; 

(Ill TEC (General and Communication Studies) and BTEC (General 

Studies) were used for the Social and Life Skills component 

of CPVE and VTS schemes ; 

(Iii) BEC (General) were used In YTS Business Studies options ; 

(Iv) College-devised courses related to Nursing were used for 

YTS and CPVE Caring options and for other broadly 

health-oriented programmes . 

This provided evidence for the conclusion that the need for 

curriculum/resource materials In the fast-growing area of Vocalional 

Preparation was being met , In many Instances , by the 1trans fer' of 

materials from •~radlllonal' Vocational courses In FE. Staff who had 

been Involved In the 'first wave' of curriculum developments following 

the es tablishment of BEC and TEC, and who had designed ahd produced 
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hblt U : Siatry lnfo1Wt1on relttlng to typl«il tn1ttnct1 of 1dlipth1 currlculua wortt (1985) 

N&at/ typ1ofcours1 S .. Jtct/ltfiHb'll'II Type of•tar11l ,....,., So\lrce of ' ort1 t111 l ' •ttrhh 

(I) ~!~f::lldlfll Scl1nc1•b11tdCr1ft StudtntrtlOUrctlnd Mlittrlth pF"OM1d(by1b1nttlo 
1ndltchnolOI)' tt1chtrrtlOUl"CI dtvtlopaant)forCGLIFo1,11irffiiii 

(lt)CITl(C.rptntry St lildlts (Constrvctton) 
1ndJolMry) 

Sttll[ndl&nc•nt Scftnet•butdCr1ft Studtnt rtlOllr'tt Mlittr11hproducff (by 1btn1tto 
(hg1nttrl1t51Cr1ft 1ndT1ct1nolot1 dtvtlOJant)forCGlllii1~ 
Stlkllts) Stud1ts [1t511Mtr1ngCr1ftStlildl11 (Part!) 

YTS(Y1fllcl1 SclfflCt•biHd Crtft fStlldtnt)lt1l"lllng M,,tarl1h productt (by 1b ln1tlo 
Htcllinlcs) 1ndT1dlnology ,..':'o!,.:.ndta1chtr NvtloJatnt) for ca.1 (fillmr 

Swdlts MKhlntc1; 'l'tfllclt Parts ""OMtl; 
Ytlllclt locbwM.) 

~!~l~:;~~ltl) 
Scllfa•billd Craft $tlilCltnt l"IIOUl"'CI Mlittdthproducad {by 1btn1tto 
1ndTtdlnolOI)' N'ltloc-nt) for CGLI l'liiriicy 
Stlldlts Ttdlnlchns 

(t)~o:~:! CPYE GtntrtlStucll11/ StudtntrtlOUrctlnd Mlitarllh produced (by1b 1nttto 
Soeh l 1NILlft (1tudtnt)lt1l"lllng dtwtlopaent tnd 1dapthi"wor\TTor 

(ll)Stwm l ns Stills (1ptct1l TEC (Gt111r1l1ndCoau111catton .......... ..... , unltJ) 

CGL IYoc1tlonel Gtnt1·1lStudlt1/ Stloldtntre1°"rc1111d 
i!!.~ter!:1:n:~~~w!b~~~ Prtl)lr1tl0ft Socl1l1ndltft (student) 1Hl"ll1ng 

(Gtnml) Stills ITEC rc-111nl Stlldlts 1111IU) 11) 
Rttlo111l CUrrk11h•llnlii 

Stwtr1l m GtntrtlStudlH/ Studtfltresourct ~L~~l! :=:: f:!b(l!fuo progrlMS Socltl1ndltfe 
Stllh dt'ltlOS-nt) for IT C (Cinerll 

Studltsun1ts) 

'l'TS 'Off·tnl·Job ' &utlMU Stucllts Studtntrt1ource1nd ~~:r=Jlitfct!~~~nd Tra1n11151(0fftct tt1chtrrt1oum 
St11h) 

StLMl1ts /St11lt 

tt) IT[CCOIIP,!Ur lnfo,-tlon (Studtnt)lt1rt1lng (I) fEU Cmputtr•Aldtd Ottllfl 

E~~~Tc,'ftd TtcMOlogy •ttr1th 

(11)SllortCovrn i!a1:-~~!1=:: !:1!! 
Protr•-•for Ji6m<S 
lndustryl ftNN 

::~~:'u\coll•ve 

{t) ns ~C.,Uter lnforwtlon !~Lld:.:1i.~•:.r:!~, rtu C~ter t1t1r1c1 •tar1111 
Literacy Ttchflology 
(tt) Adu t '°"'lk'ttr 
L1ttr1cy (colltgt 
Ctrt1f1Clit) 

'l'TS(Ctrt1151Stlldlt1) llurs1ng1ftdC.rlng 
Stud111 

Stucttntrt1oum Mlittr1t h prodllctd (by lb 1nlt1o 
dtwtlopant) for Ctrt1ffc1£i"iiT" 
hrther[M1tlon(PN•Nurslng 
1ndC1r1ng) 

it)C,V[(C,rlng liun1111111d Caring Studtntl'lloun:1 

~~in:~r~!:~~~ (1~~iliurstry 
Swdlts 

;11i11tiortCOUl'ltl !~lv:~::J=L=r· ,.rt A 
forloc1lMt11tll 
A11t.llor1\,1 
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programmes Md associated materials . were often the same s taff who 

were, In 1985 , responding to the demands of VTS Md CPVE . It was 

confirmed In foUow-up Inquiries that these staff saw the opportunity of 

re-using these BEC/TEC 'products', In M adapted form , In the 

Vocational Preparation area. 

There was only one Instance of school-or iented material being used In 

any of the adoption /adaptation attempts. The tendency was , instead , 

to draw upon materials. the characteristics of which were already 

familiar. These materials were likely to have been produced by the 

same cu rriculum developer( s) or by his/her colleagues for courses or 

target g roups perceived as being in some way roughly equivalent to 

those for which the 'new' need arose. Alternatively, materials available 

at a regional level or produced by national bOOies such as the FEU and 

the Trainlno Boards which had been desioned to meet specific 

curriculum needs In FE and which were readi ly available to s ta ff in 

colleges, were used . 

There was therefore li ttle e vidence , in 1985 , that FE staff practising 

adoption/adaptation looked beyond their own Immediate experience to 

identify and locate sou rces of 'exls ting 1 materl las from other educational 

sec tors . The follow -up inquiries revea led that curriculum developers 

either did not perceive the need to become involved In a systematic 

search for suitable materials beyond those with which they were already 

familiar. or that pressures of time precluded this type of activity. A 

recurrent explanation offered too was that , In the Vocat ional 

Preparat l<:r'I area particular ly, there we re plenty or suitable , or 

near -suitable cur_rlculum/resource materials available within FE colleges. · 
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In the main , curriculum/resource materials were chosen because their 

study content seemed appropriate (with or wltho.Jt modification) for a 

particular target group for a new course/programme. Thus , In making 

selecticr1s from 'e,cisting' materials . compatibility, or near-compatibility 

of ccr1tent appeared to be the overriding criterion. The majority of 

chMges made were s imilarly 'content - focused' and were carried out 

mainly to emphasise a particular orientation , to increase or decrease the 

cognitive demands made on students or to update material. There was . 

however , some evidence to suggest that additionally, 

adoption /adaptation was being used to change the way in which 

materials were to be studied. There were , for Instance , 11 references 

to the use of adaptation for the purpose of achieving •a more 

student-centred approach to learning• . or for 'independent' (self-study I 

learning. Such references occurred largely In the context of YTS and 

CPVE programmes , particularly In relation to target groups with 'special 

needs'. 

Section 5,2.4 : Organizing and conducting adaptive curriculum work 

The 1985 survey included questions about the organizaticr1 of the 

adoption/adaptation and about problems which might have been met 

whilst carrying out the work. Of interest here was to find out whether 

the curriculum devek>pment work was carried out (IJ by a 

specially-constitu ted course team of Individuals with expertise In 

curriculum development on behalf of a 'wider populatlon' or (ii) by 

Individuals, either working on their own initiative , or In collaboration 

with colleagues, for the development and Implementat ion of their own 

courses and ass.oclated materials, Of In terest, too , were the 

perceptions of practitioners about the success or otherwise of theli

efforts, 



There were some cited Ins tances or the creation or 'special' curriculum 

development teams. These occu rred In situations where a department or 

section or a college was required to produce courses In a new area 

(e .g ., for YTS or CPVE). In each or these reported cases, the 

pressure to design courses and produce materials was used as an 

opportunity for a starr development exercise In curricu lum development. 

However , in none or these Instances was a 'special' team created for the 

express purpose or carrying out adoption /adaptation as a starr 

developmen t exercise. Where adoption/adaptation procedures were 

used, these 'happened1 as a result of pragmatic rather than pre-planned 

conslderatlCJ'ls, The Idea that adoption/adaptation, as a strategy for 

curriculum development with Its own dis tinct ive characteris tics and 

procedures , mig ht offer an opportunity for s ta ff development. was 

apparentl y not considered . Whl'5 t there were references to the creation 

of 'special' cu rriculum development teams , the majority of responden ts 

claimed that they had carried out their own development work for thei r 

own cou rses , although, in mos t cases, they were working alongside 

co lleagues similarly engaged in the s ame course/programme . 

The dominant assumption underp inning most of the development work 

was that FE s tarr were responsib le for the design of courses on which 

they personally taught (mostly this occurred within a curriculum 

framework lald down by an external body) ~d for the production of 

their own curriculum/resource materials . Whether this phenomenon was 

attributable to a dominant ethos which stressed the personal autonomy 

of tutors vis - vis •their• courses or whe ther this was a function of 

inadequate resources for. or In terest In, curriculum development as a 

formally -manage~. systematic exercise, Is dlfflcull to determine: the 

result was , eilher way , the dominance of a style which emphasised 

'curriculum developers-as - Implementers ' . This meant that th'e way In 
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which curriculum development was organized , and, Importantly, the use 

made of adoption/adaptation and the nature of its process , was very 

directly linked to the curriculum development uperllse of Individual 

members of staff. 

When asked to report on diHlcullles experienced with 

adoption/adaptation , respondents made reference to Implementation 

rather thNI development Issues. Whilst some commentators stated that. 

for example . adaptation had been 'time-consuming• or that 'there was 

Inadequate time for development work• . most of the diHlcultles which 

were articulated focused on the characteristics of the 1adopted 1/'adapted' 

materials themselves . or on qualities of the 'user group(s)' . For 

Instance : 

Students are not used to independent learning• . 

•, •• The conceptual steps taken In the ('new1I material were too 

large•. 

• • •• It was dirficult to develop material fo r the profusion of 

different abilities and the different needs of students•, 

In the few cases where the developers constituted a different group 

from the implementers, there was some expressed dissatisfaction : 

'Staff lack expertise in developing student-centred methods •• • • 

'The (1adopted'/ladapted'I materials do not always flt the teaching 

style of individual teachers.• 

These comments reflect prob~ms which may be encountered In the 

conduct of any type of curriculum development work: they shed little 

11ght on the problems which may be exclusive to adoption/adaptation, 

This again may . be a function or the way in which adoption/adaptation 

was conceptualized, I.e., not as a distinctive curriculum development 

s trategy but as a pragmatic response which, with Its emph■ ls on using 
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what already exists, has operational value when resources such as time , 

money and curriculum expertise are perceived as scarce or Inadequate, 

Section 5.3 : Conclusions 

The empirical work conducted In 1980/81 and In 1985 threw into relief 

several methodological and conceptual problems Involved in investigating 

a phenomenon - in this case, curriculum adoption /adaptation as a 

strategy for curriculum development - which does not enjoy a 

formally-recognized or established 'reality' In the minds of most 

curriculum devetopers. This absence of recognition is reflected In . or 

alternatively , a function of , the dearth of information ln the available 

literature (as evidenced In Chapter 2) and/or any attempts to establish 

an awareness of its potential through 'managed' activity such as staff 

devek>pment programmes In colleges (as evidenced in this chapter). 

Unaided by a body of knowledge about curriculum adoption/adaptation , 

the effect of which would validate and legitimate its reality as a way of 

responding to 1new' curr iculum/course needs. and as a means of 

generating 'new' materials . the term 'cu rriculum development' remains 

synonymous , as far as the majority of practitioners is concerned, with 

_!2 lnltlo development . 

This particular situation posed a number or difficulties for an inquiry , 

which in this particular case, was directed towards Investigating the 

Incidence and general nature of adoption/adaptation attempts. These 

may be summarized as follows : 

1. There Is no es tablished vocabulary for communicating about 

adoptlon/ad_aptatlon issues . This , In In teraction with the recognlze.d 

disadvantages of postal questionnaires, resulted In difficulty on the 

part of respondents to the 1980 /81 questionnaire In app,lying the 
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definition of 'adoption' or 'adaptation' to their activities. In order 

to avoid th is si tuation In 1985 , the questionnaire did not ask 

respondents to Impose definitions but Instead asked them to 

describe their acllvltles In relation to 1exlstlng' materials as 

Involving 'little or no change', 'moderate change• or 'substantial 

change'. However , follow - up inquiries revealed that there were 

again wide variations In the way In which these terms had been 

applied , Only through further questioning about the number and 

range of changes made, or through examination of the 

1adop ted 1/'adapted 1 materials, could any realistic understanding about 

the extent or scale of any changes be established . 

2 . The postal questionnaires were necessarily 'filtered' through or 

'mediated' by college principals before reaching (or sometimes not 

reaching) the member of s taff In the college capable of helping with 

the Inquiries. Whilst this Is a hazard of any questionnaire following 

a similar route , this presents particular difficulties for accessing 

information when the phenomenon under Investigation does not enjoy 

an established importance and recognition . It is significant, on the 

other hand , that the first questionnaire of the 198S survey which 

was overtly an investigation into 'curriculum deve lopment' - a term 

which enjoys a widely-recognized meaning and status as a 

educational activity - produced a high response rate. 

Despite the methodological and conceptual difficulties which underpinned 

the conduct of the 1980/81 and 198S surveys , It was clear that the 

Incidence of adoption/adaptation as a strategy for curriculum 

devek>pment In FE colleges. up until and Including 198S, was low. This 

confirmed the l~presslon gained from Informal Inquiries conducted prior. 

to the 1980/81 survey and was re-confi rmed and re · lnforced by the 

findings of the 1985 survey. Quantitative pronouncements on this Issue 



are dlfficult. This is due to the differing modes of distribution used 

for the questionnaire and because of the methodological difficulties 

outlined in Section S.2.1 cCWlcerning the separation of those cases which 

reported curriculum development In gen4?ral from those relating 

specifically lo adoption/adaptation. 

However . the findings of the 1985 survey provided no grounds for 

challenging the earlier findings of the 1980/81 survey which Indicated 

that only about one college In five could lay claim to using 

adoption/adaptation procedures for curriculum development. The 1985 

survey highlighted the very substantial involvement of colleges in 

curriculum development and this agiMn served to emphasise how little 

use was being made of adoption/adaptation to meet 1new1 curriculum 

needs. Broad subject/study areas which had emerged as categories of 

curriculum development activity in the 1980/81 survey - Science-based 

Craft and Technology Studies , General Studies/SLS components of both 

1TraditlonaP Vocational Training and Vocational Preparation programmes . 

and Business and Management Studies - demonstrated that they 

continued to be foci of curriculum development activity In 1985. By 

this time . however, two further categories were assuming significance -

those of (I) Information Technology lli) Nursing and Caring Studies. 

It was noted that in 1985, about half the total curriculum development 

effort was focused in the Vocational Preparation area whl 1st much of the 

remaining SO\ of activity was In relatlon to 'Traditlonal1 Vocational 

Provision, The Vocation al Preparation area was dominated by YTS and 

CPVE Initiatives, whilst the Vocational Training area was characterized 

by developments, under the broad umbrella of BTEC. Other significant 

features of the curriculum devek>pment scene In 1985 was the growth or 

activi ty In respect of 'independent study programmes' (using. open 
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learning , self-study , computer-assisted methods) and the emphasis on 

'student-centred' learning , particularly in relation to student target 

groups whh 'special needs' (ethnic minorities, mentally or physically 

handicapped . and adults lacking basic literacy and numeracy skills). 

Curriculum situations In which adoption/adaptation was attempted in 

1985 were microcosms of the broader curriculum development scene 

represented by the findings of the first questionnaire of that year. 

The same broad study /subject areas represented the lcxl of 

adoption/adaptation activity. Three of these five broad areas had 

featured also In the 1980/81 survey ; this served to re -confirm 

Science-based Craft and Technology studies , General Studies/SLS (as 

part-courses) and Business and Management Studies as significant areas 

for curriculum development. Similarly , It was noted that , In 1985 , 

colleges were Involved In 1multlple1 curriculum development activities 

(278 colleges reported Involvement In a total of 955 

courses/progra1nmes). This was again evidenced in the second 

questionnaire of 1985 which yielded more detaik!d information about the 

curriculum activities of the 35 colleges which claimed to be using 

adoption/adaptation ( In a total of 57 courses/programmes I. 

On the basis of an examination of the 13 cases of adoption/adaptation 

attempts In 1980/81 and the 35 reported in~tances arising from the 1985 

survey, It appeared that whilst some teacher resource material had been 

produced to help tutors with the requirements of 1new1 courses (or 

element, or 'new• courses) . the predominant concern had been to 

provide 1tudent resource material. Thi, featured strongly In the 

General Studies/SLS area In 1980/81 and across the whole area of 

Vocational Preparation in 1985. In both Instances, tutors were faced 

with the need to have available large amounts of resource niaterlal for 
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student-centred , often individually negotiated study programmes , 

particularly In relation to YTS aid CPVE schemes. In 198S also , It was 

noted that both student learning and resource materials were being 

produced for adult training and re - training, particularly for short 

specialist courses In certain Industries - all using adoption /adaptatlcn 

as the major means of generating 'new• material. Some of these courses 

that were 'angled' towards 'special needs' groups were using the 

materials in 1independent learning• packages. Generally , therefore , In 

1985 , the materials produced by adoption/adaptaticn covered a broader 

spectrum of purposes than in 1980/81. 

The majority of adoptlcn/adaptatlon attempts had been carried out by 

tutors fDf" the purposes or their own teaching which placed the tutors 

In the combined role of 'currlculum devek>pers-as - lmplementers1
• There 

were some cited instances or curriculum materials being developed by a 

specially-convened group of tutors which had proven expertise in 

curriculum deve lopment work but in only one case was such a team 

constituted for the express purpose of practising adoption/adaptation. 

This exception was the group of FE teacher trainers who featured in 

the 1980 /81 survey as being responsible for the development of CGLI 

teacher resource material. using 'existing' materials from school -oriented 

Nuffleld and Schools Council science cu rriculum projects. 

As a general rule , practlticners of adoption/adaptation had come to use 

this s trategy because they had confidence In a particular se t (or se ts I 

of curriculum/resource materials which were perceived as having 

erfectlvely met some previously-experienced course/curriculum need. 

Thus, the •exis_tlng' materials used for adaptive work were. to a large · 

extent , a function of tutOf"s' previous teaching experience, as opposed 

to formal and deliberate exposure through, e .g . , staff deveilopment 
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programmes on the topic of adoption/adap tation as a s trategy for 

cu rriculum development. FE tutors who had previously taught in 

schools we re in a position to 'import' into the sector knowledge and 

exper ience of school-oriented materials. However, among FE staff who 

had not come In to contact with influences other than those within the 

FE sector Itself. there was a marked tendency to look no further than 

immedi ate past experience when seeking 'existing' materials for use In 

'new' courses/programmes. 

The use of materials originating ou tside the FE sector was not only 

shaped by professional circumstances and caree r patterns : It was also 

in par t , de termined by what was cu rrently available Inside the FE 

sector , Already by 1980/81 , the commercial market oHered an 

abundance of material in the SLS area and by 198S, national bodies 

such as the FEU and regionally-established resource banks were 

providing many resources for use in the vast growth area which had 

come to be known as Vocational Preparat ion . Given these favourable 

condit ions , curriculum developers. perhaps understandably. perceived 

no need to seek materials outside and beyond the con fines of the 

sector. In these si tuations . materials orlglnally produced for one 

sec tion or FE work (often the 1Tradltional1 Vocational Provision area) 

were 'trans ferred' and modified for use , usually in the Vocational 

Preparation programmes. The main thrust 
1
of adaptive work was 

therefore di rected towards modifying materials already oriented to a FE 

c lientele. This slluatlon may be contrasted with that pertaining In 

1980/81 where there was apparently a dearth of materials In 'related 

science' for tradltlonal vocational courses In Science-based Craft and 

Technology Studies . It Is unsurprising that . ~•Inst such a context. a 

group of teacher trainers. knowledgeable about the Nuffle ld and Schools 

Council science curriculum project materials. was engaged 111 the 
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large-scale modiflcatlai of school-or iented materials for use In FE. 

There was little evidence of ratlaial or systematic principles underlying 

the approach to adoption/adaptation. Curriculum developers applied 

In tuitively-derived notions of the needs of their students and of what 

counted as relevant and appropriate study content to the process of 

selecting from a 'pooP of available 1existlng' material. The Immediate 

concern was to Identify material which required little alteration , I. e • . to 

adopt . When this was not possible. modifications were made . However, 

In situations where the chosen 'existing' material did not adequately 

fulrll the course/cu rr iculum need (as In the case of perceived 

deficiencies In the material such as absence of essential content or 

redundancy), no attempt was made to search for. and 'track down' 

alternative materials. 

The 1980/81 and 1985 su rveys provided a number of important insights 

Into the general nature of adoption /adap tation work in the FE sec.tor. 

The chapter which follows builds on this understanding by analysing , 

In depth, a number of cases of adoption/adaptation in practice. 
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CHAPTER 6: IN -DEPTH ANALYSIS OF CASE - STUDY MATERIAL (I) 

Section 6. 0 : Introduction 

The description and explanation of the research design offered In 

Chapter 4 of this study discussed the two parts of the fieldwork . The 

Incidence and general nature of adoption/adaptation attempts In FE was 

the subject of Part I , the findings and conclusions from which were 

presented In the previous chapter. Part 11 of the research activi ty. 

however , was concerned with the special examination of a number of 

available cases of adoption/adaptation attempts within the theoretical 

framework explained in Chapter 3. The purpose of this chapter Is to 

present the analysis of these case-s tud ies and thereby explore the 

decisions which were taken dur ing the adoption/adaptation activity. the 

considerations which had a bearing on the decisions and the procedures 

used to carry out the work. Moreover , by using the framework as a 

'gauge' or 'reference' , statements may be made about which decisions 

were not taken, which fac tOf"s were not considered and which actions 

did not occur . 

The analysis of adoption/adaptat ion decision-mak ing In Chapter l was 

located within a predominantly theore tical framework which highlighted a 

number of major decision-making Issues concerning the choice of 
I 

adoption/adap tation as a strategy for curriculum development 

procedures for choosing , analyz ing and evaluating curriculum/resource 

mater ials and actions re lallng to the process or adaptation ~ !!· For 

the purpose of analyzing actual adoption/adaptation attempts , It was 

considered useful to formulate a se t of questions which focus on the 

specif ic Issues re lating to these broad areas, The follow ing , therefor e . 

are the questions wh ich are addressed to the case-s tudy m~terla1 : 
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1. How , and under what circumstances was the decision to adopt/adapt 

arrived at1 

2. What factors Influenced the choice of the curriculum/resource 

materials used for the adoption/adaptation work? 

3. What criteria were used for Judging the appropriateness of these 

materials? 

4. What were the various conditions to be met/satisfied by the 'new' 

materials? 

S. What character istics could be associated with the 

curriculum/resource materials chostn for the work? 

6. What actions/changes would theoretically have been deslrabte1 

7. What were the actual actions/changes that were recognized as 

necessary, and which were 'bypassed' or circumvented In some way 

so as to remove potential 'mismatch'? 

8. What , In brief . were the main adaptation activities actually 

undertaken? 

The case-study material is presented case by case In such a way that 

the analysis Is 'allchored' to the main decision Issues. Each case Is 

prefaced by a brief Introduction which contextualizes the 

adoption/adaptation attempt and which , In pointing to some of Its 

distinctive aspects , provlJes a ratlonale for Its Inclusion for analysis 

purposes, Information concerning the 'key' decision Issues Is then 
I 

presented, discussed and evaluated under sub-headings which are 

derived from the questions listed above. These sub-headings (and the 

questions to which they are linked) are as follows: 
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The decision to odopt/odapt (Question 11 

Factors In fluencing the choice or 'existing' mate rial s (Question 2) 

The appropriateness of 'existing' materials (Question l} 

Adaptation decisions and strategies (Questions 4,5 , 6,7 and 8 but 

see following paragraph for further elaboration) . 

Finally , at the end of each case, a brief r esume Is given of the salient 

features of the adoption/adap tation decisions and actions. 

Each case- study Is accompanied by a •gr id' (or matrix) which offer s, in 

tabular form . Information rela ting to Questions ii , 5, 6 , 7 and 8 (here a 

'telegramme' style has been adopted In order to reduce further the 

vol ume of prosel, More speclflcally, the g r ids provide 

( I) descriptive data relating to the characteristics and conditions 

of (al the 'existing' mater ials (Question 4) and fb) the 'new' 

materials {Question 5) ; 

fli) an analysis of the ac tions/changes which {a) from a theoretical 

poin t of view, would have been deslrable {Question 6) and 

(bl were actually recogn ized as necessary {see Question 7) . 

Each grid therefor e Is the 'match /mismatch' matrix which was presented 

and di scussed In detall In Chapter 3, appropr iately ex.tended for the 

pur pose of application to , and analysis of the case- s tudy materi al . 

The Information provided In the grids Informs the further analysis and 

' evaluat ion presented under 'Adaptat ion Decisions and Strategies' for 

each case, Here , the content, timing and characteristic features of the 

decisions taken, and the procedures/activities ac tually carried out In 

the conduct of the adaptive work, are appraised and di scussed from a 

rational/systematic point of view . This serves to Identify those 

decisions and actions which were 'bypa,sed' or circumvented ( see 

Question 71. or sl mpty not given consideration, As such , l,t 
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demonstrates the ex tent (or otherwlse l to which adaptive work In 

practice Is characterized by rationality . 

As Indicated above . a 'case-by-case' approach Is adopted ror the 

presentation or the analysis. The advantages of s uch an approach are 

that II 

(11 hlghllghts the significant , Interesting and Instructive features 

of the case ; 

(II) Illustrates the causal connections and 'cross- relatlonshlps' to be 

made between different dimensions of the decision-making 

process In relation to each case. 

However, It Is recognized that this approach does not readily permit 

one case to be compared with another , or allow . In as far as ll may be 

possible , more general conclusions to be arrived al from an overview of 

all the cases (or a number of diHerent cases l. A more global and 

comparative ana lys is of this kind Is therefore the subject of the 

following chapter (Chapter 7}. 

The cases presented here have been very broadly categorized by 

subject/study area and ordered as follows : 

General Studies/ Social and Life Skills/Basic Education 

Science, Mathematics and Technology 

Business Studies. 
I 

Table 6.1 overleaf gives outline details of the cases falling within each 

category In terms of the year in which the adaptive curriculum 

development work took place and Its purpose/topic -
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1. Background Information 

The setting for this adoption/adaptation attempt was the Catering 

Department within the Faculty of Business and Management Studies of a 

large College of Arts and Technology. The establishment of the 

Technicians' Education Council (TEC) had led to the Introduction of new 

courses/programmes, one of which was the Diploma In Hotel Catering 

and lnstltutlonal Management flevels I and Ill. The college was 

required to develop materials on the basis of educational Intentions laid 

down by TEC Into goals and objectives for the General and 

Communication Studies components of this programme, and to develop 

the college's own units within this component . It Is In relation to the 

development of one of these units that the adoption/adaptation activity 

took place . 

The tutor In charge of the development of the General and 

Communication Studies units approached the task from a knowledge and 

value position favourable to the adoption/adaptation of 'existing' 

materials . This had been established through Involvement In a 

college-based, curriculum-led staff development e,cerclse In which the 

'facilitator' had encouraged the perusal of 'existing' material for possible 

adoption/adaptation , Instead of Immediately 'embarking upon ~ lnltlo 

development. On the strength of this the tutor had familiarized 

herself with sets of curriculum/resource material held In the college's 

two libraries In the area, of food and beverage. 

It wlll be noted· from the grid Information relating to this case that the 

1new' materials were to be used In three two- hour teachlng/!earnlng 
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sessions with additional time for private study by the students. This 

small allocation of time to this particular aspect of the course hardly 

defines this adoption/adaptation exercise as a major one. Nevertheless . 

It Is Included ror analysis and discussion here because ll demonstrates 

how and why decisions may be changed during the adoption/adaptation 

process E!!. !!· 

2. The decision to adopt/adapt 

The tutor weighed up the possibilities and advantages or 

adoption/adaptation against those offered by ~ lnltlo development and 

decided that adoption/adaptation would be a more sensible strategy 

because (ll time for the develapment work was limited; (111 ~ lnltlo 

development put greater demands on curr iculum expertise. The 

decision to adopt/adapt was therefore an Informed choice, even though 

the range or possibilities and advantages considered may appear \\m\\ed. 

3. Factors Influencing the choice or 1exls tlng1 materials 

The tutor again consulted curriculu"/resource materials In her own 

possession and in the college libraries but did not extend the search to 

directories, Inventories and other sources of information. However, at 

the suggestion of her husband who was studying with the Open 

University (OU). she engaged In a brief ~xamlnatlon or a unit entitled 

'Consumer Behaviour' . part of the third level Technology course 'Food 

Production Systems' (T27ll which he had to hand . and decided to use It 

ror the 1new1 requirement. The choice of the OU unit , following a 

llmlted and fruitless search , may therefore be described as a piece of 

1serendlplly', ;ather than as 'Informed. 
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" · The approp r iateness or 'existing' materials 

The br ief scrutiny of the OU unit focused solely on Its subjec t 

matter and It was on the basis of rough comparability between this 

conten t and that anticipated for the 'new' programme that the decision 

about the suitabili ty of 'Consumer Behaviour' was made . No systematic 

•matching' was carr ied out between features of the two se ts of material 

(those In exis tence and those to be developed} and therefore no 

comparison was car ried out involving, e.g . . the type of material . the 

characteri stics of the target population . the organization and sequencing 

of content, learning outcomes , teaching approaches/ types of learning 

experience . It appeared that the tutor's relief In finding a se t or 

mater ials •which could be used In some way • (quote ) Inhibited reflective 

thinking about the large number of key features of the 'exis ting' 

material and about the likely effects of transposing these Into a 'new' 

educational setting. Thus . not only was the decision about 'sultablllty' 

taken on the basis of scant evidence but also no apparent thOt.Jght was 

given to the feasibility of us ing this particular unit of material . 

S. Adaptation decis ions and strategies 

The grid relating to this case (see pages 159 - 160} demonstrates that the 

tutor had given some thought to the type of material to be produced . to 

the character istics of the target papulatlori and to the nature of the 

subject matter for the 'new' course . However , no decisions were taken 

at the planning stage about a number of key features of this 'new' 

course, notably the teaching approaches, types of learning , the 

organization of content and the seque ncing of content (see B4 and B6 

in the grid}, ·The decision about teaching approaches/types of learning 

exper ience was only taken after the original decision to pr~uce 
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teachlng/learnlng materials was changed In favour of producing 

teacher resource and studen t resource materials Ins tead (B1). The 

decision about the organization and sequencing of content was not 

considered at any point of the development activity, despite the fact 

that the sequencing of self-study material Is highly Important to the 

In tellectual Integrity of the materials (B4 and C&f). 

The choice of lectures , group discussions and private study as 

Instructional strategies occurred during the adoption/adaptation process 

~ ~ (86) and appeared to be causally linked to the decision to 

produce teacher resource and student resource materi als. The teacher 

resource material provided Information for the teacher which could be 

transmitted easily and effectively to s tudents through the lecture 

method. The decision to devise student resource material consisting of 

worksheets and discussion sheets c learly shaped the decision to use 

lndlvldual private study and group work, 

The decision to produce resource mate r ials rather than learning 

materials was taken after It became clear to the tutor that the 

adaptation task involved would be onerous and demanding. In order to 

avoid undertaking such a task , she changed the original specification 

and divided the material Into •more dlfflcul\l and ' less difficult• 
I 

categories. The designation of the •more difficult' as teacher resource 

material obviated the need for the substantial modification which would 

have been required had the material been for s tudent consumption ( as 

A2 and B2 Indicate, there was a high degree of 'mismatch' In relation to 

the target population). Moreover . adaptation was avoided by 

'augmenting' the tex t of the work - and discuss ion sheets to re-or ient 

the materials so that they could take up Issues of controver,y and 

ethics. 
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Despite the strategies that were employed to effectively slde· step 

adaptation procedures , some modification of the 'existing' materlals was 

undertaken as a deliberate choice. This was In situations where . for 

educational reasons , It was seen as Important that students acquired 

particular Items of JnfOf"matlon or had particular learning experiences In 

Individual Of" group settings . Adjustments to the materials through 

re·wrlting were aimed at reducing the complexity or the conceptual 

content and Its presentation (02. 05 and 06l and It seems likely that 

these adaptation procedures also served to accommodate the 

consequences of 1fragmenting' the highly structured OU text , with Its 

many forward and back references , and Its strict ordering of 

Information Items and associated learning activities (C4). However, as 

'mismatch' with respK.t to sequencing was not Identified by the tutor , It 

was obviously not an issue which was overtly addressed In the 

adaptation process. Thus any modification which accommodated this 

area of 'mismatch1 was the result of a 1happy accident 1
, 

6. Summary 

A number of key features of the 'new1 requirement was not worked out 

before engaging on the adoption/adaptation process and the appraisal of 

the Open University unit Involved only a cursory examination based on 

' one feature (viz. , b road study content). The feaslblllty of modifying 

the material was not given prior consideration and It was only after the 

start of the adoption/adaptation work that the size or the task bK.ame 

apparent to the tutor, The solution she adopted was to change the 

'original' spK.lflcatlon which defined not only the format of the 'new' 

materials bul also the teaching approaches/types of learning experience. 



Further 'mismatch' between the now-changed specification for the 'new' 

materials and the Open University unit was accommodated by a mixture 

of adoption . adaptation and 'augmentation' strategies. Although there 

was some consideration of the educational consequences of using one 

strategy or another, the main intention was to minimize the amount of 

modification carried out to the materials. No appreciation was 

registered of the special dlfflcultles Involved In adapting highly 

structured materials for a different use In a different educational 

context, and It appeared that the 'mismatch' arising from this was 

remedied by 'default' . 

Case R 

1. Background Information 

An Interdepartmental team had been se t up by senior management at 

thi s college to teach Soclal and Life Skills rSLS) In a range of Basic 

Education and Vocational Preparation programmes, The tutor involved 

In this particular adoption/adaptation attempt was new to the college 

and to FE teaching . His task was to Interpret and operationalize a 

broad college-devised policy statement concerning the SLS teaching of 
I 

handicapped students (mentally and/or physically and/or emotionally 

disturbed). Thi s policy statement specified broad educational Intentions 

and broad con tent areas. The college had not previously catered on 

any large scale for a student target group with these characteristics In 

the SLS area . Thi s case has been chosen for analysis here because It . 

Illustrates the Importance of assessing the feaslblllty of carrying out 

adaptation activities In the light of the characteristics of the 'new' 

requirement and the lnstltutlonal conditions which prevail. 
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2. Decision to adopt/ adapt 

~ lnltlo deve lopment was being considered by the tutor, However . he 

had only limited exper ience or curriculum development work and asked 

the author or th is s tudy for help In generat ing mater ials for the 'new• 

courses/programmes, It was sugges ted to him that he considered the 

possibility of adapting 'existing' mater ial s. This he decided to do. 

3. Factors Influencing the choice of 'exis ting' materials 

The tutor conducted a limited search for 'existing' ma terial , In the 

college library but did not find anything which he considered suitable 

In terms of broad content area. The author sugges ted some materials 

from 'Exp loration Man' which treated the topic of stigma and prejudice 

and made these materials avallable to the tutor for scrutiny. Having no 

other 'existing' materials at hi s disposal , the tutor decided to adapt 

units from 'Exploration Man'. Thus the search for 'existing' mater ials 

was not widened and the 'Exploration Man' mater ials were 'chosen' by 

'default'. 

q. The appropriateness of 'existing' materials 

In choosing the units from 'Exp loration Man\, no account was taken of 

the high degree of precision provided by the 'original' curriculum 

developer in relation to the different features (curricular and 

con tex tual) and the high rtegree or s tructuring built Into the design of 

these materials. No consideration was given to the substantlal 

differences In the characteristics of the 'new' target population compared 

with that for which 'Exploration Man' was designed , or to t~e teaching 

approach(es)/type(s) of learning experience (these were not 
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pre-speclriedl or to the difference In teaching time requirement. 

Appropriateness was judged solely In terms of the broad comparability 

of content/subject matter after a cursory examination of the 'Exploration 

Man' units. Thus a significant number of features 'flagged' extensive 

degrees of 1mlsmatch' but these were not picked up by the tutor. 

Consequently no consideration was given to tile feaslblllty of 

undertaking the adaptation task. 

5. Adaptation decisions and strategies 

It Is noted from the grid information accompanying this case (see pages 

166-167} that the tutor approached the curriculum development task 

with the characteristics of the student target population In mind (82) 

and with the Idea that the teaching/learning would address the Issue of 

stigma and prejudice, with reference to race {Bl} over a period of 

10 - 15 hours (871, However . no consideration was given to a number of 

Important features viz,. the type of material to be produced (Bl), the 

organisation and sequencing of content (BIil, the learning outcomes 

(85) and the teaching approach(es}/types(s) of !earning experience 

(B6). Decisions concerning these features were taken after the start of 

the adaptation activity (B1 , 86) and were Influenced by the extent of 

•mismatch' perceived with respect to the target population and by the 

' strategies developed to overcome this 'mismatch'. 

The grid Indicates that the decision to select appropriate Information 

Items and learning activities from 1Exploratlon Man' for Incorporation Into 

worksheets and reading exercises was a response to the perceived scale 

of the 'mismatch• fB 1) and was obviously viewed by the tutor as a 

strategy fol" !"educing the modification task, However , whll.s t the 

Informed selection, based on criteria of relevance , from a set of 
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materials may errecllvely reduce the need to modify , the tutor decided . 

dur ing the course or this activity, that he had underestimated the size 

or the adaptation task and that the content Items , once selected , would 

need to undergo substantlal moctlrlcatlon before they could be 

incorporated Into the proposed reading sheets and worksheets . He 

therefore developed additional st rategies designed to reduce further the 

scale of the adaptation activity. 

This Involved the differentiation or the 'Exploration Man' material In 

terms of the cognitive demands It placed on s tudents . Material 

perceived as 'less dlfflcult ' was adap ted for student use by re- writing . 

using shorter sentences and simpler grammatical st ructures , and by 

some 'augmentation1
• The 'more difficult' mater ial was, however I not 

adapted for student use but Ins tead became defined as 1teacher resource 

material' by the tutor's decision to use ll dlrec\ly 1.e. , to adop\ \\ , as a 

source or Information for himself (D1, Dl), 

Whils t the designation of 'more difficult' material as teacher resource 

material e ffectively avoided the substantial adaptation task which would 

have been necessary to render the material suitable for student use, 

the decision had implications for the teaching approach . This was 

because the con tent Items contained In the now - teacher resource 

material required mediation by the teacher it classroom level In order to 

be acquired and learned by the students. The tutor decided that the 

prese ntation of this material called for some dld
0

actlc classroom teaching , 

even though he considered that this approach was not well suited to the 

characteristics and needs of this target populatlon (B6), 
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6. Summary 

This case points to the Implications of choosing a particular set of 

materials for use In a 'new' context when Insufficient attention Is 

devoted, at the scrutiny stage, to differences between the 'existing' 

materials and those required for the 'new' course/programme. The tutor 

committed himself to using the 'Exploration Man' materials because he 

perceived no alternative , and It was only at a later stage, when he 

addressed hlmself to the adaptation task llself, that the full Impact of 

the 'mismatch' relating to the student target population, and the 

necessary scale of the modification exercise . became apparent to him. 

In an attempt to minimise the adaptation task, many decisions relating 

to 1key' features of the 'new' materials were taken by 'default'. The 

nature of these 'new' materials was shaped not by choices built Into any 

specification of what was required, but as a result or trying to 

overcome 'mismatch' problems with an economy of effort. In this way. 

dec isions such as those relating to the type or material to be generated , 

the !earning outcomes and the teaching approach(esl/type{s) or learning 

experience were causally connected to the extensive 'mismatch' observed 

In relation to the targe t population. 

Had decisions relating to these 'key' aspects of the 1new' materials been 

made before the conduct of the scrutiny anct had the scrutiny been 

organized on the basis of a careful 'matching' or all features with those 

of the 'Exploration Man' materials, the nature of the 'mismatch' and the 

actions necessary to Its removal could have been noted at an early 

stage. It would then have been possible to decide just how manageable 

and feasible the ' adaptation exercise would be, and to consider 

alternative 'routes' fe.g. , a rnore ex tended search for sultable materials 

for adoption/adaptation or ~ lnltlo development . perhaps lnvolvlng 
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cotlaboratlve work with a colleague In view of the tutor' s lack of 

experience In curriculum development. 

Case C 

1. Background Information 

The college , a large one in the Inner-city area of London . had been 

asked by the MSC to offer a range of courses In Basic Education for a 

target group hitherto not catered for by the college . viz •. those with 

no. or only low-level leaving qualifications, who were unemployed and 

vocationally uncommitted and whose mother-tongue was not English. 

The need to respond to the educational requirements of this 1new' 

student papulatlon was Initially articulated at LEA level and had 

resul ted in the establishment of a curriculum development project 

responsible for producing resource materials for such s tudents. These 

materials had been made available to a11 colleges In the ILEA area. 

The case Is of Interes t because It demonstrates the Influence of this 

large regional project (which produced purpose-built resource materials 

for courses such as the ones being developed at this college) on 

adoption /adaptation decision-making at lnstliutlonal level. 

l, The decision to adopt/adapt 

The response to the 1new' requirement was staged against the context of 

the work of the ' ILEA FE Curriculum Project which was producing an 

abundance or material for student target populations with characteristics 

outlined above. Moreover , the tutor Involved In the 'new' development 
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had previously taught English In secondary schools and was 

knowledgeab le about a var ie ty of tex t -books and curr iculum /resou rce 

materials aimed at the school sector. She was not I In general, 

favourably disposed to adaptation work, arguing that it was 

'time-consuming' and that, because or the quantity of readily available 

curriculum/resource materials, she was looki ng primarily for mater ia l 

which could be used directly or which required only minimal adap tation, 

For the same reasons, she did not consider ~ ~ development to be 

a very attractive proposition either, Thus an .! ~ commitment was 

made to use adoption wherever possible , as a strategy for curriculum 

development. 

l. Factors Influencing the choice or 'existing' materials 

The tutor visited the resoure bank se t up by the FE Curriculum Projec t 

and carefully scrutinized the range of resource materials avallable for 

Basic Education. She also searched the library at her college. As a 

result of an extensive search , she chose a range of materials which she 

considered to be suitab le In terms or the following criter ia (I) the 

linguis tic and cultural characteristics of the student target population; 

(II) the study areas/topics which were to be covered ; (III) the desired 

learning outcomes and the nature of the 'new' educational context 

(one-to-one teaching/learning situations) . l'hus , In choosi ng from the 

pool of materials available, the tutor was Involved In 'matching' key 

features of the 'new' specification with the natu re of 'existing' materials. 

4. The appropriateness of 'exis ting• materials 

Arter meeting the student target group, discussing with them on an 

lndlvldual basi s their learning needs and negotiating with them the 
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detalls of their learning In future sessions fwl thln the framework or the 

chosen topics and Intended learning outcomesl. the tutor conducted a 

further, more extensive scrutiny of the chosen materials. This time, 

on the basis or notes she had taken during the In terview with each 

student. she checked fM 'mismatch' between the demands of the selected 

material and the ablllty (in terms of comprehension and reading levels} 

of the student. During this secOl'ld , more detailed scrutiny therefore , 

the 'matching' process was focused on Individual needs within the 

student target papulatlon and, In so doing, the tutor was able to 

Identify, with great precision, the locl or 'mismatch'. 

5. Adaptation decisions and strategies 

The grid fsee pages 173-17til Indicates that although the same set of 

materials was chosen for all students l A 1l, modlf lcat1ons were carried 

out where necessary , I.e., when the material was seen as 'too 

demanding' Un terms of comprehension and readi ng levelsl for an 

Individual student f021. In this way, students had the satisfaction of 

following a common programme but one which was finely tuned to 

Individual abilities. Modifications to the selec ted materials were made 

by re-writing texts to make them more easily understood by students 

whose command of English was poor ro2, 051. 

4.daptatlon procedures were also carried out to accommodate the 

Individualized nature of the learning context. viz . , the student working 

on his/her own or In a one-to-one setting with the tutor. Ac tivities 

requiring the co-operation of other students. e .g., role -playing and 

group discussion, were dele ted, although In some cases discussion 

topics were retained for tutM-s ludent Inte ractions (06l. 
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6, Summary 

It is noted that some of the lmpor t1nt decision - making Issues normally 

associated with adoption/adaptation do not present themselves In this 

case-study. This ls because this adoption/adaptation exercise was 

conducted against the background of a large regional curriculum 

development project. the task of which was to assess the curriculum 

needs of student target populations such as the one described In this 

case and to design appropriate resource materials which could be used 

In programmes to meet these needs . Thus , broad consideration had 

already been given to Intended learning outcomes , relevant study 

content and the creation of appropriate conditions for student-centred 

learning , and to ways In which such considerations could be reflected 

In the design or 1new' materials. In this sense , many 'key• decisions 

which typically form part of an adoption/adaptation exercise had already 

been taken outsi de the co11egc and outside the parameters or this 

pa,·tlcu lar case . 

The adoption/ adaptation work undertaken In the college therefore 

rep resents a second phase of this large-scale operation at regional 

level , It demonstrates how decision-making In relation to the scrut iny. 

'matching' and modification of chosen materials may be undertaken at 
I 

lnstltutlonal level In a careful and systematic way to achieve an even 

finer deg ree of tuning with the needs of Individual students on a 

par 1lc1 Jlar programme In a particular college. 

Fina lly, II may be sugges ted that the tutor's negative atlltude towards . 

adaptat ion (and Indeed~ lnltlo development too) and her! e!.!2!:J. 

commitment to adoption Is more convlnclngly l)(Plalned by rererence to 

the abundance and avallablllty of purpose~bulll malerlals , ra ther than 
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by reference to an objective appraisal of the s trengths and weaknesses 

of adaptation as a s trategy for curriculum development . 

Case D 

1. Background Information 

The Community Education (CE) Section or the Open University (OU) 

Initiated contact with a national body with respooslblllty for research 

and staff/curriculum develapment In Further Education , suggesting that 

curriculum and resource materials produced by CE (and undergraduate 

sections of the Universltyl could be used directly or, after 

modification , lo meet educational and curricular needs arising In FE. 

These ' needs', however , were no\ \nit\e\ly defined ~ the underlying 

premise seemed to be that whatever the nature of the need (yet to be 

Identified), there would Inevitably be suitable material within the very 

wide range of 1pack ages' developed over the years by the OU , which 

could, in some way, be used. 

This approach from CE was made at a time when the notion of 

'curriculum negotiation' was a fashionable one In FE circles, Despite the 

confusion which surrounded the precise me~nlng of the term , It was 

nevertheless encountered frequently In the rhetoric or the Manpower 

Services Commission's documentation, and in relation to the development 

or programmes/courses In the rthen) 'new' area of Vocational 

Preparation. Notwithstanding deflnltlonal problems. there was 

agreemen t that, . under the 'umbrella' or Vocational Preparation , a 

student should be Involved In the Identification of a 

programme's/course1s content. that the student under the tUtor 's 
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guidance, would Identify skills and knowledge Items which he/she 

needed to acquire/develop, and that the course content would, In this 

sense, be 'negotiated. 

After discussion between the OU and the national FE body , it was 

decided to es tabli sh a project which had two broad purposes . viz. , 

( I) to Investigate the process of re - using 'existing' OU materials 

by Identifying material which might be relevant either In Its 

current or adapted form, to further education staff 

development needs In the curriculum area or negotiation ; 

(ill to produce a 'package' or suitable materials which could be 

released for general use. 

It is noted , therefore, that the undertaking by CE to make readlly 

available l\s many courses, \eac.h\ng 'pec.kegcs1 and resource 'pack•' was 

1matched' to a possible need for teachers In FE to be better Informed 

about the nature and process of 'curriculum negollation1
• In so doing . 

a 'marriage or convenience' was brought about between these two 

phenomena and a 'new' requirement was, In this sense contrived, rather 

than being a genuine need. Thus . this case does not portray 

decisions/actions which arose from the Identi fication of a 'new' need In 

the conventional way. but rather a requirement, Imposed by an 

Institution with an interest In promoting Its 1own products, to 

Investigate the possible re-use of such materials in a different 

educational context. The 'need' to which this Investigation was coupled 

played a clearly subordinate and Inconsequential role in this particular 

exercise . 
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2. The decision to adapt/adapt 

The 'decision' arose from the ! e!.!2!:.!_ commitment , Imposed on the 

curriculum developer I to use OU materials to meet a need which, at the 

start or the exercise, had yet to be established. Given the 

circumstances of vested Interest and the absence or any genuine , 

clearly Identified 'need' , !2 lnltlo development could not be a 

consideration. 

3. Factor's Influencing the choice of 'existing• materials 

The obligation to use OU materials ( and predominantly those produced 

by the CE Section) was part or the pr'e-conditlons or the 

adoption/adaptation attempt. Whilst, under' the ter"ms or this 

commitment , \here •as an apparence of choice ~ \his range, the 

,-eallty was that a quite considerable number of sets/ 1packages1 or 

mater"lal pr'oved (for various complicated managerial and loglstlc reasons) 

to be lnaccesslble or dlrficult to obtain. This effectively Imposed a 

further set of constraints on the 'pool' of material which could be 

appraised. Thus 'choice' was defined not In terms of the tix tenl of any 

search for 'existing' mater"lals but In terms of those materials to which 

the curriculum developer was allowed access. 

q, The appropriateness of 'existing' materials 

Against the contex t of an enforced union between available OU materials 

and the Identification of materials for FE staff development In 

curriculum negotiation, the curriculum developer recognized that crlter li 

for appraising the appropriateness or 'existing' material needed to be 

es tabllshed. She was however conscious or the wide-spread° uncertainty 
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about the precise meaning, In operational terms , of 'curriculum 

negotiation' and recognized that any criteria of •appropriateness' which 

she might develop for the selection of materials could, and probably 

would. be a subject of criticism . Moreover , the composition and 

characteristics of the FE group which was to be the target of the 

adoption/adaptation attempt, were unclear. To complicate the Issue 

further , no precise educational Intentions underlying the development 

had been established. 

To solve these problems . the curriculum developer decided to adopt a 

derJnltion of curiculum negotiation suggested by a colleague , viz. , 

••• •Identifying the skills and experience or the student , 
exploring the range or opportunities that are available and 
seeking , through discussion (Involving all the participants) to 
achieve a 'best fit', having due regard to the Inevitable constraints 
that will be met•. (Miller . 1982) 

The processes which were Identified In this definition were then 

operationalized by the curr lculum developer In terms of competences 

which she considered could be grouped under headings such as 

•communication skills•, •social skills•, •management skills' , etc . On 

this basis, material was selected in terms or the perceived 

appropriateness of Its broad subject/study content to the development 

of such skills. 

I 
An lnltlal SCl"u tlny was conducted In which all and any material which 

appeared In some way to be related to, 01" Imply the development of 

these skills, was set aside for ful"ther consideration . A second 

scrutiny was then carried out In which a conscious effort was made to 

clarify Intentions about (ll the form/format of the 'new' materials; ( ii) 

the learning outcomes to be achleved;(illl the detalls of the tal"get 

population and (Iv) the nature of the study content. 
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Making decisions abrut the features of the materials to be developed !!! 

tandem with the scrutiny of OU materials Inevitably resulted In such 

decision - making being overly Influenced by the nature of the 'existing' 

OU materials. The curriculum developer decided, for instance , that the 

mode of presenting the materials would 'mirror' that conventionally 

demonstrated In many OU materials . viz • . a modular . activity- based , 

self-assessed mode. Moreover , the target group for the 'new' materials 

was defined as 1heterogeneous'. consisting of FE staH who would 

necessarily differ In terms of backgrounds , extra- teaching duties , prior 

experience, Intellectual abilities , knowledge and understanding of 

Vocational Preparation students, etc . This has to be compared with the 

similarly heterogeneous target for CE materials , which cater for wide 

varieties In prior knowledge, ablllty and Interests . Finally , the 

problem of specifying the learning outcomes with any precision proved 

to 'oe too d\ff\cu\\ 'oecause of \he wide differences in the target 

population . These were therefore merely stated In terms of broad skills 

to be acquired. 

s . Adaptation decisions and strategies 

The adaptation 'decisions' and assoc.lated s trategies Indicated In the grid 

{see pages 181-182) must be seen as mechanisms for coping with the 

difficulties of the curriculum development t1Sk as It presented Itself , 

rather than as adaptation decisions and s trat egies as defined In this 

study . Whilst a common (ormat of modules/units of information, based 

on topics such as 1communlcatlon', 'management', etc., was Imposed on 

the OU materi als (A 1). and fea tures charac teristic of distance education 

materials were r.emoved (Altl , It was recognized that it would be 
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impossible to generate materials which ( I) had clearly defined learning 

outcomes;{II) had a widely-acceptable study content ;(ill) were 

finely-tuned to the needs of such a 'mixed' target group (BS , B3 and 

82). Thus , further modifications were not carried out to the chosen 

materials. 

In order to ratlonallse the decision not to proceed further with the 

adaptive exercise, the tutor argued that 

( I) learning outcomes could be articulated by tuto.-s afte.- they 

had been exposed to the chosen Information Items and could 

form a basis for exchange and discussion with othe.- tuto.-s : 

(Ill the tutor using the materials could, with the aid of a 

self asessment schedule (which was developed to accompany 

the units/modules of the the staff development 'pack'). assess 

his/he.- own learning needs and make further appropriate 

selections from the materlal. 

6. Summary 

This case cannot be regarded r!- Illustrative of adaptation in the sense 

in which It is defined In this study , viz •. where actions were taken to 

modify 'existing' materials in response to a clearly Identifiable curricular 

need. On the cont.-a.-y. this cur.-Jculum development , although defined 
I 

as an adaptation attempt by the OU , the FE body , and the curriculum 

developer herself , demonstrates the reverse of the 'classical' model 

because It concerns a situation In which a cur.-lculum 'package', coupled 

to a contrived need, sought a 'consumer'. This distinction Is important 

because the lack of success of the development arguably arises not as a· 

consequence of necessarily lncOl"rect or Inappropriate actions on the 

part of the currlculum developer , but because the cons traints arising 
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from this artlUclally created situation proved overwhelming. 

All 'decisions' and related actions which reatured In this particular 

exercise arose from attempts to confront and negotiate these difficulties. 

The obligation to generate a 'product' or some kind forced decisions to 

be taken about certai n features of the 'new' requirement . However, 

continuing uncertainty about the precise nature of the materials , the 

target group and the purposes to which the materials were to be put 

resulted In the adoption or a 'compromise' position In which such 

reatures could only be broadly defined. The outcome was a se t or 

materials which required further 'fine tuning' at the Implementation level 

and placed the curriculum developer under an obligation . as she 

perceived , to justify this 'decision'. The e.5!!!. ~ rallonallzatlon which 

she orrered served to mask the problematic assumptions which underlay 

this particular project. 

Case E 

l, Background Information 

Thi s adoption/adaptation attempt took place In a large College or Arts 

and Technology and Involved the Head of the Depar tment or Science and 
1 

Humanities working collaboratively with a member of s taf r from the 

Mathematics and Computing Department. 

The task facing the curr iculum developers was to des ign a 

MSC-spon sored cour se entitled •software and Technlcal Documentation• 

which would Ins truct s tudents In the art of writing technical literature, 

In documentatlng software and In communicating with a lay readership 
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about technical products. At the time the research was conducted. the 

course was unique and was recruiting on a nation-wide basis . It was 

seen as Important by college starr and the MSC because It served to 

remedy the shortage or people who could write technical literature and 

counteract an existing trend of drawing engineers and scientis ts Into 

the writing of such literature when , arguably. they could be used more 

effectively by deploying their skills In the areas for which they had 

been tra ined. The locating of this course at this particular college was 

seen as logical as there were a number of software houses and high 

technology companies In the area . 

The course was mainly devoted to computing , systems analysis and 

microprocessors, although approximately a quarter of the total time was 

spent on technical communication and a quarter on the Impact of science 

and technology on society . It Is In th is latter area that the 

adoption/adaptation wor k reported here took place. 

The tutor involved In the development (the Head of the Department of 

Science and Technologyl had extensive knowledge of a wide range of 

curriculum/resource materials, particularly those emanating from 

secondary school curriculum projects , having worked In schools prior to 

teaching In FE . He had had substantial previous lnvotvement In 

college- Initiated curriculum development and, as Head of Department , 
I 

was In the s trong position of being able to arrange appropr iate 

condl tlons for his own development work . 

The work reported here, however , may not be seen as cons titut ing an 

adaptation exercise In the full sense . This Is because resource 

materials were used to meet the 'new' requirement and these , 

characteristically, leave unspecified a number of features which , by 
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definition. cannot be affected by the adaptation task ( this Issue was 

discussed In Chapter 3 of this study). Nevertheless, this case Is seen 

as useful because It demonstrates the nature and source on constraints 

which may operate on the adaptation process . 

2. The decision to adopt /adap t 

No consideration was given to !!!. ~ development because an ! ~ 

commitment was adopted at the planning stage of the new course to use 

the materials from the 'Science in Society' project.. Thus. It was the 

determination to use these particular materials which necessarily defined 

the development task as an adoption /adaptation attempt . 

3. Factors shaping the choice of 'existing' materials 

No search was conducted for alternative sou rces of ma te r ials . The 

tutor had been involved In the writing of the 'Science 1,, Society' 

materials and in thei r trials . He had detalled knowledge or the 

materials . had them in his possession and was anxious to use them in 

the 1new1 course . The 'choice• was therefore not made a a result of a 

'matching' of the 'new' requirement with the 'existing' mater ial!; rather , 

the influence which the 'Science In Socie ty' materials had been allowed 

to exert at the planning stage of the 'new\ course eroded 'choice' and 

made the use of !liUCh materials certain and Inevi table . 

q. The appropriateness of 'existing' material s 

The rat ionale offered by the tutor was In terms of fll thei r sub jec t 

matt er ; (II) their flexlbll lty . Their subject matter was seen as highly 

relevant to the attainment of the s tated learning outcomes whilst their 
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flexibility enabled them to be used In a variety or ways and In 

conjunction with a range or teaching approaches . Both these factor-s 

•ere articulated as advantages because they served to minimise the 

adaptation task, Appr0prlateness was ther-efor-e conceived along two 

dimensions : congruence between the 'new' requirement and the 1exlstlng1 

materials. and the ease with which the need for student material could 

be met. 

S. Adaptation decisions and strategies 

The grid (see pages 188-189) demonstrates that the tutor, In 

Identifying the features of the 'new' requirement . gave thought to the 

characteristics of the target population and the learn ing outcomes to be 

achieved and that he selected Items of content from the 'Science in 

Society' materials with these considerations in mind, However, in two 

Instances viz, . name/ type of material for- the 'new' requirement and the 

organization and sequencing of the 'new' content (see 81 and 84). no 

specification of key factors occurred because the ! .e!.!.2!.! commitment to 

using these particular mater ial s resulted In a tacit endorsement or their 

format and their princ iples for the organization of study content. 

Thus. failure lo specify in advance certain 'key' features of the 'new' 

requirement created a situation In which such features were Inevitably 

shaped and defined by the underlying phl~os0phlcal principles of the 

1exlstlng' materials. 

Whilst a strong commitment to the ethos of a particular set of 'existing' 

materials may result (as In thi s case) In some decisions occurring by 

'default', it Is equally evident that where resource materials are being · 

used as the source of 'existing' material s, there are decisions relating to 
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'key' reatures or the 'new' requirement which have to be taken at an 

early stage or the adoption/adaptation exercise . This Is because the 

nature or resource materials Is such that no specification Is given about 

'key' aspects or their implementation conditions (A6 , A7 and A8), 

Under these circumstances , decisions have to be made about reatures or 

the 'new' requirement which are not describable either as a function or 

the!.~ commitment nor as 'derault' decisions. The grid shows that 

the choices made relating to the teaching approaches/types or learning 

experience, the teaching time requirement and Its organization , and 

resource requirements or the 'new' course , rall into this category or 

decision-making. The decisions about the teaching approaches/types of 

!earning experience appear to have been Influenced predomlnantly by a 

recognition of the mixed ability and varied experience of the target 

population , and by a concern to allow students a degree of control over 

the way in which they attained the desired learnlng outcomes . The 

specification of the resource requirements Is a consequence of the 

teaching approaches/learning experiences decision. 

As already noted, 'mismatch' does not, and cannot occur where features 

of the 'existing' materials are not specified. However . resource 

mater ials necessarily specify. albeit In broad terms , the characteristics 

of the target population, the subject/study area. its content and 

organization, and desired learning outcomes. In this particular case . 
I 

'mismatch' was perceived predominantly In terms of the characteristics or 

the targe t paputatlon (D21 but the Intimate rela tionsh ip between these 

character istics , the nature or the learning outcomes and the subject 

matter , Inevitably resulted In degrees or 'mismatch' along these two 

rurther dimensions (03 and DSl . The management or •mismatch' 

therefore constitutes an area for analysis and comment. 
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The grid demonstrates that 'mismatch' was accommodated by the 

combined use of two strategies : 

{I) the Judicious selection of a number of appropriate content 

Items from a wider range . and the rejection of the 

remainder ; 

(Ill the supplemen tation of the chosen Items of content by 

additional Items of material ra} adopted from other sources 

and {b) developed !!?_ !!?.!!!.!?· 

Thus. no attempt was made to develop and use adaptation procedures In 

the real sense. 

The case demonstrates that the planning and design of a 'new' 

course/programme against the context of a strong commitment to use a 

particu lar set of 'existing' material s results In a failure to consider the 

full range of avallable options, and allows the characteristics of the 

'existing' mater ials to dictate aspects of the 'new' requirement. No 

search was conducted ror suitable alternallve 'existing' materials and the 

Issues of whether the 'Science In Society' materials were Indeed 

appropriate for the 'new' course and how feasible It was to use them, 

were never raised because the assumption that they would be used was 

built into the design of the course. The willingness to allow the 
1 

philosophy of 'Science In Society' to be Imposed on. and Incorporated 

into decisions relating to certain 'key' features of the course and Its 

associated s tudent materials conver ted a number of potentially 

significan t 'decisions' Into 'non·declslons' or decisions arrived at by 

'default' . 
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The fact that 1Science In Society• materials are resource materials and do 

not specify the conditions of their Implementa tion, nevertheless Implied 

that a policy of 1non -declsion making' could not be maintained In relation 

to all features of the 'new1 requirement In this respect . there was 

evidence of a more rigorous approach In which a careful 1matching' of 

the 'existing' materials and the 'new' requirement took place. The case 

bears witness to the close. Interdependent relationships which exist 

among and between curricular and contextual features , and the way in 

which interventions to compensate 'mismatch' along one dimension 

inevitably have causal effects necessitating 'mismatch1 adjustment activity 

along other dimensions. 

Finally, it Is noted that one of the attractions of the 'Science In Society' 

materials was their flexibility of use which was seen as minimizing the 

necessity of making substantial changes to the materials. This 

preoccupation with what might be termed 'curriculum avoidance'. i.e •. 

the r eluctance to become involved in ex tensive re- writing/re-adjustment 

of the materials , was further evidenced by the strategies undertaken to 

compensate for 'mismatch' . These Involved both adoption and 

1augumentatlon' rthe addition of components developed !!2_ initio) but not 

adaptation as defined In this study. The tutor claimed that re-writing 

was less expedient and less appropriate as a means of compensating for 

'mismatch'. 
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1. Background Information 

The curriculum development work featured here was undertaken by a 

small group of FE teacher trainers as a response to changes taking 

place In the teaching of science and mathematics In schools In the 

1960s , and to the need to reflect these changes In the content and 

organization or teaching In these subject areas at FE level. Against 

this context , it was felt advisable to design a Foundation Course for 

Craft and Technician students , roughly equivalent In standard to 'O' 

level . Involving aspects of Chemistry, Biology . Physics and 

Mathematics. This was Intended to provide students coming Into FE 

(who had been taught by a wide variety of methods In school) with a 

common base from which to pursue a range of different vocational 

cour ses . 

This case was a very early attempt at the generation of materials to 

meet a 'new' perceived need through adoption/adaptation, Although the 

development took place many years before the fieldwork for the 

Investigation was conducted . it was possible to re-construct , through 

talking to the members of the curriculum team and through the use of 

documentation produced at the time of the work. the decisions taken 
I 

and procedures adopted. It Is Included here because It demonstrates a 

rational and sys tematic approach to adoption/adaptation by highly 

experienced curriculum developers. 
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2. The decision to adopt/adapt 

No consideration was given to !!:!, .!.!!.W2 development. This was because 

the curr iculum deve lopment team ( I) had ex tensive and de ta iled 

knowledge or a wide range or curriculum resource matei-lals emanat ing 

from school-oriented pi-ojects;(II) wished to acquain t FE teache i- s with 

the content or some or these matei-lals so that they had a better 

undei-standlng or the school science expei-lence or their students. For 

these i-easons. there was an ! .ed2!:! commitment to adopt/adapt 

school -or-lented science and mathematics matei-lals. 

3. Factors lnrluenclng t h e choice or 'existing' materials 

The cui-rlculum developmen t group had In Its possession 

curriculum /resource mate r ials from a large number or British and 

American science and mathematics pi-ojects . It considered that a carerul 

se lec tion of mater ia ls appropriate to the Intended learning outcomes and 

the characteristics of the t arget population could pi-ovlde s tudents with 

a common base of know ledge and exped ence which would act as a 

1spr lngboard1 into a range of craft and technician courses, No search 

for mater ials was undei-taken because the development team was already 

ex tremely knowledgeable about , and had Immediate access to a large 

'pool' of materials for scrutiny , This scru
1
tiny was conducted after the 

charac teri s tics and condl lions of the 'new' requiremen t had been worked 

out In de tal l, 

~. The appropriateness of 'exlstln91 materials 

The scrutiny of materlal s was careful and sys tematic. It focused on the 

ex tent of 'match' and 'mismatch' between the range of 'exlsttng' materials 



on offer and the sought ·for features/conditions of the 'new' mater ials In 

terms of (IJ learning outcomes ; (II ) characteristics of student targe t 

g roup; ( Ill) subject matter : f Iv} organization and sequencing of content 

and (v) teaching approach. Where a high degree of 'match' was noted, 

such materials were selected for further consideration whilst material s 

showing a high degree of 'mismatch' were rejected . At the end of thi s 

1matchlng• exercise. the curriculum developers had more mater ial than 

was required, given the du ration of the course. A further selec lion 

was therefore made In terms of the attractiveness of the material, the 

nature and quali ty or the learning activities and the achievement or a 

'mix' of materials from different sources . (Al though this latter 

consideration tended 10 Increase the size of the adaptation task, It was 

seen as desirable so as to avoid the possibili ty of drawing extensively 

on components of curriculum projects which some studen ts would have 

already used In school,} 

5. Adaptation decisions and s trategies 

The grid (see pages 196·197) demons trates that thought was given to 

the differences In the charac ter is tics of the pupils for whom the project 

mater ials were originally developed and those of the FE students who 

were to use the 'adapted' materials. Whils t the difference In age range 

and (to a small ex tentl ability was not seen as a 'mismatch' for whic h 
I 

action needed to be taken , a re·organlnllon of the mater ials was 

conduc ted which sought to Increase thei r vocational relevance. Whils t 

Important concepts were presented for purposes or revision , the 

emphas is was more on the application of scientific and mathematical 

pr inciples (02). This was achieved by re·wrltlng some of the tex t anq 

the learning activities . 
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The other major area of 'mismatch' was in relation to the Instructional 

procedures. The method advocated In many or the 'existing' materials 

was 'guided discovery' with the accent on practical, laboratory-based 

work. Because of llmlted laboratory facilities and the demands on time . 

material was re-written to eliminate the heavy dependence on 

laboratories . Findings/results from experimental work were largely 

presented through exposition rwlth some teacher demonstration) (06). 

Other areas of 'mismatch' were accorded less attention, either because It 

was assumed that 'mismatch' would be resolved by the changes 

Introduced In relation to other features ras was the case with the 

teaching time requirement. 071 or because the 'mismatch' was 

'bypassed' . 'Adaptation avmdance' was possible. e.g • . In the case of 

the subject matter. because of the wide range of materials from which 

appropriate materials could be selected (Dl). (The large amount of 

'existing' materials tended to reduce the size and Incidence of possible 

'mismatch' . ) 

This adaptation attempt was conducted under conditions which were 

favourable to a systematic consideration of t~e various decision-making 

Issues which arise In adoption/adaptation work and which promoted 

informed decisions about the nature and direction of necessary 

modifications. These conditions were ( ll experience and expertise In 

curriculum developmen t matters ; (ill detailed knowledge of a large 

number of currlculum material s ; (1111 ready avallablllty of such materlalsi 

(lvl a clear view of the 'desired' characteristics/conditions of use or the 

1new' mate rial s to be generated. 



The fulfillment of these 'pre-conditions' to the adoption/adaptation 

attempt allowed a specification for the 'new' materials to be 'matched' 

against all the materials available for possible selection . Whilst this 

'matching' process was conducted In terms of five 'key' curricular 

features , attention was given to the 'knock-on' effects on addltlonal 

features concerned with conditions of use (previously referred to as 

'contextual features'}. Thus the case demonstrates an understanding of 

the Interrelationships which exist between features Identifiable with a 

set of curriculum/resource materials and the extent to which the 

Informed curriculum developer may , given favourable 'pre-conditions'. 

tightly control the nature , direction and impact of the adaptation 

process. Under such circumstances , all decisions and associated actions 

occur as the result of Informed Intention , rather than by 'default'. 

1. Background information 

This case featu res a 'sequen ti al' adoption/adap tation exercise which 

extended over a per iod of years , The deve lop ment passed th rough 

th ree phases, each of which resulted in the generat ion of materials for 

a di ffer ent purpose and for a d ifferent target popul at ion . The 'or iginal' 

mater ials used during the fi rs t phase of the adaptive work were chosen 

from a school-oriented Chemistry curr icu lum projec t ; these mater ials 

we re eventual ly used, after undergoing var ious modifications, as 

sel f- Ins tructional, voca tionally-or iented Chemis try 'packs' for FE 

students . The 'different phases of the developmen t are as follows : 

Phase I : The adaptation of CHEMstudy materi als for use by s tudents 

on the 1H' Grade Certif icate course In Che mis try. 
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Phase II The adaptation of the 'HI Grade Certificate course materials 

for use by ONO/ONC Engineering (Chemistry) students for 

self study . rhome-based) purposes. 

Phase Ill The adoption of the OND/ONC self- study materials for use 

by TEC Diploma In Engineering (Levels I and Ill Chemistry 

students , again for self-s tudy , (home-basedl purposes. 

The adop tion /adaptation attempts werr carried out by a tu tor who, at 

the time of the investigation of this case, was the Head of a College 

Chemistry Department. Phase I of the work , however . was conducted 

at a time when this tutor was working In a secondary school In 

Scotland. Whilst It Is recognized that th is Initial phase of the work was 

not carr ied out in a FE setting , It Is included here for analys is and 

discussion because It enab :es observations to be made about the 

'transfer' of school -or ien ted mater ials Into the FE sector . The tutor 

was , at the time of Phase I, already familiar with adaptive curriculum 

wof'k. having been involved in previous work of th is kind on a 

collaborative basis with a colleague. He had extensive knowledge of 

secondary science cuf'f'iculum projects and a good theoret ical gf'asp of 

the Issues relating lo curriculum design . 

Phases II and Ill of the adaptive work wef'e carried out in the FE 

college where , dur ing Phase Ill, the tutor Was appointed Head of 

Department. The reasons for the conduct of Phases II and Ill were 

broadly similar. The materials developed during Phase II were seen as 

useful revision aids or as additional re-lnforce ment of In -college 

teaching for weaker students, The impetus for Phase Ill was generated 

by concern aboul student"' who attended college on a day - release basis , 

once a week, for the TEC Diploma. Sometimes, because of Illness or 

other problems , students missed that day at college and consequently 
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fell behind with their work. In an attempt to overcome th is problem , 

the tutor decided to provide 'remedial' self Instructional materials which 

covered the Chemistry syllabus and which could, In the main , be 

worked through by s tudents studying alone In their homes. Thus , 

these study •packs' were not seen as a substit ute for classroom- and 

laboratory-based teaching, but rather as a resource which could be 

used by students to compensate for absences from college. 

The 'sequential' nature of this ex tended adoption/adaptation exercise ls 

obviously Interesting In Itself. Also instructive , however. Is its 

demonstration of the way In which the tutor concerned , in moving from 

secondary into FE teaching , 'Imported' his knowledge of school -oriented 

curriculum materials and his previously-acquired understanding of the 

principles and practice of adoption/adaptation to meet 'new' curricular 

needs arising In FE. Finally, and Important ly, the case illustrates a 

good attempt at a rational . systematic approach to the generation of 

'new' mater ials. 

The discussion of this case of 'sequential' adaptive work Is presented 

under the sub-headings used throughout this chapter. In a way that Is 

intended to bring out the relationships between the three phases. The 

phases , therefore , are not presented as three separate developments 

but as 'links' In a 'chain' of curriculum development work. It should be 

noted , however . that some of the Information r elating to Phase I was 

not available because the exercise had taken place some years before 

the field - work for this study was conducted . and the tutor Involved 

was not able to recall some of Its details ( a problem which was 

discussed In Chapter 41, Nevertheless , It was possible to 'recons truc t' 

with the tutor•s assistance, sufficient Information lo make the Inclusion 

or Phase I worthwhile. 
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l, The decision 10 adopl/adapl 

The decision to use adaptive curriculum work for Phase I of the 

development (viz. , CHEMstudy to 'H' Grade Certificate) was taken 

because the tutor Involved (I) had access to curriculum project 

materials~(II) was familiar with many of these materials; (Iii) was 

poslllvely disposed to using some of the materials because of their high 

quality and good reputation and (Iv) had a positive attitude towards 

adoption/adaptation, having had previous experience with such work. 

The decision to adopt/adapt was therefore taken because of perceived 

advantages over ~ lnltlo development . 

For Phases II and 111 of the development work , the same reasons were 

advanced for engaging In adaptive activl ty. In particular, the tutor 

s tressed Its value In terms of economy of time, and, being satlsfled 

with the 'adapted' product used with the 'H' Grade Certificate students, 

felt this 'product' could, to advantage . be modified further for the 'new1 

target groups, Phases II and Ill of the development were therefore 

approached with an ! ~ commitment to adoption/adaptation as a 

strategy for curriculum development and the ~ !!!!!!£!: generation or 

materials was not considered . 

3. Factors Influencing the choice or 1exist1i'lg' materials 

The lnltlal decision to consider using, for the most part, components of 

CHEMstudy ( small elements of Nuffield 10 1 level Chemistry were also 

considered and eventually used) for Phase I was taken against the 

context or the tUtor's own de tai led knowledge or these materials and a 

library search In which curriculum/resource materials from other 

school-oriented projects were also considered . CHEMstudy was chosen 
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because or a perceived overlap or its study content with topics covered 

by the 1H' Grade Certificate course. Thus , CHEMstudy was an Informed 

choice, taken arter an appraisal or possible alternatives on the basis of 

the single criterion of suitablllty or study content. 

In Phases II and 111 , no further searches for alternative sources of 

material were carried out because a commitment to use the 'adapted' 

product for the •new' purposes had already been made . 

4. The appropriateness of 'exlstln91 materials 

Although the tutor could not recall the detalls of the desired study 

content and learning outcomes for the 'H' Grade Certificate course , he 

claimed to have conducted a 1matchl ng' of these features with those of 

CHEMstudy materials, as well as a comparison of the characteristics of 

the student target population and the teaching approach(es)/type(s) of 

learning experience. From thi s, It would appear that a conscious 

attempt was made to Judge the appropriateness of the CHEMstudy 

material by an alignment of a number of 1key' features with 

corresponding featu res of the mate rials in tended for the 'H' Grade 

Ce.-tlficate cou.-se. The decision that components of the CHEMstudy 

materials would be suitable fo.- adaptation purposes In Phase I was 

therefo.-e, It seems, based on rational conslde.-atlons. 

I 

In Phases II and 111 , the 1matchlng' of features of the 'exls tlng1 

matel"lals (the 'adapted• CHEMstudy materials) with those of the 'new1 

requl.-ement (first the ONO/ONC cou.-se and late!" the TEC prog.-amme) 

was conducted on the basis of broad comparabili ty of (1) the student 

target populatlo,'..;(lll the study content. Thus ro.- Phases II and Ill 

the check fo r approp.-lateness was less exhaustive and base~ on a much 
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narrowed range of 1key' features. This was because of the st rong 

desire, on the part of the tutor . to re-use, if at all posslble, the 

materials which he had previously adapted. 

5. Adaptation decisions and strategies 

Phase I: CHEMstudy to 'H' Grade Certificate 

The grid ( see pages 205-206 l shows that the tutor Identified degrees of 

'mismatch' with respect to 

(il type of material : 

(iil characteristics of the student target population; 

(iii) teaching approach(es)/type(sl of learning experience. 

In order to develop worksheets and classroom -based !earning activities 

he made selections from the CHEMstudy materials which he then 

re-wrote. Of' 'augmented' by 'new• material developed!!:! !!!!.!!.2 (01}. 

The re-writing and 'augmentation' processes took Into consideration the 

increased cognitive demands which had to be made on the 'H' Grade 

Certificate students (who were older, had studied more Chemistry, and 

were in a rather higher ability bracket than the target population for 

CHEMstudy) (02) . The re -writing and 'augmentation' activit ies also 

rerlected the need to re -si te much of the teaching/learning activi ty 

away from the labOf'atory and into the classroom (06). Thus 

Information which s tudent s would have acquired through 'guided 

discovery' techniques In CHEMstudy was lncorpOf'ated , In expository 

fashion . Into the worksheets generated for the 'H' Grade Certificate 

students, The Increased emphasis on expository teaching In the 

classroom was also seen as a means or compensating for any loss of 

structure and Intellectual coherence resulting from the 1fr219mentatlon' of 

highly-structured teaching/learning materials , such as CHEM.study, Into 

resource materials. 
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Phase II 'H' Grade Certificate to OND/ONC 

The grid (see pages 207-208) shows that the the main areas of 

'mismatch' noted here by the tutor were the same as those Identified 

during Phase I. viz •. 

(ll type of material : 

(Ii) characteristics of the target population : 

(Ill) teaching approach(es]/type(sl or learning activities . 

To cater for the re-location of learning to a home base, and to 

compensate for the loss of teacher mediation of the materials at 

implementation level. re-writing and 'augmentation' were again (as In 

Phase 11 . undertaken (01, 06). This had the effect of re-Imposing a 

rigorous 'framework' on the materials , one which reflected a concern for 

the appropriate ordering/sequencing of study content, and for the 

provision or Information . learning activities and means or self-testing 

necessary to the home-based learner. 

The dlHerent needs and orientation or the OND/ONC students Implied a 

more vocallonal emphasis In the materials to be produced. This was 

achieved not through their further modification but by the care ful 

se lection of materials which exemplified prlnclples and processes . and 

their appllcalion ( D2). Material concerned with the teaching of 

concep t! which , It wa5 felt . had (or should have) already been 

acquired by OND/ONC students, was discarded. Shortfalls and 

omissions In the selec ted material and the co-ordination or Its separate 

elements, were remedied by 'augmen tation'. 

Lastly , the modifl'catlon strategies reflected an acknowledgement of the 

necessary loss of practical work and experiential learning lmp!led In the 

re -siting of the learning to the home context (D6). Information which 
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might have been provided at Implementation level through exposition by 

the tutor, or generated through group discussions In class. was 

provided In the text of the self- Instructional un its by !2, lnltlo 

developed material , viz. , through •augmentation'. 

Phase Ill : OND/ONC to TEC 

The grid (see pages 209-210) shows that any 'mismatch' recognized here 

was extremely minimal and deemed to be Insignifican t . and did not 

result In adaptation activity. The cognitive demands of TEC were 

acknowledged to be marginally greater than those of OND/ONC but this 

slight discrepancy was overcome by developing ab lnllio. some further , 

rather more dlfflcult learning activities which were Incorporated Into the 

OND/ONC materials (02}, Thus, In 1transferrlng' these materials to the 

TEC target population , the technique used was predominantly that of 

adoption. 

Thi s case traces the •career' of a set of materials through three phases 

of adaptive activity In wh ich study content was appraised, selected . 

re-selec ted or rejec ted, re -organized and re-oriented, and , on 

occasions. supplemented by _!!! ~ devel~ ment. The versatility of 

adoption/adaptation as a strategy for curr iculum development Is 

ref lected In the various 'trans fers' exemplified In thi s case . viz • . the 

'carry ing over' of materials originally designed for 

II} general education purposes at secondary school level Into 

vocatl,onal programmes In the FE sec tor ; 

(ii) mainly laboratory-based work Into (a) a mainly 

classroom-based setting and later (b) home-based 'settings : 



(llll use as teaching/learning materials In to (a} student resource 

materials and later (bl student learning materials. 

In the main , decision- making was Informed by rational considerations 

and the adoption/adaptation activities were carried out In a systematic 

manner , Involving a conscious attempt , on the part of the curriculum 

developer, to 1match1 reatures of the 'existing' materials with those of 

the 'desired' materials at each successive phase of the adaptive work. 

The small reservation which might be attached to this statement 

concerns the .! ~ commitment ( which the tutor made on completion of 

Phase I} to re -use. whenever possible , this 'product' of adaptation 

activity to meet 'new' educational needs. This had the eHect of limiting 

the range of 'key• features which were attended to at the 

scrutiny/selection points In Phases II and Ill. 

The case also IUus\rates the Impact and 'knodc. · on' efrects which 

modification to one 'key' feature of the chosen materials has for another , 

or other , 1key' fea ture(s) . For instance , changes made to the nature 

and form of the materials had implications for the teaching 

approach(s)/type(s) of learning experience . The change In status of 

the CHEMstudy materials In Phase I from teaching/learning material (in 

which a high degree of specification Is given concerning the use of the 

materlal) to studen t resource material !where flexible use In a 

framework decided upon by the tutor Is lntepded). gave the tutor the 

opportunity to choose alternatives to the discovery-based , experiential 

emphasis of CHEMstudy , and lo Introduce more expository. 

classroom-based teaching . However , In Phase II , these student 

resource materials became (student) !earning materials for sh,dents 

studying. for the most part. alone at home, and th is necessitated the 

re-Introduction of a high degree of s tructure into the mater ials , to the 

ex tent that they did not require teacher mediation. 



Slmllarly, It Is noted that there are causal connections between the 

characteristics of the target population and the nature of lhe s tudy 

content. Differences In age, ablllty, orientation and past exper ience 

be tween target populations was reflected in changes made to the study 

content. e .g., Increasing the complexity of the presentation of 

Information and !earning activities , re -orienting the mater ial to 

emphasise principles and their application , and removing redundant 

Information and updating, 

I·· ... ,,0000 •••• ~ .. -
This adap\aUon a\\emp\ was conducted by a \u\o,- In a Department of 

Mechanical Engineering who had, the previous year . collaborated with 

two colleagues In the ~ lnltio development or s tuden t resource materials 

In relation to teaching the servicing of ball and roller bearings. The 

'or iginal' target group consisted of experienced working men, already 

highly skilled, who had returned to college to study for a college 

Certificate of 'Skill Enhancement' In which new technological techniques 

were taught, toge ther with an appropriate theoretical Input, 

Adapta tion of the s tudent resource mat erials was carried out to render 

them suitable for the teaching of the same top ic to young, 

Inexperienced, first -year students s tudying for the CGLI (Part 1l 

examination In Basic Engineering Craft Studies , Because the servicing 

or bearings Is es,entlally a practical, activity -oriented study area, the 

major modifications were conducted with respect to the teaching 

approachfes)/type (sl of learning experience . Such modifications . 
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nevertheless . Implied adjustments to the 'original' student resource 

materials that were used to supplement and reinforce laboratory- and 

work -group practice. 

This case has been chosen for analysis because it features an 

adaptation attempt In which materials designed orlglnally for a 

speclallzed target group in FE were 'transferred1 for use within the 

same Department for a target group with very different characteristics. 

It Is also Instructive because It demonstrates the possibilities of 

adaptation work In a practice-based study area. 

2. The decision to adopt/adapt 

~ lnltio development had been conducted to produce the 'original' set 

of s\uden\ resouree ma\erials. However , when the need aro~• to stage 

a new course which offered, as one of its components, the same topic , 

It was considered natural and sensib le to adapt the 'e,cisting' material 

because of the economics of time involved. Thus ~ lnltio development 

was not considered as an alternative strategy on this occasion. 

3 . Factors Influencing the choice of 'e,clstlng' materials 

The decision to use adaptation as a means of1 responding to the 'new' 

need embodied the assumption that the 1e,clstlng' materials to be modified 

would be those developed the previous year for a different 

course/target population. Therefore. a search for possible alternative 

sources of material was not conducted. 
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4. The appropriateness or 'existing' materials 

Because the 'existing' materials were so ramlllar to the tutor (who had 

been Involved In their development). a scrutiny was not conducted at 

th is stage to judge their suitability for the 'new• requ irement. The 

materials were seen as appropriate because they related to the same 

topic as that to be covered in the 'new' course. Whilst recognizing the 

substantial difrerences between the characteristics or the students who 

had followed the 'Skills Enhancement' course and those enrolled on the 

c.GLI Basic Engineering Crart Studies course, the tutor considered that 

the major changes to be carried out would be at Implementation level 

with respect to the teaching approaches because or the practical nature 

of the study content. On these grounds , he decided that modiflcatlons 

to the student resource materials fwhich served to support the practical 

workl -.ould be entirely manageable . 

S. Adaptation decisions and strategies 

The grid (see pages 217-218) demonstrates substantial 'mismatch' with 

respect to the characteristics or the student target population (A2 . B2) 

and consequently, to the orientation . purpose and levels or the two 

courses (Al, 83 and AS , 85}. These differences are rurther reflected 

In the choice of the teaching approach(es)/ltfpe(s} of learning 

experience In relation to each course . The 'Skills Enhancement' course 

sought to build upon, and extend the considerable degree of sklll 

already possessed by the students by eKposlng them to further 

eKperlentlal. student-centred learning. whereas the Basic Engineering 

Crart Studies course sought to compensate for this lack of practlcal 

eKperlence by teacher-controlled, eKposltory. 'formal' methods (A6. 86) , 
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The 'mismatch' perceived with respect to the student target population 

and Its reflection In the changes brought about In the teaching 

approach(esl necessitated changes In the student resource materials. 

The reading exercises developed for the 'Skills Enhancement• course 

were discarded as unsuitable because their content assumed substantial 

previous practical experience : adaptation under these circumstances was 

not educationally viable. Thus the modifications focused on the 

handouts and worksheets. These were re-written so as to slmpllfy and 

expand upon the Information therein : additional examples were offered 

and more !earning tasks /activities were Incorporated to reinforce the 

teaching of basic concep ts , principles and applications. The provision 

of additional information and learning activities In the written materials 

and the 'swllch1 to (mainly) exposllory classroom teaching were seen as 

two ways In which compensation for the shortfall in practical experience 

might be ac.commoda\ed. 

6. Summary 

This case Illustrates the nature and direction of adaptation acllvllies 

involving s tudent resource materials In the context of a skllls-based 

study area. The course framework within which such ma te r ials were 

used was given expression and operationalized primarily through the 

choice of teaching approach(esl/type(sl or tearning activity. Lack of 

prior experience , basic l<nowledge and sl<ill on the part of the 1new' 

student target population resulted In a change In Instructional 

procedures. The combined effects or such changes necessitated 

corresponding changes In the 'supportlng1 s tudent resource materials. 

It Is noted from this case that the nature and direction of the 

adaptation activities are not defln d by the nature of the st~dy content 
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On this example. practlcal/skllls-basedl but by the character istics of 

the material used In the teaching/learning process. Resource material 

Is designed for flexible use In a course framework decided upon by the 

Implementer . It Is only with respect to the (ll target populatlon;(II) 

subject/study content and (1111 type of learning experience that broad 

recommendations of use are provided. Consequently , In the case of 

'mismatch' . It is only along these dimensions that modifications will be 

necessary . ,~ 
11. Background Information 

This case \s concerned with the gcncra\\on of resource mate.rial• which 

could be made avallable to students for the purpose of wr iting graded 

cross-modular assignments In the BEC (Nallonal} programme In Business 

Studies. The content or the materials to be produced was of an 

lnterdlsclpllnary, problem-oriented nature which drew on study areas 

represented across the BEC (National} programme. Students were 

required to make selections from a 'pool' of available resources and 

analyse the chosen material In terms of a given Issue or problem. 

Their analysis and conclusions were then p"esented for assessment 

purposes . 

The case Is of interest because It marks an attempt to adapt two se ts of 

materials orlglnally developed for higher education courses 

(undergraduate and postgraduate) for use In FE. Whils t both the 

higher education courses and the BEC (National) programme In Business 

Studies had the same vocational orientation , there was subst~ntlal 
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difference In the characteristics of the student target population and 

academic level of the materials. Howe ver . at the time of undertaking 

the adaptation exercise. the tutor was studying for a part-time Masters 

degree in Business Administration and It would appear that some of the 

decisions taken were Influenced by his e)(perience on this course. 

2. The decision to adopt/adapt 

The tutor had become familiar with the broad notion and posslbllltles of 

adoption/adaptation as a student on the Masters degree course and was 

favourably disposed towards us ing this strategy as a means of 

generating 1new1 materials. He had acquired resource materials from the 

Masters course which he was keen to adapt for use with his students , 

and was already Involved In another adoption/adaptation e)(erclse In 

relaHon to a different course \n the college. He therefore had an! 

~ commitment to adoption /adaptation and did not consider ~ ~ 

development as an alternative s trategy. 

l. Factors Influencing the choice of 'e)(istln91 materials 

The tutor perceived a need to use mate rials which were familiar but his 

only source of Information was gained from the materials he had himself 

used In the Masters course, He did not co,ulder extending the search 

beyond his own Immediate personal e)(perience as a student. and did not 

Investigate further sources or materials either Inside or outside the 

college . The choice of mater ials for the 'new1 development was therefore 

made from a very limited range of available sources. 
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4. The appropriateness of 'existing' materials 

The Institute of Marketing materials and those produced by his tutors 

for the MA course were seen as suitable because of their broad study 

content and their decision-making , problem-solving orientation. Only 

later , during the course or adaptation, was there some recognition of 

differences In the student target population . In the academic level or 

the materials and In the purpose to which the 'new' materials were to be 

put. The decision to proceed with adaptation was however prompted by 

a strong commitment to use these particular materials. This seemed to 

pre-empt any genuine scrutiny In which 'key' features of the 'exlstlng1 

materials were systematically 'matched' with desired features of the 'new1 

requirement. Indeed . the specification for the 'new1 materials was 

conceptualized only In the broadest of terms and no attention was given 

to characteristics of the 'existing1 materials such as their nature and 

form, Intended learning outcomes , teaching approach(esl/type(sl of 

learning e)(perlence or teaching time requirement . Thus , decisions were 

taken purely on Intuitive grounds; no basis was established for 

appraising and acknowledging the extent of possible 'mismatch' and no 

consideration was given to the feaslblllty of attempting the adaptation 

exercise. 

S. Adapallon decisions and strategies 

It Is noted from the grid (see pages 223 - 22'1} that the modification of 

the materials focused on the perceived 1mlsmatch1 between characteristics 

In the student target population and the teaching approach(esl/type(sl 

of learning e)(perlence (02 , 06}, Having decided that the Institute of · 

Marketing and the MA materials were generally •too difficult• for the 
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BEC (National) students , the tutor made a further distinction between 

those Items or study content which were 'i mportant• and those which 

were 'less Importan t • . If Items met the criter ia of both •too difficult' 

and 'less Important•, they were discarded ; If they were 1 dlfficu1t• but 

'Important• or •not so difficult' and 'important• , they were adapted 

through substantlal re- writing (02), This was to achieve the 

simplification of the language used to express Ideas. the removal of 

'technical' words and references to phenomena and concepts unfamlllar to 

BEC (National} students, and to change some of the exempllflcatlon, 

The 'adapted' components were re-organized for Incorporation Into 

reading exercises and worksheets, and co-ordinated and 'augmented' by 

material developed ~ ~-

The role -playing exercises from the Institute or Marketing materials 

whlch were Intended to present Issues and pose problems were analysed 

In terms of the fac tual Information they ofrered and the dilemmas they 

raised . These Ideas were then re-presented as a wr itt en . expository 

tex t , to be used as reading exercises (06\. Similarly, Ideas which 

were to be generated from the discussion topics Included In the 

Insti tu te of Marketing mater ials were Identified and presented through 

text , In expository sty le . The 'adap ted' mater ial was again 'llnked1 and 

'augmented' by 'new' material developed ~ !!:!!..lli!• 

The actions taken to reduce the 'mismatch' re lating to (I) the s tudent 

target populatl0f1 and (11) the teaching approach( es)/ type(s) of learning 

exper ience were In tended to reduce the cognitive demands made on the 

BEC ( National) s tudents by the 'new• materials. Such actions also 

served to compensate for the 'mismatch' relating to (I) lhe form and 

nature of the materials and (II) the teaching time requ irement . 

However . these were unintended ( though des lrable) conseque~ces of the 
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actions taken with respect to the student target population and teaching 

approach because no recognition was given to 'mismatch' In either the 

form and nature of the materials or in the teaching time requirement 

(D1, D7), 

6. Summary 

The case ls Instructive because It demonstrates a situation in which a 

strong commitment was developed towards adoption/adaptation as a 

strategy for curriculum development which was not Informed by a 

knowledge of the principles and processes Involved in conducting 

adaptive work. Whilst the Idea of making use of 'existing' materials was 

an Intuitively attractive one, there was no overt recognition of the 

Importance or (I) a clear specification for the materials to be generated; 

(11) the lmportance of a comprehenslve and extended seareh for pMsibt. 

suitable rnaterla1s for adoption/adaptation purposes~(III) 'matching' 

features of the chosen materials with those in the specification and (iv) 

Identifying. in advance , the extent of 'mismatch' and thus the scale of 

the adaptation exercise. 

Given these omissions and oversigh ts , the 'decision' to use the Institute 

of Marketing and the MA course materials was a 'default' decision or 

'non-decision' because no alternative options_ were considered. Having 

eliminated any notion of 'choice', the tutor was obliged to devise 

stra teg ies to overcome the very substantial 'mismatch' relating to the 

char-acteristlcs of the student target population and the purpose to 

which the 1new1 material was to be put. Here, the stra tegies were 

essentially those of 'adaptation avoidance• (whereby content Items were 

simply discarded) or 'adaptation minimization' (whereby some re-writing 

was undertaken but which was supported by !!?. lnltlo develOf)ment that 
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effectively 'by-passed' the requirement to become involved In a much 

more extensive re -writing exercise). Both 'adaptation avoidance' and 

'adaptation minimization I were 'legltlmlsed1 by a rationale which had 

involved differentiating the study content into 1lmportant' , 'less 

lmportant1
• 'too difficult' and 'less difficult' categories. 

Further 'default' decisions occurred In relation to features where 

'mismatch' was In evidence but had not been recognized by the tutor 

(e.g. , see 01, DS and D6l. Here the 'mismatch' was accidentally 

corrected because of the 'knock -on' effect of conducting modifications 

with respect to the s tudent target population and the teachi ng 

approach{esl/type(s) of learning experience. 

It Is not known whether the materials were successfully Implemented for 

the purpose for whieh they were Intended. However . the tutor felt the 

exercise had been too 'time-consuming'. Had rational procedures for 

decision -making been followed, it is possible that he might have reached 

this conclusion before undertaking the adaptation exercise . 

Case J 

1. Background information 

The Introduction of BEC programmes required college staff to prepare 

'new' curriculum/resource materials on the basis of broad educational 

Intentions laid down by BEC. The tutor responsible for the Numeracy 

and Accounting elements In the college's BEC (Cenerall Diploma had 

previously taught CSE-level Business Studies In secondary school and 

had broad fam lllarlty with the general features of school -orler'lted 



materials/texts. He had. however. little previous experience in 

curriculum development work. 

The case features predominantly the 't ransfer' of materials originally 

designed for use in schools Into a 'new' FE-based programme, The 

lessons to be learned from this case however arise In relat ion to 'key! 

decision- making points which were not recognized and thus to decisions 

that were not taken . together with the Implications of these oversights. 

l, The decision to adapt/adapt 

The tutor recognized that he lacked experience and expertise In 

curriculum development. He perceived !£ !.!!!.!!.5! development to be more 

demanding than adoptlon/adapation as a means of generating 'new' 

ma\erla\s and \herefore sough\ \o use 1existlng1 mate.rials \o meet the 

needs of the SEC (General) Diploma . However , he was essentially 

looking for materials which could be used directly, I.e . , adopted , 

because he perceived this procedure as placing minimal demands on 

curriculum expertise. The positive attitude towards adoption was 

therefore the result of the appraisal of his own ability In curriculum 

development work. 

3, Factors influencing the choice of 'existing' materials 

The tutor's knowledge of 'existing' mate rial s was confined to sets of 

materials/texts which he had previously used in secondary schools and 

In FE colleges (which was a fairly limited rangel, No consideration was 

given to conducting a search for other sources of •existing' materials 

either within the college or outside. The choice of 'existing' materials 

was therefore restricted to materials which were already faml{lar and 



which the tutor had In his possession. 

II . The appropriateness or 'existing' materials 

The tutor perceived BEC (Generall as making roughly the same 

cognitive demands on students as CSE and RSA. Stage I and considered 

that the curricular content he had taught on those cour ses under the 

1umbrella' of Commerce and orr1ce Practice would be suitable for the 

1new1 requirement. Thus , on the broad assumption of rough 

comparabil ity or 'level' and study content between CSE, RSA Stage I 

and BEC {Genera!l , the tutor decided to adopt material he had 

previously used on other courses. 

The deci sion that the CSE and RSA mat er ials would be suitable for the 

1new1 requirement was not ta'Ken on the basis of 'matching' these 

materials with desi red reatures or the 'new• requirement. Indeed, the 

appropriateness of the materials was decided at a time when 1key' 

reatures of the 'new' materials had ye t to be denned. Thus , the 

decision was taken on intuitive grounds , rather than on the basis of 

any activity which could be described as a 'scrutiny'. It therefore 

appeared that 'appropriateness' was Judged In terms or the reassurance 

gained from using familiar materials , thus , In terms of characteri stics In 

the tutor . rather than in terms of qualities In the materials themselves. 

S. Adaptation decisions and strategies 

The grid Information (see pages 230 · 231} refl ec ts the original decision 

by the tutor not to become involved In adapatatlon s trategies but to 

rely on the adoption of materials which he already knew and felt 

comfortable with. This!.~ commitment to adoption was offered by 
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the tutor as the reason why decisions about certain 'key• features of the 

'new' materials were not taken - e.g., relating to the nature and form 

of the materials, the precise nature of study content and its 

organization, the 'translation' of the SEC-specified goals into objectives 

and the teaching approach(es)/type(s) of learning experience to be 

orfered (81, B3, 84, BS and 06). The tutor suggested that there was 

no reason why the nature of these 'decisions' might not legitimately be 

determined by the featu res of the chosen 'existing' materials. It was 

not possible to tell whether this explanation and Its rationale were 

developed In the face of a 'default' decision or provided the grounds for 

a genuine decision. 

Nonetheless, the tutor changed his mind about the wisdom of adhering 

rigidly to a commitment to adoption when a colleague pointed out to him 

that some students on the SEC {General) Diploma course might actually 

have used these CSE and /or RSA materials In school and, even if they 

had not , would probably be disheartened to discover that they had not 

progressed beyond CSE-level work . even though they had left school 

and 'gone on to college' . Thus , on motivational grounds , the tutor 

decided to adapt the 'existing' materials into reading exercises and 

worksheets (81). This Involved some re- writing and re-organization of 

Information Items . the addition of Instructions and also the addition of 

further learning tasks and activities {D1). Thus. some modification to 

the 'original' materials was undertaken . supported by some 

'augmentation'. though by 'default' rather than as a planned activity, 

This case traces the Implications of deciding , on Intuitive gro;unds , that 

a rough comparability, in terms of level and study content. exists 
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between a ' new' programme and a course (or cour ses) previously 

taught. This assumpt ion precluded a search for mater ials which lay 

outside the tutor's personal eKper lence and strengthened the ! ~ 

commitment to the use of adoption as a means of responding to the 'new' 

requirement. It also provided a rationale for 'bypassing' decisions 

about 'key' features of the materials to be produced. 

The change of mind about the direc t use of the CSE and RSA materials 

and the decision to produce, instead , worksheets and reading exercises 

had Implications for the choice of teaching approach(esl/type(s) of 

learning ac tivity. Earlier . the tutor had been con tent to go along with 

the Instructional procedures recommended/suggested In the design of 

the 1exlstlng1 (learn Ing) materlals. However, the decision to develop 

student resource materials Implied Indiv idual (as opposed to 

co-operative) group or c lass work and . as a consequence , s tudy 

content to be acquired through . e . g . , role-play or discussions . was 

discarded . 

The case therefore demonstrates the Influence which perceptions and 

assumptions , held by the curriculum developer prlOt" to the s tart of the 

adoption/adaptation activi ty, may powerfully shape - and llmlt - the 

range of possible options at each 'key' phase of the decis ion-making 

I 
process. It al so Illustrates the causal relationships which exist be tween 

different features of curr iculum mater ials and the 'knock -on' effect s 

which occur when modifications are carried out to one or more of these 

features . 
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Section 6.2 : Conclusions 

As the Introduction to this chapter made clear. it Is not the Intention in 

this final section to draw any extended conclusions from the analysis or 

the Individual cases or adoption/adaptation presented here, This Is 

because the purpose or the following chapter ls to present an overview 

or the case-study material and to conduct a comparative analysis across 

all the cases which, as far as Is possible, will allow more general 

statements to be made about the nature or adoption/adaptation 

decision-making and Its associated procedures. However . 

notwithstanding this Intention, a number of comments may be made at 

this point which do not pre-empt the appraisal and further analyses 

offered In the next chapter. 

The most striking feature of the decision- making in the individual cases 

is Its very complex nature, Each significant decision-making point 

testifies to the presence and Influence of a number of Iden tifiable 

variables which interact to shape the nature of the decision and the 

direction of Its associated action( s). Moreover . all decisions and 

rela ted actions are themselves causally connected and ll'ltlmately 

interrelated . The highlighting of particularly significant, Interesting 

and Instructive aspects of individual cases pointed up two broad 
I 

categOf"les Into which such variables may be grouped , viz. , 

(il those which exist prlOf" to the commencement of any 

adoption/adaptation activity and which may be further 

subdivided Into (al qualltles residing in the curriculum 

developer(s) ; (b) characteristics Inherent In the Institutional 

contexl In which the adoption/adaptation Is conducted : 

( II) those which feature the conduct of the adoption/adaptation 

task 2!!. !!• and are associated with ( al the characteristics or 
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the 'orlglnal' mater ials and (bl the nature of their relationship 

to the 'new• requirement. 

Chapter 3 drew attention to those features Implied In (il above, viz •. 

- the attitude of the curricu lum developer towards 

adoption/adaptation (and towards ~ lnltio developmentl 

- his/her knowledge of 'existing' materi als 

- his/her experience and experti se In curriculum development work 

- hi s/her channels of access to 'existing' materials 

and the Individual cases bore witness to the extent to which the nature 

of these 'p re-conditions' defines the parameters of the 

adoption/adaptation activity, and acts to limit or ex tend the range of 

options at each decision-making point. For example, In Case F, each of 

the 'pre-conditions' was favourably weighted : a positive attitude towards 

adoption/adaptation, Informed by Its advantages as a strategy for 

curriculum development ; ex tens ive and in -depth knowledge of 1existing1 

mater ials; substantial exper ience and expertise in curriculum 

deve lopmen t matters and ready access to a varie ty of 'existing' 

mater ials. As a consequence. a comprehensive range of poss ible options 

presented itself at each 'key1 point in the decision-mak ing procen 

viz. , at the 'scrutiny•, 'selection'. 'further scrutiny and matching' and 

'mismatch Identification' phases . Thi s enabled the curriculum developers 

to exercise a full degree of control over the nature of decis ion-making 

and the direc tion of adaptation activity. ' 

In contrast , In Case I, the 'pre-conditions' we re unfavourable . The 

cur riculum developer had no prior exper ience In curriculum development 

and lacked confidence In his own ablll ty. He had no knowledge of 

'existing' mater lalS outside his own personal experience and did not 

consider Inves tigating alternative sources of material . His op~lons 

became res tricted to a single se t of materials with which he WH familiar 
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and, from that point . 'decisions' were powerfully and overly Influenced 

by the characteristics or these 'existing' materials, Under such 

circumstances , he was unable to exercise the necessary control over the 

adaptation ac tivity and all subsequent 'decisions' concerned the 

Identification or 'coping strategies' to confront the Imperatives or the 

situation in which he found himself. 

The curriculum developer In Case I, however. was by no means alone In 

the problems which he encountered. Indeed , the majority of cu r rlcul um 

developers featu red In the case-study material experienced dlfflcullles 

of a similar kind. The lack of cont rol over the nature and direction or 

the adaptive work was a recurrent and persistent feature or most of the 

cases and one which is exp lainable In terms or falling to satisfy the 

'pre-conditions' of adaptive work, 

The 'pre-condition' which played a particular significant role in relation 

to Case I, and cases which exhibit si milar features . was the absence of 

curriculum experience and expertise. Many curriculum developers had 

not , prior to initiating the adaptive work , Identified with any clarity 

their Intentions with respect to the material s to be developed, 

Consequently, the adaptive work lack ed rigour and direction and the 

characteri s ti c features of the 'existing' mate rials exercised undue and 

excessive Influence on the nature of the 'ne.J• product . 

The significant number of decisions by 'default' which featured In the 

case-study materlal Indicated that many developers failed to recognize 

that adaptive decision-making Is Indeed complex, and that they needed to 

work through th8 various decis ion- making Issues and activities which 

are Inheren t to adaptive work. Certainly, In llstlng reasons ,why 

adoption/adaptation had been used to generate 'new' materials and In 
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enumerating the perceived advantages offered by adaptive work over ~ 

~ development , curriculum developers invariably conveyed the Idea 

that adaptive work made fewer demands than ~ lnltlo development. 

This attitude throws some possible light on why curriculum developers 

failed to understand or acknowledge In practice that adaptive work, as 

a strategy for curriculum development, lnevltably and necessarily 

shares with !!?_ lnitio development certain fundamental and essential 

pr inciples . e.g. , the need for a clear identification and articulation of 

educational intentions. With respect to these basic tenets , adaptive 

work clearly makes the same demands as that of~ lnltio development . 

Chapter 3 also drew attention to those sets or variables Implied In ( Ill 

above , viz • . those which fea ture the conduct of the adoption/adaptation 

task e!!: !!· Here It was suggested that curriculum/resource material 

may be described and analysed In terms of the features of their design 

f referred to as 'curricular features') and In terms of the conditions 

envisaged for their Implementation I referred to as 'con textual reatures'). 

The grid Information presented In each case study sought to portray 

these features /condi tions , both In relation to the 'existing' materials 

chosen for adoption /adaptation and In relation to the 'new' requirement. 

It also sought to trace the 'cross-relationships' which exist between the 

different reatures /conditlons or a given set or materials and thus the 

'knock-on' errects or moctlrylng one or more ~r these variables to 

;,ccommodate perceived 'mismatch'. 

The g r id Information was presented under eight categories , six or which 

were characteristics or the materials themselves whilst the remaining two 

were conditions rOf" their Implementation . In tracing the 

'cross· relatlonshlps' which existed between these dlrrerent rea.tures . two 

points became apparent : 
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(ll Individual characteristics of the materials themselves exert 

differential amounts of Influence on other features - and these 

amounts Increase correspondingly with the degree of 

'mismatch' Involved ; 

(ii) conditions or Implementation arise as a consequence of the 

design features or the materials and therefore have a 

1supportlve1 and 'facllltatlng1 status. 

Both points have lmpllcations for the conduct of adaptation activities. 

Firstly. In considering Individual characteristics of the materials 

themselves, it is clear that when materials are generated for a target 

group which has different characteristics from those for which the 

1exlstin91 materials were originally developed, modifications undertaken 

to accommodate this 'mismatch' are likely to occur along a number of 

other dimensions, e . g • . in relation to learning outcomes, subject/study 

content and teaching approach(esl/type(s) of learnlng activity - and 

consequent change In the conditions of use (see Case F). Similarly , 

changes In the nature of the subject/study content may precipitate 

changes In Its organization and sequencing. This will occur , for 

instance, when a concern to teach the 'key' concepts of a particular 

science subject according to a hierarchical ordering Is replaced by a 

concern to pursue a problem-oriented Inquiry which crosses the 

1tradltlonal' boundaries separating different stlence subjects. (A 

concern for this type of Issue Is demons trated in Cases F and G.) 

Finally. to cite another example of 1cross- relationshlps', a change In the 

nature/type of material can have far-reaching consequences for a wide 

range of characte'rlstlcs/condltlons. Case G demonstrated that the 

adaptation of teaching/learning mate rial s Into student resourc~ materials 

required a 'de-structuring' of the materials In such a way that their 
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separate components cou ld be used in a course 'framework' decided upon 

by the teacher . and that this necessitated changes In the organization 

of the s tudy content and In the teaching approach(es)/tyr,(s) of 

learning activity . When, later . those student resource materials we re 

further adapted into learning materials for home-based study. the 

con tent had lo be re-structured . re-organized and sequenced so as to 

re-Introduce Intellectual coherence Into an intentionally 'self.standing' 

'p roduct' which could be used without teacher mediation. This , In 

turn , Implied changes In the teaching approach(es)/type(s) of learning 

activity. 

There was . however , evidence of a general lack of appreciation . on the 

part of a number of curriculum developers . of the exis tence of 

'cross-relationships' and of their- implications for adaptive work. In 

situations where a consideration is given to the features of the 'new' 

material s, these 'cross-relationships' are recogni zed and duly reflected 

in the specification, Similarly , those 'knock -on' effects which arise 

when one or more features In a set of mater ials ls/are changed to 

remedy 'mismatch' , are anticipated and taken Into account when there Is 

a good understanding of the prlnc lples of curriculum design. 

Unfortunately , in the majority of cases , the centrality of these 

'cross- relationships' was not recognized at any planning stage of the 

adaptive work. Curriculum deve lopers tende
1
d , ins tead . to become 

conscious of their Influence once Involved In the conduct of the 

adaptive work ~ !!.• Consequenlly , much of the adaptation activity 

was direc ted towards reacting to. and coping with the Impact of the 

1knock-on1 effec ts which became manifest during the activities 

under taken to reffledy 1mlsmatch'. 
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Finally, there was rurther evidence of a reluctance , on the part of 

curriculum developers , to confront the complexity or decision-making by 

the prevalence of what has been referred to as 'adaptation avoidance' 

and 'adaptation minimization' . Curriculum developers , as noted above , 

orten showed themselves willing to generate materials which, for 

convenience's sake, had 'imported' many of the characteristics of the 

•existing' materials chosen for the work. Indeed , on the comparatively 

rare occasions when a specification for the 'new1 requirement had been 

established In advance, this specification was sometimes changed so as 

to ot>vlate the need to conduct adaptive work , or at least to reduce Its 

scale and extent. 

Chapter 7 which follows necessarily makes some reference to the points 

made here In this concluding section and Incorporates them In Its more 

extended and comprehensive overview of the case-study material. 



CHAPTER 7: IN - DEPTH ANALYSIS OF CASE•STUDY MATERIAL 

Section 7.0: Introduction 

In Chapter 6, the analysis of case-study material r elating to 

adopt ion/adaptation attempts employed an essentially ldlographlc 

approach. In this, the 'In terconnectedness' of decisions and associated 

activities within individual cases was traced, and observations about the 

significant. Interesting and note-worthy features of each case were 

made. In this chapter. therefore , ll Is sensible to examine the 

case-study mate r ial as a whole, and to Identify any general patterns 

which may exis t ~ the cases with respect to characteristic fea tures 

of adoption/adaptation decision-making and the strategies most in 

evidence In th is type of work . 

The approach wh ich is used for the purposes of thi s comparative 

analysis parallels that used for Chapter 6. Therefore , the same 

questions are addressed to the case-s tudy mate rial and the 

Information/ findings relat ing to each Is pr esented unrler the same 

headings. For convenience's sake, these questions are repeated here , 

as rollows : 

' 1. How. and unde r what ci rcumstances, was the decision to 

adopt / adapt ar r ived at7 

2. What ractor s Influenced the choice or the curriculum/resource 

materlal s used for the adop tion/adap tation work? 

3. What criter ia were used for judging the appropriateness of 

these materials? 

lt. What were the var ious condi tions to be met/sallsfle~ by the 

'new' mater ial s' 
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s. What characteristics could be associated with the 

curricu lum/resource materials chosen for the work? 

6. What actions/changes would theoretically have been desirable? 

7. What were the actual actions/changes that were recognized as 

necessary. and which were 'bypassed or circumvented In some 

way so as to remove potential 'mlsmatch'7 

8. What, In brief, were the main adaptation activities actually 

undertaken 1 

These questions lend themselves to the following broad Issues which are 

used as headings for the main sub-sections of this chapter. viz • • 

1. The decision to adopt/adapt 

2. Factors Influencing the choice of 1exlsting' materials 

3. The appropriateness of 1exlsting1 materials 

4. Adaptation decisions 

S, Adaptation strategies. 

Section 7, 1: The decision to adopt/adapt 

The examination of the case-s tudy material suggests that the decision to 

use 1exlstl ng' material to meet a 'new' requirement may be arrived at In 

a number of different ways : 

1, A.ppralsal of the advantages rand disadvantagesl of 

adoptlon/adptatlon against those of 
1
,!!! lnltlo development. 

2, Identification of one, or at most , two advantages of 

adoption/adaptation, with no serious consideration of,!!! ~ 

development. 

3, ~ ~ commitment, made on Intuitive grounds, 

4, Persuasion by another person/agency not to attempt !!?_ ~ 

development. 

5, Desire to use a particular set (or se ts l of material with which 
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the curriculum developer Is already famlllar. 

6. An Imposed requirement from an 'external' body/agency. 

Only 1. above Illustrates what may be termed as a 'systematic' 

approach to decision-making on this Issue and this approach Is 

described and extensively discussed In Chapter 3. However. only Case 

G comes somewhat near to engaging In a process of this kind and 

thereby confirming the approach. Here the curriculum developer 

perceived advantages of ad0ptlon/adaptatlon over !!?_ ~ development 

In terms of characteristics or the strategy E!!:. !! and In terms of his 

own situation. viz. , 

r ll the saving of time; 

fill his own knowledge of a range or possible materials for 

adoption/adaptation purposes ; 

rull his ready access to these materials ; 

r1 vl the fac t that these materials we re of high qua lity and had an 

established good reputation. 

In the main, however, curriculum developers who made a conscious 

decision to e ngage In adop tion/adapta tion did so on the basis or 

considering a more narrow range of advantages . Here the most-cited 

advantages were fagalnl (11 savings In time ; (il l the fact that , 

compared with .!!? ~ development. adop tion/adaptation made lighter 

demands on cu rriculum experti se: (111) the fact that an abu ndance of 
1 

curr iculum/resource material was available for possible use f see e .g •. 

Cases A. C and Fl. Finally , there was one case where the curriculum 

deve loper gave no considera tion to ~ !!!!!.!.!? development but was unable 

to Identify hi s reasons fo r 'choosing' adoption/adaptation {Case I) -

hence the notion of 'Intuitive choice' (see 4. above). 

The cases Identified above made the deci sion to adopt/adapt o,n grounds 

which v ar ied from the systematic to the In tuitive . Neverthe less, these 
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curriculum developers may be distinguished from those who found 

themselves Involved In what may properly be defined as 

adoption/adaptation , not because they had l<nowingly chosen this as a 

strategy but because an !. ~ commitment had been made to use a 

particular set for setsl of curriculum/resource materials to meet the 

1new1 requirement rsee, e.g. , Cases O and El. In such cases, It Is 

incorrect to state that a 'decision' was made to adopt/adapt because the 

adoption/adaptation atlempt was staged , In a sense, by 1defauttt. It 

therefore appeared that practitioners of adoption/adaptation had come to 

use this strategy by means of one of two possible routes : 

rn through previous exposure to the notion of 

adoption/adaptation and its broad principles, and/or through 

Its previous use ; 

(Ill because they had confidence In a particular set or sets of 

cu rr iculum/resource materials whicli were perceived as having 

effectively met some previous course /curr iculum requirement. 

Only one curriculum developer fin Case n had been 'formallyt Inducted 

(through a Masters programmel Into the Idea that curriculum 

adoption/adaptation was an alternative s trategy to~ lnltio development 

as a means of generating 'new' materials • although one of the 

underlying 11ssumptlons or the adoption/adaptation exerci se described as 

Case F was that the recipients of the 1adopted'/'adapted1 materials 
I 

fteachers In FE collegesl would be acquainted with the Idea of using 

'e,clsting' mat eri als for a new course . Other curriculum developers who 

had deliberately chosen adoption/adaptation, however. had acquired 

l<nowledge of the st rategy through collaborative work with a colleague 

who possessed this 'formal1 knowledge (as In Case Cl or by abstracting 

Its prlnclples for themselves through previous practice ( M In Case Cl . 



Section 7 .2 : Factors Influencing the choice of •exis t ing' mater ial s 

In almos t all cases. the considera tion of 'existing' materials for the 'new' 

requirement was Initiated against the context of the curriculum 

developer's own Immediate personal experience . The Initial concern was 

to reflect upon or, In a few cases, to consu lt , materials which were 

already familiar, and these tended to be materials already In the 

curriculum developer's possession or In locations to which he/she had 

easy access . Choosing materials , the character istics and qualities of 

which were already known , appeared to be a source of reassurance for 

curriculum developers who recognized their own lack of curriculum 

experience and expertise fe.g., Cases I and Jl, whilst for others it 

was an attractive praposltlon because It avoided the necessity of 

extending the search elsewhere fe . g • . see Case Hl. 

Familiarity with II part lcular set for setsl of material s was , to a large 

extent , a function of practitioners' previous teaching exper ience and 

constit u ted 'Informal' knowledge acqui red by dint of professional 

ci rcums tances and career patterns fas opposed to 'formal' and deliberate 

exposure through , e . g . , staff development progr. mmesl. FE tutors 

who had previously taught In schools (as In Cases C , E, F, G and J) 

were In a position to 'Import' school-oriented materlal s into the sector. 
I 

Similar ly, tutors who had had direct (Case 11 or Indir ec t (Case Al 

exposure to material s from Higher Education were able to bring thi s 

familiarity to bear on their decision-mak ing , However , In the case of 

the tutor who had spent all hi s teaching career In the FE sector ( see 

Case Hl, there was no attempt to lool< beyond FE mater ial s which he 

h111d previously used. 
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In the majority of cases, famlllarlty with particular materials acted as 

the most salien t criterion of 'choice' for the adop tion /adaptation attempt. 

Indeed, as already noted, fOf" Case E, the commitment to • se t or 

familiar and favoured materi als provided by 'defau lt' the route· Into an 

11doptlon/adaptatlon attempt. A similar situation occurred In Case H. 

and with Phase 11 of the adaptation attempt In Case G . However , when 

ramlllarily was limited to one or two sets of materi als (Cases I and Jl , 

severe constrain ts were placed on the 'choice' of 'existing' material. to 

the point that 'choice' , in any real sense, ceased to exist . In other 

cases , on the ot her hand , familiarity extended to a very wide range of 

curriculum/ resource mater ials (Cases F and G) and provided adequate 

oppor tun ity for Informed decision- making. 

The search for possible sources of 'existing' materials was rarely 

widened beyond the curr iculum developer's Immedi ate experience. In 

the two cases where there was some recognition that this experience 

was limited and that this might be counter -productive to the success of 

the adoption/adaptation attempt (Cases A and Rl , the scale or the 

search was only marginally widened to Include an Inspection of materials 

he ld In the college library. No consideration was given to the possible 

use of directories, Inventories , 'profiles' or other possib le sources of 

Information about 'existing' materials - either In these or In any or the 

' other cases analysed. Only In one case was an extensive and 

systematic search carried out for material s (Case C). Thi s was 

e ncouraged and facl lltated by a purpose-built resource bank , 

es tablished by a funded FE projec t In the area In which the college was 

localed . 

Although shortage of time was offered most frequently as the, reason for 

not conducting a more extensive search, It appeared that, In general. 
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the Importance of a comprehensive search as a core activity of any 

adoption/adaptation attempt , was not rully appreciated . The analysis of 

the case-study material demonstrates unequivocally the consequences of 

restricting options at this particular phase of the exercise : Cases A, B. 

D, I and J, In particular, testify to the lmpllcatlons of 'choices' which 

were narrowed to but one source of materials . In these cases (as noted 

In Chapter fil, subsequent decisions and related actions were so often a 

function of having selected materials which later came to be perceived 

as Inappropriate for the task In hand, to the extent that 'coping' 

strategies had to be developed - such as changing significant aspects of 

the specification for the ' new' course/p rogramme - as a means of coming 

to terms with difficulties which might otherwise have been avoided . 

Section 7. 3: Appropr iateness of 'existing' materials 

In the majority of cases fl ,e., 7 out of the 10 analysedl , curr icu lum 

developers judged the appropr iateness of the 'existing' mate ri als 

according to a si ng le cr iter ion - that of rough comparability of 

subject/s tudy con tent with that required In the ' new' course/progr amme . 

In three cases out of the seven f viz . . Cases A, B and H), 

consideration had been given, pr ior to the commencement of the 

adoption/adaptat ion attempt, to the broad nature of the subject/s tudy 
I 

content which was to feat ure in the ' new' cou rse, and this enabled a 

'matching' with the 'exis ting' mater ial chosen for consideration . 

However, In the other four cases fvlz . , Cases 0 , E, I and Jl. a 

d lfrerent situation presented Itse lf. 

In Case E, there was evidence that the s trong !.~ commitment to 

the use of a partlcular se t of resource mate rials for the 'new' ,cou rse 

had been allowed to influence the design of the course Itse lf and, 
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cOf"respondlngly, the nature of the 'new' materials to be developed . In 

this situation , the 'matching' of a specification for 'new' materials to the 

characteristics/conditions of 'existing' materials did not take place ; 

neither may any criterion of appropriateness be properly Identified . 

Similarly , 'decisions' which appeared to have been tal(en in Cases I and 

J did not , In reality , occur, The 'decision' about the nature of the 

study content was taken after the start of the adoption/adaptation 

exercise and was dominated by a concern to accept and lncOf"porate as 

many features of the 'existing' materials as possible Into the 'new' 

materials to be developed, Finally , the curriculum developer In Case 

D, labouring under the severe constraints of a contrived curr iculum 

need In an Ill -defined study area and forced into a requirement to use 

certain materials , was unable to define the desired study content with 

any clarity . In this case too , therefore , It does not make sense to 

discuss a 'criter ion of appropriateness'. 

In all seven cases , It appeared that the Judgement about the 

appropriateness of the 'existing' materials was reached after only a 

cursory examination of these materials . In Case A. , B and H, this 

examination was used to 1match1 the broad subject/study content of the 

materlals against that which was to feature In the materials for the 'new' 

course. In Cases 0 , E, I and J, however , the brief scrut iny was used 
1 

as a source of inspiration for 'decisions' about the subject/study content 

fand any other features as ye t undetermined for the 'new' 

course/programme l. 

Yet in lhe remaining three cases rcases C, F and G l there was 

evidence of a far mOf"e reflective approach to the appnlsal of 

'appropriateness', Case G Identified the 

rn characteristics of the target population ; 
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f Ill subject/study content ; 

flill learning outcomes ; 

flvl teaching approach(esl/type(sl or learning activity 

as significant design features of curriculum materials and systematically 

checked for 'match' fand 'mismatch') In order to Judge how suitable the 

materials were. Case F displayed a similarly rational approach to this 

Issue and used the 

(ll characteristics of the target population ; 

fill subject/study content ; 

fllll organization and sequencing of subject matter ; 

rJvl learning outcomes ; 

(v) teaching approachfesl/typefsl of learning activity 

as features for comparative purposes. 

The conditions under which judgements about appropriateness were 

made In Case C were r-ather different from those pertaining In Cases F 

and G. In Case C, many of the decisions which a curriculum developer 

undertaking adoption/adaptation would expect to make had already been 

made by staff working for the (reglona11 FE project • For Instance, 

the materials were specially developed for the target group of students 

which the tutor who featured in Case C was to teach ,and the planning 

and design or these materials had been guided by a specification or 
I 

learning outcomes and desired teaching approach(esl/typefsl of learning 

activity. Nevertheless, the tutor wished to have at her disposal 

materials which were finely tuned to the needs or Individual students. 

To achieve this , she conducted an extensive scrutiny or the materials 

and, with details to hand or each student's characteristics. 

systematically checked the materials for 'match' fand 'mismatch'). 
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Notwithstanding the careful and lnfo,.med manner In which the 

Judgement about appr'opr'lateness was r'eached In Cases C, F and G, the 

evidence pointed str'ongly to the conclusion that, In general, 

decision-making Mlout the suitability of 'existing' material for 

adoption/adaptation attempts failed to reflect an acknowledgement of the 

Importance of analysing and evaluating 'existing' material In a serious 

and detailed way. Moreover . the notion of organizing this appraisal 

against a 'reference' of clearly Identified features/conditions relating to 

the 'new' requirement, was either misunderstood or Inadequately 

conceptualized. 

Section 7 .4: Adaptation decisions 

Having Identified a se t for setsl of materials (whether advisedly or by 

'default'} for the adoption/adaptation attempt, curriculum developers 

arrived at the point In the exercise where decisions had to be made 

about how the materials were to be used In the 'new' course /prog ramme. 

At th is stage, all curriculum developers featuring In the case-study 

material recognized that this Involved some kind of action In which the 

characteri stics of the chosen materials were 1matched1 with the various 

conditions to be utlsfled by the 1new1 course. However, in the majority 

of cases. only two or three features were considered. These were 
I 

usually 

fl) the characteristics of the target population: 

rill the subjec t/study area; and some times, 

fllll the nature of the materials. 

Only Infrequently was a wider range of characteristics/condi tions given 

any consideration. Significantly, only In three cases (Cases E, F and 

Cl was attention directed In any purposive way to a comparlspn of 

learning outcomes fvlz . , goals and objectlvesl, 
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The range of features considered In the 'matching' activity was c losely 

related to the degree to which conditions for the 'new' requirement were 

clar ified at the start of the adoption/adaptation attempt. In Cases F 

and G, attention was given, e.g • . to the details of the desired 

f ll learning outcomes ; 

fill subject/study content : 

fllll characteristics of the target population ; 

flvl teaching approach(es)/type(sl of learning activity ; 

fvl organization and sequencing. 

This specification was brought to bear at the decision- points relating to 

the choice of 'existing' mate rials and their appropriateness, and used to 

advantage during the 'matching' activity . In the majority of cases, 

though, details about the 'new' materials were established (either at the 

start of the adoption/adap tat ion exercise or at some point during the 

exercise Itself} with respec t to a more limited range or features, thus 

res tricting the number of featur es which presented themselves at the 

'matching' s tage. 

It seems fair to assume that had curriculum developers given attention 

to the full range of character lsl tcs/condltlons which needed to be 

considered In relation to the 'ne w' materials, thi s would have been 

reflec ted In the way In which they conducted the 'matching' activity . 
I 

The fact that , In the main . only two, or , at most, three features were 

typically considered Indicates that It was only these fea tures which had, 

In any way, been attended to before the adaptive work was Initiated . 

The conclusions to be drawn ther efore were that adaptive work was 

mostly undertaken before any real thought had been given to the 

conditions/requirements to be sati sfied by the 'new' materials and that 

curriculum developers needed to give serious consideration to, 

clarifying, defining and articulating educational Intentions with respect 
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to the 'new' development before embarking on work of this kind . 

In those cases where the chec'< for 'match'/'mlsmatch' was conducted In 

relation to a small number of features , a necessarily Incomplete and 

sometimes Inaccurate picture of the nature of the 'mismatch' and the 

direction of necessary modifications was obtained (see, e,g, , Cases A, 

B, I and J). In Case A , for Instance , the original Intention to produce 

le11rnlng materials had to be abandoned when the size of the adaptation 

task later became apparent. In Case I, no 'matching' was carried out In 

relation to 

f ll the nature and type of materials ; 

(II) learning outcomes ; 

fllil teaching time requirement. 

Consequently, 'mismatch' along these dimensions was not recognized, 

although It In fact existed . Thus no actions were taken to accommodate 

the change from teaching/ learning materl81 to student resource material , 

or to discard Items of content Irrelevant or inappropr iate to the stated 

learning outcome, or to r-educe the study time required f although this 

latter was remedied by 'default') . It therefore seems highly pr-obable 

that there were weaknesses In the 'adapted' mate rials , 

'" Chapter 3, a discussion was oHered concerning the way In which the 
I 

nature of the adoption/adaptation task varies according to the nature of 

the 'existing' material, This Is an Important characteristic of adaptive 

curriculum work and one which was well Illustrated In the case-study 

mater ial, However, this aspect merits close consideration because Its 

significance was frequently not recognized by the curriculum 

developers . 
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Taking an overview of the type of material which was chosen for the 

adoption/adaptation, It Is noted that. In three cases rcases A, D and 

Jl, these were learning materials and, In a further four cases fCases 

Fl, F, G and 11, these were teaching/learning materials. As Chapter 3 

emphasised, both these types of material are designed In a way which 

does not afford very much flexlblllty of use, either because conditions 

for their Implementation are overtly stipulated or because a certain 

1pattern' of usage Is I mp lied In the presentation and organization of 

subject/study content , learning actlvllles, etc . The materials chosen 

for adoption/adaptation purposes with respect to these seven cases may 

be described as 'structured' because they have been generated within a 

framework Identified by the 'original' curriculum developer and all 

features/conditions ~ssoclated with these materials both reflect the 

underlying philosophy of that framework and nre logically Interrelated, 

In contrast, the remaining cases fCasH C, E and Hl used student 

resource material as their source of 'exis ting' material. These materlals 

allow the currlculum user a greater degree of discretion relating to 

their Implementation; they do not Impose a course framework but rather 

assume that this is a task to be undertaken by the user . In this 

sense. they may be described as 'flexible'. The lmpllcations of using 

structured and flexible materials respectively for the 

adop tion/adaptation exercise will now be explored with reference to 
1 

examples of each in the case•study material . 

The tutor in Case G demonstrated, through the modification activities 

he undertook, an awareness of the Implications of adapting structured 

materials . Here the 'exlsllng' materials , In the adaptation from 

teaching/learning to student resource , were appraised In terms of a 

wide range of characteristics/conditions and 'mismatch' was sp,eclflcally 

Identified with respec t to the type and form of the materials . The 
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action tal<en to modify the materials Included the conscious 

'de-s tructuring' or these materials Into separate components /elements 

and, through subsequent activity aimed at co-ordinating these elements 

within a 'new' course frameworl< which he f the tutor} had developed. 

Later , when the need arose, once more , to generate learning materials , 

the activity was directed towards re-assembling and 're-structuring' the 

resource materials to achieve a 'free-standing' , Intellectually coherent 

'pacl<age' for home- based study purposes . 

In general , however. the Idea that 'existing' mater-lals may have 

qualities which necessar-lly define them as str-uctur-ed because their 

charactel"i$tlCs/condltlons of use are 'fixed' by the 'original' curr iculum 

developers , thus rendering them non-negotiable , was not fully 

appreciated or acted upon. Whilst the tutors in Cases A, B, D, I and 

J encountered a range of dlfricultles (mostly unforeseen by theml In 

modifying the chosen mater ials, these dlfficultles were usually perceived 

in terms of 'mismatch' regarding characteristics of the target population 

and subjec t/study content. Whilst this assessment or the locus or 

1mlsmatch' was, In all cases , not Incorrect, it was essentially Incomplete . 

Thus, although ac t ions taken to remedy 'mismatch' with respect to these 

other categories sometimes had the effect or overcoming 'mismatch1 with 

respect to the type of material as well, this occurred by 'default1 and 
I 

not as a result of planned In tervention. 

Cases C, E and H Illustrate the adaptation or student resource materials 

which have qualities describab le as flexible. In these cases, the 

materials could be broadly defined only with respect to a few features 

fe . g . , the tar-get population .itnd the subject/study area and Its 

contentl whilst decisions relat ing to the majority of features/c,ondltions 

were lntenllonally left to the discretion of the curriculum user. This 



meant that during the scrutiny and analysis of the resource material, 

the tutor could not make pronouncements about 

characteristics/conditions such as the learning outcomes, teaching 

appro&ehfesl/typefsl or learning experience and organization and 

sequencing of subject matter. For this reason, these categories could 

not be affected by the adap tation task . Because this effectively 

reduces the scale of the adaptation task, this may be seen as an 

attraction by curriculum developers. Indeed, this rlexlblllty was a 

feature of the 'Science In Society' materials recognized by the tutor In 

Case E and constituted one of the main reasons for the selection of this 

particular set of materials . 

The conclusion to be drawn from the above discussion Is that 

curriculum develoPers need to be aware, when choosing sets of 

mater ials for adoption/adaptation , of the degree of s tructure which they 

exhibit . They also need to recognize that these qual ities have 

lmpllcations for the locus and extent of modificat ion tasks and that 

differen t 'patterns' of activity result from the adoption/adaptation of 

s tructured and fl exib le mater ials respectively. It should be borne In 

mind that, as a general rule, the greater the degree of specification 

with respec t to the various characteris tics/conditions of the 'existing' 

materials, the greater the degree of s tructure and cor respondi ng ly, the 
I 

qreater the number of categories which will need to be 'matched' In 

relation to the adaptation task . Conversely , a low degree of 

specification Increases the fl exibili ty of the mate r ials and reduces the 

nu mber of cat egories wh ich will need to be 'matched. The experiences 

of mos t of the curriculum developers featured In the case-s tudy material . 

Illustrate the consequences of not recogni zing lhese principles. Many 

of the proble ms encountered In the 11dapt1tlon attempts arose ,because 

there was a failure to understand the 'Interconnectedness' of the 



different characteristics/features In a set or structured materials and to 

be aware of the hiet that action undertaken to correct 'mismatch' In two 

or three areas Is bound to necessitate action with respect to all 

remaini ng areas . 

The above discussion or differences between types of curr iculum 

material a nd resource material has drawn attention to the fact that, In 

the main, curr iculum developers did not consider the fu11 range of 

character istics/conditions of •existing• material when check:lng for 

'mismatch' . It has also been noted that what Is arguably the most 

Importan t feature of any r structuredl set of materials - the s tatement of 

Intended learning ou tcomes - was not a feature to which great 

significance was attached flt was In evidence In on ly three out of the 

ten cases In people's declslon-maklngl. Instead, as a general rule , 

curriculum developers attached most Importance to the character is tics of 

the targe t poPulatlon and. to a somewhat lesser e xtent , to the 

subjec t/study area and Its content. Consequentl y, these two reatures 

tended to be the focus of change . 

Case A de monstrates a fairly typical 1pattern1 of adaptation activity to 

be Identified with the majority or cases. Here the predominant concern 

was with 'mismatch' In relation to the target population which resulted In 
I 

changes being made to the subject/study area and its content 

fpredomlnantly to ccpe with the Intellectual 'demandlngness' of the 

material). These modi fications necessitated further changes with 

respect to the type of materlal , the learning outcomes and the teaching 

approachfes)/type(sl of !earning experience, Other remaining 

features/conditions which were affected by modifications conducled 

elsewhere were , however , not given any attention. In other, cases , 

there was a similar preoccupation to accommodate 'mismatch• with respect 
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to the target population by modifying the subject/study area content 

which precipitated further corrective action In those features most 

closely associated with these two categories, However, In the case of 

rtexlble materials rsee Cases C, E and H) , the 'knock-on' effects of 

change along one dimension were less far - reaching and limited to fewer 

features because of the low degree of 'Interconnectedness' which existed 

between them. 

The emergence of the characteristics of the target population as the 

focus for concern In adoption/adaptation work may be explained In 

terms of Its particular features , viz., the target populatlon Is a 'fixed' 

or 'given' factor In all curriculum planning and does not Invite 

negotiation, either with respect to 'existing' materials chosen for 

adoption/adaptation work or with respect to the 1new' materials to be 

developed. Thus, whilst there were e,c;amples In the case-s tudy 

material of features of the 'orlglnal' specification being changed to 

accommodate 'mismatch'. this could not sensibly Include a change to the 

characteristics of the target population. The target population may 

therefore be considered as the 'starting oolnt' across the case ... studles 

for modification activities and may , for present purposes, act as a 

'reference' for describing and analysing different adaptation 'patterns'. 

Section 7 ,5 : Adaptation strategies 

It Is noted from the case-study material that, In all cases, differences 

between the characteristics of the targe t pOf)ulatlon fin the 'exist ing' 

materlals and those to be developedl might be categorized In terms of 

f ll age level and/or 

I II l llblli ly range and/or 

fllll other relevant characteristics. 
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Thus Case A featured an adaptallon of mate rials for 

111 a hlqh ability group to a medium/high ability group; 

rll l an adult group to a 16+ , school-leavers group ; 

mil an Honours degree level group to a Year I, TEC group ; 

f lv l a general education group to a vocatlonally-committed group. 

These four ' transfer' patterns necessitated modifications as follow s : 

( ll Reduction of cognl live demands on students . 

fill Deletion or modification of aspects of subject/study content of 

a speclallst nature . 

f llil Deletion of aspects of subject/study content and learning 

activities which assume greater prior experience and 

exper ti se . 

flvl Modlflcallon or 'augmentation' of sub ject/study content to 

Increase the vocational relevance of materials . 

However , other 'transfers' evident In the case-study mater ial have 

different 'bases• , For Instance: 

fll higher education - further education rcases A, D, ll 

fill general education - further education (Case Fl 

fllll general education - vocational preparation fCase 81 

Clvl general education - vocational education fCases E, G, Jl 

f v 1 fur ther education - further education f Cases C and HI 

or, using the teaching approachfesl/type(sl of learning experience as a 
I 

'base•, some examples are: 

fll experlentl al/practlcal - expository (Cases F, Hl 

fill group work - one-to-one/tutor-student work fCase C) 

11111 discussion work - private study f Case I) 

flvl guided discovery - self·lnstructlon (Case Gl 

fvl home-based study - classroom-based work fCase Al 

or. again , using the type of material as a base : 

fll learning - teacher resource + student resource {Case Al 
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rill student resource - student r esource (Case E) 

fllll teaching/learning - teacher resource (Case 8) 

(Iv) teaching/learning - student resource (Cases C and I) 

(v) student resource - student learning (Case C) 

fvl} teaching/learning - teaching/learning (Case Fl 

fvill learning+ student resource - teacher development (Case O}. 

Indeed, a very large number or 'transfers' Involving different 'bases' Is 

dlscernable from just ten cases of ad0ptlon/adaptallon worl<. It Is 

however clear that subsumed within any 'transfer' are possible 

modifications to several characteristics/conditions featuring In the grid 

and that there are 'knock-on' effects of these modifications on other 

categories, particularly in the case of structured materials . 

T he problem of 'mismatch', either actual or anticipated, was tackled In 

two main ways by the curr iculum developers In the various cases 

reatu red here. In the first instance, the majority sought to ldentlry 

s trategies for either avoiding adaptation altogether or at least 

minimizing Its scale. Then , following on from the deployment of 

1adaptatlon avoidance' or 'adaptation minimization' s trategies, further 

activity was undertal< en to remedy any 'mismatch' which still r emained . 

Considering firstly 'adaptation avoidance/minimization'. the case-s tudy 

ma te r ial reveals that this was achieved In a number of different ways, 
I 

viz . , 

Ill At the stage of deciding upon c haracter istics/conditions of 

the 'new' requi r ement , specifying only a few such reatures 

and subsequently allowing certain features/conditions of the 

'ex isting' materials chosen for the adoption/adaptation atlempt 

to define and s hape those remaini ng features (Cases 0, I, 

Jl, 

1111 At the 'se lection' stage or the adoption/adaptation attempt ( al 



choosing flexible materials whose characteristics could more 

easily be 'moulded to meet the requirements or the new 

course/programme ( Case El ; fb) choosing from a wider 

range of possible sultable materials , a smaller number which 

demonstrated optimum compatibility with the requirements or 

the 'new• course/programme (Cases C and F). 

fllil During the process of adaptation e!!:. !,!, changing the details 

of the specification for the 'new• requirement (Cases A and 

Bl, 

rivl Once an adoption/adaptation attempt had talc:en place , seeking 

to find alternative uses for the 1adop ted'/ 1adapied' product In 

situations perceived as roughly comparable (Cases G and Hl. 

Thus, whilst these strategies demonstrate different types of relationship 

between the 'existing' materials and those to be developed , with the 

exception of (Ill above, it was the 'existing' materials which were 

allowed to exert a major force on the 'desired' materials and this 

resulted In varying degrees of distortion with respect to 'or iginal' 

Intentions. 

Further activity undertaken to correct any additional areas of 'mismatch' 

which might remain also demonstrated a col"'lcern not to become Involved 

in extensive adaptation activity. Material was used 'di rectly' as oftel"'I as 
I 

possible, viz., 'adopted' and where thi s was not possible, modifications 

were carried out maln ly by re- writing the text, or by deletll"'lg the more 

unsuitable parts and substituting with ,!!?. l!!!!!2 developed material. ~ 

~ deve lopment also tended to be used as a 'bridging' device to 

link/co-ordinate separate content Items or to correct 

deflclencles/lrrel~vancles In the 'existing' materials . In general, 

because recognition was not ~lven to the differences between, sets of 

materials fvlz. , structured and flexlblel, all curriculum materials used 
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fOf' adoption/adaptation wOf'k were treated as though they were resource 

materials . I.e . they were used In piecemeal fashion, re assembled and 

linked with other units/Items culled from other sources In what 

amounted to an essentially eclectic manner. Hence . the 'adapted 

product was typically arrived at through an admixture of adoption 

adaptation and ,!!! lnltlo development. 

The figure overleaf (Figure 7. ll demonstrates this admixture of 

approaches to bring about modifications. It Is not possible, however, 

to generalise about these strategies : they are therefOf'e presented 

without discussion as examples of possible ways In which 'mismatch' may 

be accommodated . 

Section 7 . 6: Conclusions 

The analysis of the ten cases of adoption/adaptation work demonstrates 

that whilst the notion of generating 'new' materials by modifying (where 

necessaryl 'existing' curriculum/resource materials Is an attractive one 

at a •common sense' level, Its prlnclples have been arrived at through 

pragmatism, rather than through a theoretical understanding of what is 

Involved . With a few notable exceptions , there appeared to be little 

awareness of the need to accOf'd adoption/adaptation the status of a 

'curriculum development strategy' , and thus 'an Inadequate recognition of 

the necessity to think through and apply the same prlnclples as 

underpiri !!! ~ development, viz., 

(1) the articulation and operatlonallutlon of educational 

Intentions; 

(111 the trarislallon of these Intentions Into appropriate learning 

and teaching programmes (to Include the generation of course 

and I earning materials). 
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Moreover (again wllh one or two exceptlonsl, there was little evidence 

that adoption/adaptation was seen to have its own particular 

decision-making points with respect to the generation or 'new' materials 

and that there are certain activities which need to be clearly Identified 

In relation to these decision -points. 

Because the theoretical principles underlying adoption/adaptation work 

were not fully comprehended or simply overlooked, the Importance or 

the decision-making points (where their existence was acknowledgedl 

Wl'IS often underestimated. Many of the cases bear witness to a number 

of weaknesses of approach, viz. , 

r il An Inadequate or Incomplete 'specification' for the 'new' 

materials to be developed. 

rill A decision to adopt/adapt which was more often shaped by a 

desire to use a particular set of materials or to cope with 

constraints and exigencies operating at Institutional level. 

f till The small number of characteristics/conditions featuring In the 

'exis ting' materials which were considered when the choice of 

materi al s was being made. 

rlvl The acceptance of 'appropr iateness' based on a similarly 

narrowed range of considerations. 

(vl The lack or understanding about the 'Interconnectedness' of 
I 

different features of the curriculum design and about the 

lmpllcatlons of this 'lnterconnectedness1 with respect to 

different types of material r structured and flex Ible). 

fvll The preoccupation with 'adaption avoidance/minimization', 

often at the expense of distorting the 'original' specification. 

Some cases demonstrate this full spectrum of we.ii1knesses. T,hls Is 

explainable because the decisions to be made during the 
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adoption/adaptation work are themselves causally Interconnected so that 

a decision made at an early point of the exercise re.g, , a decision 

about the features of the 'new' requirement or a decision about the 

choice of materlalsl will affect and necessarily 'shape1 subsequent 

decisions fe.g •• with respect to the nature and direction of the 

modification activity}. Many of the cases show, for Instance, that the 

specification for the 'new• requirement was only partially articulated, 

often in terms of merely two or three characteristics/conditions , and 

that this then 'fixed the range of variables which were compared at the 

'scrutiny' stage and had a similarly pre-determining effect on those 

ar"eas that were checked for 'mlsmatch1
• In such situations. a 'chain' 

reaction was set up In which choices were always unnecessarily 

narrowed at each key decision-making point , thus rendering the 

decision, at best. less clr"cumspect than It might have been and, at 

worst. lncorr"ect and Ill-advised . 

The case-study mater"lal also effectively Illustrates a spectrum of 

different relationships which were established between the 'existing' 

matedals on the one hand , and those desired for the 'new' 

cou r" se/programme on the other. The optimum r"elatlonshlp ffrom the 

point of view of the quality or the decision takenl Is clearly one which 

Is established through full perception and understanding of what Is to 
1 

be used and how It Is to be used . This Implies a sys tematic 

Identification of characterist ics/conditions along both dimensions and a 

similarly systematic checking for 'match' and 'mismatch'. In this way, a 

clear Idea Is established of the locus and dlr"ectlon of the modification 

activity and the curriculum developer retains full control over" all 

aspects of decision-making and Its usoclated ectlvltles , Under" these 

circumstances, the product of adaptation Is likely to be COfflJ?lllble wllh 

orlglnal Intentions. 
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So often, however , there was a lack of clarity with respect to 

educational In ten tions and, as a general rule, adaptive work was 

Initiated from a position where the requi rements for the 'new' 

curriculum/programme were Ill -defined and Inadequately articulated. 

Decisions were taken on a flimsy Information base and a suit ab le 

'tension' between the Imperatives of the 'existing' mater ial and those of 

the 'desired' mater ial , was not maintained. This resulted In occasions 

when the characterlstlcs/cOt"lditlons of the 'existing' material dominated 

'decisions' and activities relating to the genera tion of the 'new' mater ial 

so that the 'adopted/'adapted' product reflec ted many of these 

characteristics. Under these circumstances , the sultablll ty of the 

product for the 'new' cour se/programme becomes questionable . 

The analysis or the case •study mate rial highlights not only the 

Interrelationships which exist between the various decisions to be taken 

during an adoption/adaptation atteinpt but also those In terrelationships 

which exist. within a given set of materials, between Indiv idual 

character is tics/conditions f such as those which are Identified In the 

grldl. Although It was noted that materials may be categorized 

according to thei r location on a structured - flexible continuum, all 

materials , even flex ible materials such as student resource, have 

characteris tics (e,g, , target population and broad study content) 

defined by the 'original' cu rr iculum deve lopt r which are logically and 

conceptually Interconnected . Therefore , modifications made to one or 

more of these defined features are likely to necessitate changes to all or 

many of those remaining defined features. When the 'existing' materials 

demonstrate a high degree or structure , the number of 

characterl s tlcs/ieatures which may require modification wlll Increase 

accordi ngly , 
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A.n understanding or the principles underlying the design of a given set 

of materials and an ablll ty to analyse material according to the degree 

or 'Interconnectedness' present In Its characteristics/conditions was orten 

not In evidence In the case-s tudy material. Consequently, once a 

particular set for setsl or material was chosen for the 

adoption/adaptation task, curriculum developers experienced diHlculty 

with a number or unforeseen problems which were a direct consequence 

or the Interconnections In the material. Had a greater awareness 

exis ted or these Issues , It would have been possible to consider 

whether, In fact , it was feasible to continue with the adaptation task, 

In reality, however, the question or reaslblllty was never addressed. 

Once a decision had been made to use a particular set or materials, 

curriculum developers struggled to overcome the problems In the most 

expedient way by mohlllslnq 'adaptation avoidance/minimization' 

strategies. 

It was noted that , In only one case, {Case ll had the curriculum 

developer been exposed to the theore tical principles which underpin the 

use of adoption/adaptation as a strategy for curriculum development. 

For the majority therefore , these principles were.to a greater or lesser 

extent, acquired through experience. However , two cases f Cases F and 

G l Illustrate that experlentlal learning may be an effective approach to 

adoption/adaptation work Jr and when the 1Jarnln9 Is conducted within 

appropriate parameters. These are 

rn a positive attitude towards adoption/adaptation ; 

rill an extensive knowledge or 'e,clstlng' materials : 

fllll access to such materials (coupled with their avallabllltyl ; 

flv) expe~lence and expertise In curriculum development work In 

gene,.al . , 

In Cases F and G. these 'boundary conditions' were In evidence and 



provided the necessary facllHallve framework which allowed the 

acquisition, through pragmatism , of the principles of 

adoption/adaptation work . Moreover, these conditions offered the 

opportunity for a reflective approach to the adoption/adaptation task 

which encouraged the Identification of a range of possible options at 

each decision-making point and thus a more rational basis for the 

decis ions taken. However , In all the remaining cases, conditions were 

not as favourable and the lack of curriculum development expertise , in 

particular. mllltated against an appropriately reflective approach to the 

experience of Involvement In adoption/adaptation work . 
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CHAPTER 8: OBSERVATIONS, GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMEND,\ TIONS 

A great t1eal has heen written In the past thirty ye11rs on the topic or 

curriculum rlevelopment. The curriculum movement of the 1q sos and 

1q1os which Introduced substantial changes In the educational content 

and Instructional approaches of teaching and learolng In schools. gave 

rise to numP.rous publications which documented the various rationales 

for curriculum innovation, Its underlyln9 phllosophles, Its Impact In 

different subject/study areas and Its effects on the experiences of 

teachers and pupils. Moreover, In the existing literature much 

attention has been given to the nature and principles of curriculum 

theory and to a concern to disseminate a body or knowledge about the 

essential features and procedures relatlnq to •~ey1 aspects of the 

lrmovatlon process , particularly the Ident ification and articulation of 

educational needs, tlie development of appropriate teachlnq/learnlng 

materials to meet these needs , and the use of such materials In the 

classroom setting . 

The major assumption lmpllcl tly under-lying many publications addressing 

Issues of th is type Is that curriculum development Is largely 

synonymous with what has been referred to In thi s s tudy as '!!! lnltio' 

development, I.e . , with the notion that dehislon-maklng and associated 

ac tivity In the field of curriculum development Is centrally concerned 

with the generation of 'new' curriculum or r esource mate rial s 1from 

scratch' . In the context of the 1960s and 1970s , th is perception of the 

nature of cur,-lculum development Is wholly understandable and 

accep table. l~deed, the mos t 'visible' and wlde ly- recognlted 

achievement of the cul"rlculum movement was the establishment of a 

large numbel" of curriculum projec ts that produced a wealth of high 
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quality teachlng /learnlnq materials through !!:?_ ~ development. 

A firm belief underlying this study Is that curr iculum development work 

now , In the 1980s, cannot and should not Ignore the legacy of the 

curr iculum movement . In particular , current curriculum activity has to 

recognize that 

fll there are lessons to be learnt from the experiences of 

Innovation In the school sec tor which have 'transfer' value , 

Irrespective of the nature and conditions of the educational 

se tt ing In which Innovation Is being contemplated; 

Clil there are , In exis tence today, many excellent curriculum and 

resource materials which can, after suitable modification, 

effectivel y serve a wide spectrum of 'new' educational needs . 

The Issue raised In rll above has already been the subject of a study 

referred to several times In Chapter l of this thesis fFEU , 1982}: the 

Issue raised In fill has provided much of the rationale for the conduct 

of the study reported here , 

It seems sensible to acknowledge that , once developed, curriculum or 

resource materials may be used for alternative educational purposes 

through the process of curriculum adoption or adaptation. In practice , 

curricu lum adoption or adaptation offer conslderable advantages , at 

least potentially so . They can lead to eco~omles In relation to time, 

money and human effort ; In Intellectual terms, they are likely to be less 

demanding on currlculum development e)Cperlence and e)Cpertlse In 

general. and on plannln9 and design skills In particular . To put It 

si mply , the use of adoption/adaptation as a me;,ns of generating 'new' 

materials may ~ell avoid the 're- Invention of the wheel'. 
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It hH been argued In this study that curriculum developers, working 

In the 1980s, have, In adaptive curriculum activity, a s trategy for 

curriculum development that provides an alternative to _!2 lnltlo 

development. This Is not to su~ges t that It Is always appropriate for 

all curriculum develapment Initiatives , or to Insist on Its excluslve use . 

As Chapter 3 demonstrated, the decision relating to the most suitable 

strategy for a given se t of circumstances needs to be carefully 

appraised against a recognition of (ll the opportunities and constraints 

operating on the curriculum development work f Ill the characteristics 

and conditions relating to the materlals to be develaped and those same 

features In the 'existing' materials being considered ror use . Moreover, 

as Chapter 6 showed , in practice adaptive curriculum development and 

!!! lnltlo development may often be used together , In a complementary 

sense. 

The major premise of this s tudy, however , Is that adoption/adaptation 

as a strategy for curriculum development has great potential for, and Is 

well suited to the conditions that have prevailed In the Further 

Educat ion sec tor durlnq the past decade and that s till prevall today , 

for the following reasons : 

ril Pressures from many directions to respond to 'new' and 

urgent educational needs In many aspects of Its former 

'tradltlonal' work and to take on
1 

board responslblllty for 

provision In numerous fast -growing areas th11t inltlally were 

outside the professional experience of Its staff, 

I Ill The absence of large WP.11-flnl'lnced bodies of equivalent size 

and scope as the Nuffleld Foundation and the Schools Counci l 

of thf!i 1QMs and 1970s to develop , to the same extent, 

curricular skills to product!: purpose-built packaves of high 

quality, trialled and 'field - tested' materlals, and to train 



staff within Institutions In the planning, design and 

Implementation of materials. 

(JIil The expectation that FE staff, within their own institutions 

can design courses, develop materials and coiitlnue to teach 

against a context of little time and sometimes little adequate 

preparation/ training for the many curricu lum development 

tasks which need attending to. 

Under such circumstances, the case for adoption/adaptation, given Its 

advantages, would appear obvious and Incontestable . 

However, as little was known about adoption/adaptation work or Its use 

In the FE context, the Investigation undertaken for th is s tudy aimed to 

realize the following Intentions: 

(il to 'map' the Incidence of adap tive curricu lum work as a 

strategy for curriculum development ; 

Oil to gain an understanding of the conditions, Issues, decisions, 

procedures and activi ti es to be associated with this type of 

work ; 

run to develoP some broad guidelln@s and recommendations for 

practitioners In order to facilitate the conduct of such work . 

In this sensi,, the conception of the s tudy and Its intended outcomes 

was underpinned by essentlally practical motives : the use of 

adoption/adaptation work was considered to
1 

be a valuable 1route1 to the 

generation of 'new' course/programme materials and It was Important to 

provide information (assuming that this d id not already exls tl about 

how such work might best be carried out . 

As a first step · In the Investigation , a review of relevant literature was 

conducted. The findings from this were as follows : 

(11 Accounts which discussed adoption/adaptation activities were 
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mainly In connection with the phenomenon of 'cultural 

transplantation'. These concerned the specific Issues and 

problems of 'lmpOr'tlng' curr'lculum projecl materials , mostly In 

the area of secondary school science , and Implementing such 

materials In different countries and different cultural 

settings. 

fill Accounts of adoption/adaptation activities which had been 

staged outside the 'cultural transplantation' framework 

provided no theoretical analysis of the nature and 

characteristic features of such activity as a strategy for 

curriculum development. 

(1111 There was on ly one account of the staging of adaptive work 

within the FE sector and the writer repOr'ted unfavourable 

resu lts , following an evaluation of this work. Again , this 

was a descr-lptlve account of a single attempt to adopt 

curriculum mater-lals which lacked any kind of theoretical 

underpinning. 

The disappointing findings from the llter-ature review accor-ded 

par-tlcular lmpOf"tance to the need to s tage empirical work In the FE 

sec tor- to establish a body of lnfor-matlon relating to the Issues under

Investigation, This was conducted In two parts. Part I sought to 

es tabli sh, by means of questionnaires and ~ollow-up lnqulr-les, the 

Incidence and general nature of adaptive wor-k . This was carded out at 

two dlffer-ent points In time - during 1980/81 and In 1985, Part 11 

concerned the development of case-s tudy materi al of a detailed kind 

which could pr-ovlde Information of a pr-eclse natur-e about the essential 

natur-e of adapilve work . about decision-making which typically 

char-acterlzes this work and about the actual processes Involved In 

using 'existing' materials to gener-ate •new• materials . This Information 



was collected by means of In-depth str·uctured Interviews with 

practitioner, In FE who had been Involved In adaptive work. To carry 

out both aspects of the empirical Investigation, a theoretical model, 

based on rational principles of decision-making, was developed. Thi! 

provided a framework fo r the collection of Information and for Its 

subsequent analysis and evaluation. 

A number of methodological difficulties were encountered In the conduct 

of the field - work. These were as follows : 

rn The author of this study had little control over the 

identification of the target population to receive the 1980/81 

questionnaire and no control over Its distribution. 

Respondents rcollege prlnclpalsl had to define the curricular 

activities of their staff according to a 9lven se t of cr iteria 

for de tei-mlnlng 'adoption' and 1adap tat lon'. This task was 

pi-oblematlc .e!!. !!.• but particularly so, with h indsight , 

when It was i-ecognlzed that curi-i c1,lum adoption/adaptation 

often did not feature, as a recognized strategy, in 

practitioners' undei-standlng of 'curi-lculum development1
• 

fil l The attempt , In 1985, to avoid sl mllar deflnltlonal and 

conceptual problems resul ted In the necessity of using two 

questionnaires, one which sought Information about 

curricu lum development In genehl lmd one which asked 

speclflcally about the use of 1exlstlng' mater ial s In such 

work. This resulted In the generation of large amounts of 

data which wei-e not a11 directly relevant to the Issues under 

consideration. This necessitated a g reat dea l of 1slftlng1 and 

sor t.Ing In order to Isolate Instances of genuine adaptive 

work. 

fllll The development of the case-sludy maler lal had to be 
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organized through the collectlon or Information by In-depth 

structured interviews which required practitioners to 

accurately recall the details of their decision-making and 

activities, and to provide Information about why they had 

made particular decisions and taken particular actions. A 

number or reported Instances of adaptive work which, on 

paper, appeared to be potentially fruitful, could not be 

developed In to case-study material because the Inte rviewees 

could not 're-construct' with any clarity, their reasoning and 

their actions retrospectively. A.t the time, It appeared that 

this was due to faulty memory but the Insights gained from 

the Investigation or the practice of adaptive work later 

confirmed that the reported attempts at adaptive work had 

frequently lacked the guidance and direction provided by 

genuine reflection on the nature of the Issues involved, 

Notwithstanding these problems, the empirical Inves tigation Into the 

Incidence of adoption/adaptation work In FE produced findings In 

1Q80/81 which were reaffi rmed In 1985. Moreover, ten Informative and 

representative cases or ad0ptlon/adaptatlon attempts were Identified 

which provided Information of a sufficiently detailed kind to allow 

conclusions to be drawn about the nature, decisions, Issues and 

procedures which characterize such work. 
1 

Rased on the data reported 

in Chapters 5, 6 and 7, a number of observations and conclusions may 

usefully be highlighted. 

rll The Incidence or adaptive curriculum work In FE Is low. 

OnlY one college In five attempted work of this kind, despite 

the very extensive Involvement In curriculum devel0pment 

activities evidenced In the 1q85 survey. In the main, the 



notion or 1curriculum development' was round to be closely 

associated In people1s minds with ~ lnltlo development and 

there was little exploration or the potential or adaptive work 

as an alternative strategy. 

rill Those practitioners who had used 'existing' materials to meet 

'new' course/programme needs reached such a decision by 

means or pragmatic considerations, ra ther than by reasoned 

choice between adoption/adap tation and~ lnltlo 

development. The pressure to genera te •new' materials 

frequently forced tutors In colleges to use their own 

Immediate exper ience as their sole resource. turning to 

materials which they had used previously for other 

purposes. and with which they were familiar. There was 

little recognition or the need to ex tend thei r existing 

knowledge by consciously embarking on a search for 

alternative sources or material . Tutors In FE whose 

professional experience had brought them In to contact with 

Influences from outside the sector sometimes had some 

knowledge or materials from , e . g •. the school sector or from 

Higher Education . In such cases, the search for alternative 

materials was even less apparent than among colleagues who 

had tutored only In FE . 

tllll Curriculum ad0pt lon/adaptatlon was not. In practitioners' 

thinking , accorded the status or a curriculum deve lopment 

s trategy . This may account, In part at any rate , for a 

rall~re to recognize that ( al adaptive work shares , and 

should share, some or the characteristics or _!!? !nlllo 

development and (bl It also has Its own characteristic 
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features. As for any type of cur ricul um developmen t , 

educational In tentions need to be clari fied before embarking 

on the deve lopment work {!!!. !!• In the case of adaptive 

work , the curricul um deve loper shou ld be ab le to 

concep tualize the natu re and di rection which any modification 

needs to take, and be able to weigh up the advantages and 

disadvan tages of the necessary procedures against those 

required In ~~development . In the main , the re was 

li tt le Indication that adaptive work was perceived as a 

necessarily systematic ende11vour , predicated upon rat ional 

and clear -headed pr inciples of decision- maki ng. Rather, It 

was seen as a panacea for beleaguered and Inexper ienced 

curr iculum deve lc>pe rs , a rou te whlcti tield out the promise of 

offer ing mater ials for 'new' cou r ses/programmes wi th the 

min imum of effort , both in prac tical and academic terms. 

Thus, the choice of adaptive curricu lum development was 

ofte n a func tion of Its Image as a 'soft op tion' , rather than 

as a reputable s trategy for cu rriculum development , the 

attraction of which lies In the recognition but legitimate 

'short -circuit ing' of decisions which are common to all 

curriculum developme nt attempts . 

I 
flvl Because adop tion/adaptation was, In practice, not seen as a 

rational sys tem of decision- mak ing , It frequently lacked the 

guidance of a clear conceptualhatlon or what It Involves . As 

a consequence, some curriculum developers' experience or 

thi s type or work was not a wholly happy one. A number of 

attempts was Initiated In the absence of any specification for 

the materials to be developed . Thi s tended to resul\ In the 

character-l s tlcs and conditions of use envisaged for the 



'existing' materials strongly Influencing the nature of the 

'new' materials which were developed. Under such 

circumstances, It Is Impossible for the curriculum developer 

to exercise appropriate control over the nature and 

characteristics of the 'new' materials, It is also highly 

questionable whether the 'product' proves to be suitable at 

Implementation level, In situations where there was some 

general Idea about the characte,.lstics of the materials to be 

developed , the specification was frequently changed when 

the nature and scale of the necessary modifications later 

became apparent rusually during the process of adaptation 

E!!. !!l• Under these conditions, efforts were directed Into 

strategies of 'adaptation avoidance' or 'adaptation 

mini mization', rather than the confrontation and resolution of 

'mismatch' . 

fvl Many of the pr"actitlone,.s who, either advisedly or by 

'default', used adaptive work for cu,.rlculum development 

demonstrated a lack of understanding of the prlnclples of 

curriculum design . In particular, they were unaware of the 

In terrelationships which exist between individual curricular 

features fvl1 . , characte,.lstics of the target population, 

learning outcomes, subject/study ~alter and Its organization, 

teaching approachfesl/type(sl of learning experience\ and 

between curricu lar features and contextual features (I . e . , 

conditions which relate to the use of curriculum materi als -

time and Its organization, ruource impllcatlons, etc .) . 

Thus , the 'knock-on' effects of the modification of one or 

more curricular features on other (curricular or c?nte)( luall 

features was frequently not anticipated and sometimes not 
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even not Iced. 

Although the analysis and evaluation of attempts at adaptive curriculum 

development in FE demonstraterl weaknesses and shortcomings. It should 

be noted that many of the practitioners lacked skill and exper-lence In 

curriculum development generally and that in only two Instances had 

any form of 'In-service', staff development work relating to curriculum 

matters, been available. It should also be noted that although the 

experience of many curriculum developers who had tried adaptive work 

was somewhat discouraging from the analyst1s point of view, a number 

of practitioners expressed satisfaction with their efforts and Indeed , In 

two cases where the pre-conditions were favourable and where 

decision-making was sys tematically conducted, the quality of the 

decision-making was commendable. However, In order to compensate In 

some way for the lack of guidance which available literature offers the 

practitioner or adaptive curriculum development and In an attempt to 

render the conduct or such work less problematic, a number of 

recommendations , based on the decision-making framework presented In 

Chapter 3 of this study, is offered. (The flow-chart. Figure 3.1 . 

which represented this framework , Is reproduced as a reference and aid 

In Appendix C. l 

I 
1, Curriculum adoption/adaptation should be seen as a logical. 

systematic process of decision- making that 

fll Is predicated upon the satisfactory fulfillment of a number of 

Important pre-conditions (see 2. belowl ; 

fill Involves a number of critical decision-making points (see ) . 

below 1. 

This perception of the nature of adaptive work needs to, underlie 

and Inform all aspects of practitioners' activity In this area of 
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endeavour. 

2. The essential pre-conditions for adoption/adaptation are : 

fll a clear Identification or educational Intentions with respect to 

the materials that are to be developed. This ldentlrlcatlon Is 

rundamental to all curriculum development work and , In the 

case or adoption/adaptation , should shape and guide all 

deci sions and related actions. 

fill knowledge or a range of 1exlsting1 materials. Here 'range' Is 

used advisedly . 1r personal experience relating to this Issue 

Is limited , knowledge may be Increased by reference to 

1prorlles' , directories and similar compilations which document 

and describe curriculum and resource materials produced by 

others . Alternatively , direct access to samples. 'packages' , 

etc • . or materials through libraries and resource banks should 

be arranged. 

fllll the establishment or loan/access racllltles which ensure the 

ready availability of 'existing' materials for the durat ion or the 

adap tive work . 

Curriculum adoption/adaptation can realistica ll y be contemplated only 

when the three pre-conditions have been met. Once such 

pre-conditions have been established , the curriculum developer ls in 
1 

a position to work through the sequence of decision-points outlined 

In 3. below. 

:3 , The crlllca1 declslon- maklnq points occur with respect to 

fll the appropriate s trategy for conducting the development work t 

I. e . , by us ing adoption , or adaptation, or, where neither Is 

practicable, ~ lnlllo development . 

fill the sultablllty of 'existing' materials for use f'dlrect' or after 
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modiflcallonl In the 'new' cu r riculum/programme; 

tllll the Identi fication of 'mismatch' (where relevant) between the 

chosen 'existing' materials and those to be developed ; 

flvl the Identification of actions/strategies to remedy this 

'mismatch'; 

(vl the feaslblllty of carrying out the required modifications. 

Issues (ll to fvl above give rise to four important decisions , viz. , 

the 'strategy' decision (I above I 

the 'sultablllty' decision ( II abovel 

- the 'modificat ion' decision (111 and Iv abovel 

- the 'feaslblllty' decision (v abovel, 

However, the curriculum developer should recognize that these 

decisions are Inte rdependent and that It is not always necessary to 

take all four decisions. In the case of adoption , only the 's trategy' 

and 'sui tability' decisions are take n. Where the preconditions for 

adoption/adaptation are not met, only the 'strategy' decision fin 

favour of~ ~ development} Is taken. Only when adap tation Is 

being contemplated as the s trategy for curricu lum development do 

all four decisions need to be worked through, 

ti . The es tablishment or the necessary pre-cOflditlons for adaptive work 

should be followed by the systematic appraisal and analysis or 
I 

'existing' mater ial so that judgeme nts may be made about 

Ill their Sllltabllity for use, with or without modifications ; 

till the feasibili ty of carrying out these modifications . where 

necessary . 

This appraisal and analysis may usefully be conducted In terms of a 

number of 'k ey' curricular/contextual features, viz. , 

- type and nature of material 

- target population 
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- subject/study area and Its content 

- learning outcomes 

- teaching approach(esl/type(sl of learning experience 

- teaching time requirement and Its organization 

- resource requirements. 

The analysis Is applied both to the 'existing' mate rials being 

considered for adoption/adaptation and to the 'desired materials , 

viz • . those to be developed. In order to faclfltate this analysis, a 

'match/mismatch' matrix , such as the one presented in Chapter 3, 

may be used (Appendix C provides a copy of this matrix for 

praclltlol'lers' usel. 

5. Where 'mismatch' Is noted, activities and procedures undertaken to 

accommodate this should ensure that the educatlonal intentions 

underlying the adaptive work are not compromised or distorted. An 

awareness of the Interrelationships which exist within and between 

the design features of the materials should be sustained so that the 

'knock-on' effects of change to any of the curricular or contextual 

features may be anticipated and effectively remedi ed . 

6. A good under s tanding of the opportunities and constraints operating 

at Institutional level will facilitate decision-making In those areas 
I 

where value judgements Inevitably have a role to play (e .g. , with 

respect to the feaslblllty of carrying out the modifications that seem 

necessary}. In all other areas of decision-making , every attempt 

needs to be made to ensure that It Is rationally and systematically 

conducted. 

It Is hoped that these recommendations will be useful to pr~tltloners 

who may wish to consider adoption/adaptation work as a strategy for 
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curriculum development. The i"ma lysis of the ten case-studies presented 

In Chapters 6 and 7 of this study certainly provides validity for such a 

scheme. However , the propositions put forward In this study should be 

seen as an area for further Investigation and evaluation In the practice 

of adaptive curriculum work. For this reason, practitioners are urged 

to follow the guidance offered here , to Implement the proposals and to 

appraise to what extent the recommendations are useful , practicable and 

effective In meeting their curriculum development requirements. 
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APPENDIX A 

Curriculum Projects Rererred to In Chapter 1 



Further det;,11s of the projects listed below may be obtained from 

Schools Council Project Profiles and Index r 160 Great Portland Street , 

London W1N 6LL l and the Mathematical Assoclation1s Guide to 

Mathematics Projects in J\ril lsh Secondary Schools r2sg London Road , 

Leicester\. Another userul source or Information Is Stenhouse, L. 

rMl r1980l Curriculum Research and Development In Action, London , 

Heinemann. 

Design and Craft Educ:atlon 

Director 

Location 

Proressor S J Eggleston 

University or Leicester and subsequently 

University of Keele, Department of Education 

Duration 1967 - 1973 

Designated populatlon Puplls , aged 13-16+ 

Financed by Schools Council 

Publishers Edward Arnold Ltd. , Maidenhead 

Ford Teaching Project 

Director 

Location 

Duration 

J Elliott 

University of East Anglla, Cent re for Applied 

Research In Education and subsequently 

Cambr idge Institute of Education 

1972-197, (main projectl : 197,·1975 



f extension 1 

Designated population Qualified teachers 

Financed by Ford Foundation 

Publishers Not applicable fworklng papers only) 

Humanities Curriculum Project 

Director 

Location 

L A Stenhouse 

Philippa Fawcett College of Education and 

subsequently University or East Anglia , 

Centre for Applied Research In Education 

Duration 1967- 1972 

Designated population Pupils , aged 14-16+ 

Financed by Schools Council and Nuff!eld Foundation 

Publishers Heinemann, London. 

Geography 1'- 11 

Directors Dr G Hicl<man funtll July 19731: J Reyr,olds 

(August 1Hl - Auvust 19701 ; H Tolly 

(September 1974- 19751 

Location U nlverslty or Bristol, School or Educ at Ion 

Duration 1970- 1975 

Designated population Puplls , aged 14 - 18 

Financed by Schools Councll 

Publlshers Macmillan , Baslngstol<e 



Geography for the Young School Leaver 

Directors R A Beddls and T H Dalton I until 1974) ; 

T Higginbottom 

Location Avery HIii College of Education 

Duration 1970-1979 

Designated population Pupils , aged 14- 16 

Financed by Schools Council 

Publishers Thomas Nelson, Sunburywon- Thames 

Modular Courses In Technology 

Co-ordinators 

Location 

R L Page and J T Poole 

University of Bath , School of Education 

(Science and Technology Cen trel 

Duration 1976- 1978 

Designated population Pupils , aged 14-16 

Financed by Schools Council 

Publishers Information obtainable from R L Page, 

University of Bath 

North Wes t Regional Currlculuffl Development Project 

Direc tor 

Location 

Dr WC A Rudd 

University of Manchester, School of 

Education 

Duration 1967- 1972 

Designated population Pupils, aged 13- 16+ 



Financed by 

Publishers 

Schools Councils and LEAs 

Rlacki f!, Glasgow; Holmes McDougall , 

Edinburgh : Macmillan, Basingstoke 

Nuffleld Working with Science• 

Ol •ector K WIid 

Location University or Keele. Department of Education 

Ourat Ion IQ74- 1977 

Designated population Pupils , aged 16- 18 

Financed by Nuffleld Foundation 

Publishers Longman, York 

•rRe-publlshed as Nurfleld Worki ng with Science : Source Ma terials 

for CPVE , 19871 

Shropshire Mathtu11atlcs Experiment 

Director 

Location 

R. S Heritage 

71 Sandbach Road North, Al sager, 
I 

Stoke-on-Tren t 

Duration 196ij-1970 

Designated population Pupils , aged 11+ 

Financed by Shrops hire LEA 

Publis hers Penguin Books Ltd , Harmondsworth 



APPENDIX 8.1 

Questionnaire used In the 1910/11 Survey 



1. Are any deparCnents In your college Involved In adaptation 
.orl< as defined In the Newsletter? 

(If 'Yes'• please c~lete the rest of the q.iesti~ire. 
If 'No' l>Jt there ls an Intention to uroertake such ...,rk In 
the future please proceed to Q.,estlon 4. 
If 'No' and there are ro further plans, please slgn and 
foNlrd as a nl 1 return . ) 

2. If adaptation ...,rk has been ca,pleted or ls ln progress 

a) has lt entailed malnly 

l. the direct transfer ard lncorporatlon of 
currtcular materials, le. AOOPITON 1 

ll. the transfer an:I lncorporatlon followlng 
sl.bstantlal m:xllflcatlon of currtcular 
materials, le . Ailll'fATION? 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

b) was the ...,rk carried out malnly by an ln:llvlcu,l 
or a tean? ln:llvlwal/rean 

If by a tean, dld thls Involve Inter-college 
collaboration? Yes/No 

3. If adaptation ...,rk has been CIJ'l'leted or ls ln progress 

a ) are the materials available? 

b) could """""les be made available to the Project? 

c) would saneone be prepared to talk to a nmber of 
the Project tean about your experience of 
AOOPl'ION or Ailll'fATION? 

[f yes, please name 

4. If so far, yru have not been Involved ln AOOl'f!ON or AI:l\Pl'ATION 
l>Jt are planning such ...,rk 

a) In >A,at subject/study area /crurse wlll thls take place? 

b) >A,at ls the target population? 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Please re tum to: 

Mrs G Heathcote 
Deparenent of Education 
lkllvenlty of Keeie 
Keele 

Nane of Respondent: • ...•...•.•••..•.•.... 

Status: .•.....•••.•.•.•.•.••••. ., ••.••••• 

Instltutlon and Address: •...••• • ••• . •. ..• 

Staffs STS SIK: 



APPENDIX B . 2 

Questionnaire {Number 1) u sed In the 1HS Survey 



CLRRiaut1 DEVEI.Dl'K':NT l,tlU( IN 

FtRI1iER IDXATION 

NAI-E _________ POSITION IN roll.EGE _____ _ 

Please tlck the appropriate box in relatlon to questions 1,2, ard 6 below. 

1. Is currlculun developnent 1,0rl< currently 
belng urdertal<en at yoor college? 

2. Has currlculun developnent 1,0rl< been 
urdertaken durlng the past two years? 

(If yru have replled 'I{) ' co both these questloos, 
yru have no need to proceed further but please 
return this form to the address below. ) 

3. Wlth ..tuch courselsl or programre lsl ls/was Che 
currlculun developnent comected? 

4. ln ..tuch faculty l les) /departmentls )/sectlon lsl 
of the college ls/was the 1,0rl< urdertaken? 



- 2 -

5. Please Identify by nane, status ard location the nemer(sl 
of staff IIM>lved with the developnent work ...-.0 could, If 
necessary, be contacted for further Information, 

Faculty/Department 

(I) ···· ······················· ·· ········ ······················· ··· 

6. 

(Ill ····· ·· ············· ·· ······ ···· ·· ················· ·· ···· ······ 
(Ill) ········· ·· ·· ······ ·· ············ ··········"· ············ ·· ··· 

To your knowledge, are/were currlculUTI materials 
already In existence used In the develop,ent work? 

Tharit you for your assistance in this matter. 

Please return this form to the followll'f! addressee end address : 

Gaye Heathcote 
Department of Education 
University of Keele 
Keele 
STaffs ST~ 58G 



APPENDIX 8 . 3 

Questionnaire ( Number 2l used in the 1915 Survey 



(lJUUCl.UJ4 AID'l'l<JI Nil QJaUClUJI AD\Pl'ATI<JI 

AS S1'11A'l'ffiIES F<I\ QJUUClJU.11 IEIIELOfl,Elf 

lW£ ________ lll5ITION IN OOU.EGE ______ _ 

~ CF CXll.l..!n: ----------------

'I'EUJ'IO'£ 00. 

Please tick the appropriate box In relatioo to cµ, stlons 2,3,5,7 ,8,10,12 ard 14 
below ard scwly as nuch detail as possible with respect to the open-ended 
cµ,stloos. 

I. For .hat course(s)/progranme(s) has cur'r!culun developnent 
""'1< been carried out? 



- 2 -

2. "'1at was the form of the ffllterials proclced? 

3. By ..non, were the materials used? 

Leami'l! materials 

Resource materials 

Students 

Staff 

Both 

4 . Which materials were dr""" upon in the developnent work? 

5. To Wt extent did the "source" materials req.dre 
nrxll flcatlon/amerment? 

Uttle or no c~e 

11:xlerate ~• 

Substantial cha'l!e 

6. If ''rroderate" or "substantial", Wlat was the nature of 
the charses made? 



- 3 -

7. Could the rrodifled ireterials be "viewed" if necessary? 

Yes 

No 

8. Have the rrodiflcatlons proved successful ? 

Yes entirely 

Moderately so 

Problems encxu,tered 

9. If problems were enoomtered, please specify. 

10. How """ the developnent work <rdertai<bi an:! organized? 

By an iroivio.,al 

By several irdiviwals 1,0rkirg collaboratively 

By a "speclal11 course tean 



- 4 -

IL If nDre than one persa, wes lll\lOlved, how was the ...,rl< 
dlvlded up arc! allocated? 

12 . Were yo., personally lll\lOlved ln the developnent ...,rl<? 

Yes 

No 

13. If 'i'b', could yo., please provide the nane(s) of the mentier(s) of 
staff ..tio were l""°lved (assunil"f! tve/stve/ttv?y are stlll at the 
College). 

14. Would lt be posslble to vlslt ttve College to discuss? 

Yes 

No 

1lWf< YOO rot Flll.It(; IN 'llllS Q..tSl'IOIIW.IRE 

Please return the "°""leted fom, to me, ln the enclosed 

stMlJe<I addressed envelope, as soon as possible. 



APPENDIX C 

Decision - Making Fra•ework Relating to the Currlculuffl 

Development Strategy 



Wlet1rtUIIHIIC1tl11111 
l11Wt10Mll6tllt1 f1N 
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,0111111• ••tton/ 
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~ ................ ◄ ................ J 

llort cltU1!tcl SCl'\ll\f\1 
111 tttW tf fut11rt1of 

~~~:::;;ul:'mi'~ 

r .. .. .. ........ ........ .. .......................... i 

.. 11111 cllurrlcwlar 
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•tffl1hMMtollt 
aM!f\Hf 
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APPENDIX D 

Copy of 'Match/MISOlllch' Matrix 
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